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SVIC NOTES

Many analytical and experimental techniques are available for solving shock and
vib ration prob lems; they range from the relatively simple to the highly sophis-
ticated. The question of which type to use often arises and is frequently con
trover s ial.

To shed some light on this iseia let us use mechanical signature analysis as an
example. It is a good examp le of the range in the com plexity of techniques that
are available for solving shock and vibration prob lems. (Mechanical signature
analysis is a method of determin ing the condition of a mechanical system by
monitoring its vibr ation signature. ) The techniques and equipment range from
me Jr ing the overall vibration level with a transduce r and a meter to the use of
the combination of a real time analyzer and mini -com puter to perform a frequency
analysis and store data.

Many question whether the use of highly sophisticated techni ques and instruments r
is always necessary. There is no one answer to this question; it depends on the
type of equipment that is being monitored and the data that are to be collected.
The literature that has been published on this subject shows that both the sim ple
and sophisticated methods and equipment have been used effectively. However
cost effect iveness is anothe r consid eration. A sim ple technique whose initial cost
may be low may end up being highly cost ineffective when it is considered in terms
of the job to be done.

The preceding example only points out some of the very general considerations
to help one to decide on the method (s) that should be used to solve a shock and
vibration problem. However the decision may not always be clear; frequently
several methods that are equally effective in solvin g a problem will exist. The
previou sly -mentioned guidelines can help, however all techni ques for doing a job
must be carefull y considered to avo id overcomp liciting the problem or the blind
use of overly sophisticated methods when equally effective but simpler techniques
may be available.

R.H.V.
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EDITORS RATTLE SPACE

The Futu,,: A Ck~~es~e a~da~ Opportealty

Recent ~ ectacular accidents - Three Mile Island and the O’Hare DC-b crash -
contain a message for engineers: the need to be more vocal about the consequences
of bad maintenance and operat ional practices. Today’s engineer must do more than
crunch numbers , provide designs, and evaluate test data. A design seldom fails on
the drawing board; rather , it is the abuses a machine or structu re is subjected to —

after operational install ation that are fatal. It should be the re~ onsibiIity of the
engineer to examine his design for sensitivity to such abuses. If the design cannot
be modified, management must be made aware of the situation. The design engineer
of today must be familiar with field practices and aware of possible blunders —

including short cuts in maintenance and/or operational processes. Perheps the two
recent accidents would not have h~~pened if such warning s had been made and
heeded. The challeng e now facing engineers is to vocalize their concerns and make
certain they ’re heard .

The current and anticip ated shortages of engineers provide an oppor tunity for
engineers : those with sound judgment j be heard. The typical retre at into engi-
neering conse rvatism and indecisiveness th at has tended to give engineers a black
mark with management can no longer be tolerated . Rather , the engineer must
be reali stic and cautious — aware of potential design flaws and slipshod maintenance
practices — and he must therefore evaluate more than stresses and strains or design.
All of the tools available mu st be part of the decision-making process. Such effort
will open the door to effective and professional engineering.

R.LE.
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS FOR THE NONLINEAR DISTORTION
OF NON-DISPERSI VE ACOUSTIC WAVES

Part II: Multidimensional Systems

i ii. Ginsberg’

Abstract - This two-par r pap er describes a pertu ibe- I f  an inf ini te  elastic pl ate at z 0 is sub jected to a
tion procedure for investigating finite amplitude distributed force F0 cos(~Zt + Ø)sin(Nirx/L ) , its trans-

acoustic waves that depend on more than one apatial verse displacement w will have the form

coordinate. The discussion f ocuses on wave motions
that are non4iWersive in the linear approximation , W eL cos(~ t)sin(Nnx/L) + O(e2 ), t << 1 (9)

in which case amplitude dianersion end self-refraction
are the primary mechaniuns for nonlinear distortion. It was found that th e relationshiP between the
Part / covered planar waves and th. basic method amplitude r, phase angle ~~~, and frequency ~~can be

In Part II the results f or a variety of systems are established by using linear acoustic theo ry to de-
presented, and some types of further research are scribe the acoustical loading. Nonlinear theory for

suggested. the plate is necessary only in the case of resonant
Si (provided that F0 is sufficiently small).

CARTESIAN COOR DINATES
After the structural response has been evaluated , the

Multidimensional waves can be classit ied according nonlinear acoustic response can be deter mined. Non-

to the geometry of their wavef ronts and rays in their linearities in the boundary condition, which arise
linear approximation. Cartesian coordinate waves because the components of velocity of the fluid and
have wavefronts and rays tt ’at form an orthogonal the plate normal to the deformed surface of the

set of straight lines in the approximation of an plate must match , are insignificant to the analysis.
infinitesimal disturbance. Nonlinear effects in two
systems of this type have been investigated thus far. The pressu re signal p and component of particle

velocity v2 normal to the plate were found to be

In the first system the waves occur within a semi- in-phase2 and are given by

infinite half-space whose boundary is an elastic plate 2

that is subjected to an exciting force. In,iially, the = 
kc0

double coordinate straining approach described oar- ~ 7LSip0 (10)
her (51) was employed which uses Lighthill’s tech-
nique for the potential function, followed by the -eL Si sin(Sit - ka)sin(N~ro)+0(e 2 )

method of renormalization for the particle velocity
components. The excitat iOn of the plate was consid- The velocity component v~ paralle l to the plate was

ered to be harmonic with a sinusoidal spatial varia-
tion. Cases of resonant and nonresonant excitation Nn 2v~ —€ LSi(—)cos(Sit — k~)c~S(N,T~) + Oft ) ( 11 )
led to slightly different results. The resonant response k
has been rederived [521 using the renormalization
version of the direct method. Simultaneously, this ap- The coefficient k in the foregoing is
proach was also used (53) to study the resonant and
nonresonant responses jointly. The results of these k = ((.~~~~ 2 

— N2 ff 2 1 h (1 2)
studies are summarized as follows. -~~~ C0

t School of Mechanical Engineering, Purdu. University, West Lafayette, IndIana 47907
2 The variables her are the dimensional ones, in contrast to the notation In the cited References
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and the par ameters a and ~ are two strained coot- tilting 0$ the velocity component in the direction
dinotestep lacin~.j ~ and : of propagation (i.e.. v1), which was also found for

• planar wave, other distortion phenomena arise .
I ~ + 1 LSi v There is a gradual growth of a second harmonic in

—~~ 4 —  — f l  ‘- v~ and a clipping of the velocity component per-L 4 N s k 
~ pend,culir to the direction of a prop~~ation, i .e . v~( 13 )

-
~ 
+ L52 ~ 

The physical ex pl anation for these resu lts was found
[531 to lie in the fact that equations (10) and ( 11 )

k. ‘0 indicate that , at any instan t , lines of constant a and
fi rep resent rays and wavetronts et const ant phase

Thu foregoing is similar to the results for planar information , respectively. A typical set of such lines
waves. thu important d ifferen ce is that two coordin is shown in F iguru 3. The def lect ion of these lines
ates are invo lved in the dist o rt ion phenomena as relativ e to the corresponding lines of constant x and
sociated with the differences xIL - a and ilL - z is found trom equations(13) to be in thedirection
This distortion can be shown in several ways~ typical of the velocity component tr ansver se to that line .
SPdt id l profiles along a line perpendicular to the plate with a severity that increases with increasing z In
are depicted vi F igure 2 In adJiti~n to the forward other words, the wavotronts and rays are distorted

by the response they represent, thus there is a self-
retr action (54) . Such an effect was previously

0 predicted in qualitative analyses (17 , 18. 55. 56) . It
is also a corollary of the postulate [351 that the

o ~~ coordinate straining in general should have an explicit
dependence on the response vari~~les in order for
the response to have an implicit functional form

__________________________________ in terms of the physical coordinates.
0 1 2 3 5 5

s/t The two-dimensional wave motion in the foregoing
system cootd be constdered in S m ear Theory to be

F igure 2. Waveform s Along x/L = 0.2/N Induced a superposition of two sets of planar waves that
by Harmonic Vibr ation of an Infinite Flat Plate (53) propagate at equal but o~posituly directed angles

CONSTANT ft LlN5$:, ’O.25(2J+I)~I p
sHock tRoNl

M.~~ 

zIL

Figure 3. Th. Coord inate Straining Transformation When t - 0 for the Waves
Induced by Harmonic Vibrstion of en Infinite Flat Plate (63)
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relative to the normal to the plate surface. Such a on the axial coordinate. The dependence “i the
superposition has been shown (571 to be partially transverse coordinate was described by two t-O~i r t i
valid for the nonlinear w ave The si g n ificant d i f f er-  se ries , one to describe the various harmonics and the
ence from a superposition of nonlinear planar waves other to account for nonlinear effects The anals ~is
of the type given by equation (4 ) is that the d is to r was incomplete because the nor~linear ord inory
tion ot each set of planar waves in the plate probk’ni dift e renti a l equations for the modal amplitudes in
depends only on the distance from the pIat~ to a the F ourier series were solved b~ numerical method s
point on the wavet ront , rjth~ r than on the distance withou t any accompanying consideration of t h e  coi
horn the exc itat ion to th~ w av etront of each planar responding particl e velocity arid pressure res i:rses
5% .IVt’

A similar problem was solved (64 ) by utiIi~~nq the
r hat the two di ‘nensiorial wav e is a cot -nb nat ion of renorrnal izat ion version of the direct method dt’
planar waves was suguested by the re~.ilt [531 that s&ribed earlier. The specific system investigated [641
the shtxks Ii e vertical tanirncit ’s) formed along a was a semi - infinite duct (0 < < ~

) W ith rig id ha:d
series of straight lint ’s , as shown icr F igure 3. Th ese walls at x ,’L 0 and x ’L = 1 . The duct was subjec ted
straight litres were shown (‘.,71 to be parj llel to the to a disturbance at 0 having a tt ’rnporal pci iou
wavt ’fr onts of th” two SetS of equ ivalent planar waves, of 2n &Z and an arbi trar y dependence on x , Uo ’fo i  ni t

- Iv accu rate expressions for the part icle veloc ity and - -Multi harmonic t ’xi - it at orf s of an inf in ite flat p~j tti pressure are obtained by introducing an infinite
bound rig a t h u d  h,ivt’ been investigated [581 - fh ~’ number of coord inate straining transturniat ions in-
resuIt ~ ,Iri’ contained withi n those fur the second volv ing both the axi al and transver se coordinates
sys~i’n’ ft ’ .itii rin-j (-artesian coordinates hard-walled
ducts with a rectan~iuIar cro ss section The response of this system consisted of various

groups of waves. One group of planar harmonics
A lii w ith a r1on-rectant~ular cross section, as well propagates according to equation (4 ) ,  An intinitu ’
as any duct having acoustically treated walls , is number of two-dimtrn~.’ unal groups also occu r , each
dusper sivt ’ in ~j t ’uit ’ral The ef fect s of nonlinear uty on of which is a summation of all harmonics of the type
i~ ’ecSr~c’ v.aves in ducts have been investigated given by equations (10) and (11 ) which have the sante

(59-62) f~ r several geornetr it ’S , dS well as for a phase speed The coordinate straining for each group
var iety of fluid theories . r ’ - consideration of viscos- was essentially as given ri equations ( 13) . The sug nifi
ity , boundary lavt ’rs These investigations determined cant d i f f e re nce fro m equations (13) is that t he coor-
the am plitude dependence in the dispersion relation- dinate straining for each group depended only en the
ship between phase speed and frequency. One study contribution of that group to the total response Thu
(621 also considered the multi-harmonic phenome- final contribution to the response was a non-propa-
non of beats in an investigation of group velocity - gat inq group of waves which originate from ex cita-

tions that are below certain cut-oft trequm’nc cs .
The si f ~.ation n the aforementi oned studies is con- T his group decas s exponentiall’, w ith increasing di~
trasted by that for rectangular hard-walled ducts , tance fr ~~rn the excitation , and nonlinear ettects art’
which tt ’,ltiire both dispersive and non-d ispersive not important for it.

effects. These ef f e cts art’ manifested in a linearized
analysis by the fact that the speed wi th which waves It was proven that the various groups combine in
prop~ )ate along the axis of the duct depends only a simple superposition in a first approximation Of
err the ratio of transverse to ax ial wavelengths. Thus , the nonlinear effects. Although there might be non-
all harmonics fo r which this ratio is identical propa- linear effects in the dispersion relation for the phase
gate as a group without dispersion. speed of the various groups, such eff ects will be

found only in higher order , and therefore less sig-
The first investigation (63) of nonlinear effects in nit icari t , approximations.
this pret rh i ’nm was for m ulated i ii ternis of equation

(2) f~~r the potential function The analytical pro- The responses in Figures 4 and 5 are those ~f the
cedure m ’ntailt’d the m ethod ~f multiple scales for transversely symmetric group having the lacqest axia l
the description of the dependence of the response and transverse wavelengths. The excitation leadirig
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_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  because the wavefornms of that case are sometimes
OVINTO~1 UAOI iv 900 smoother than those of the monr,jchru,natic wave,
OVERYOfIS UAD$ RY 1~00 The smoother waveform results from the fact that

0.001 -

rather than reinforce , the harmonics generated by
~~. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ th e harmonics generated by the excit ation can cancel,

selt •retraction of a monochromatic wave. Thus it
-0.001. might be possible to suppress objectionable tones in
0.001 ducts by exciting harmonics, Such noise control

~~~~~~~~~ 
in planar waves has been explored (65-71 1.

-0.001.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  CUR VIUN~ AR COORIflNATES

I I - -
0 2 5 Systems who se boundaries are cu rved lead naturally

to formulations of the spatial dependence of the
wave m otion in terrr is of the wrrespondin~ set
of curvil inear coordinates, The first studies of such

Figure 4. Ax ial Waveforms Along x /L — 3/8 Induced sy stem s involved uniform cylindrical and spherical
by Fundamental and First Overtone Excitation waves. Such waves arise when cylinders or spheres . -

of a Duct (641 execute a breathing-m ode type of vibration; the
transverse displacement is the same from point to
point on the curved boundary . The waves that
result are one-dimensional because all points in the
fluid at a specific distance from the vibrating surface

— ~~~~~ I.UN ST ~~ have the identical response.— G~~~~a mST~~N

usis ., ISV

One analysis (291 began with a nonlinear equa-
tion for the pressure that was based on the far-fie ld

~:: 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ (i.e., large distance from the boundary) approxima- I 

-

tion that pressure is proportional to particle veloc ity .
The particle ve locity was normalized to account for

~ spreading of the wave relative to a planar wave , and
the length scale was redefined to transform the equa-

Figure 5. Temporal Response at z/L 7 Induced tions for finite amplitude uniform cylindrical and
by Fundamental and First Overtone Excitat ion spherical waves in the far-field to the one solved by

of a D~~ (641 Ea,nthaw for planar waves. An in-phase relationship
between particle velocity and pressure, which is

to these diagrams would , in a linear analysis, excite characteristic of the far-field (21 . has also been em-

the second harmonic overtone of this group ~ 
ployad (28) to derive vers ions of Burger ’s equation

20 percent of the amplitude of the fundamental for uniform cylindrical and spherical waves. This per-
mode; no other harmon’cs would be excited. Figure mits study of the effects of dissipation.
4 shows a t-,pical set of axial profile s; F igure 5 is
a typi cal temporal response at a fixed location, Nonuniform spherica l waves were investigated (54-
The distort ion of the waveforms in the case of multi- 56. 72, 73) by using far-field ~~pro xim at ions; non-
harmonic exci tations rese mbles that for monochro- linear differential equations we re obtained for pres-
matic (i .e., single f requency) excitation . (The mono- sure, density , or radial velocity. The restriction to
chromatic response has been shown (641 to be the far-fie ld inherently led to the add itional assump-
identical to the response in the infinite plate system tion that the wave varied much more slowly in the
discussed earl ier. ) Despite the similarities, the multi- transverse direct*on than in the radial direction. This
harmonic excitation also introduces new phenomena made It poss ible in each analysis to separate the

6
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evalu at ion of the rjdmal phase velocity from the separate physical arguments. Fi rs t , the distort ional
evaluation of the dependence of the response on the effects associated with a lack of dispersion iii d Vi dV( ’

transverse posit ion. In other word s , these analyses generally accumulate a~ the wave propagates. The
were essentially one-dimensional , a further lmm ita- response in the n~ar- f~eId should , at leasi to a I~ st
tion is that only the pressure response was derived , order , be the same as that predicted by linear theory .
thus iniplying that the p~trti cI. ’ velocity com ponents .
part icu lj mly the t ransverse o me , are not smyn ifi cant The second condition required for matching was

drawn from ca r l ier work on waves in Cartesian
The obvious difficulty with any analysis that is coordinates . as well as from qualitative analyses
tm .’unded on a far-field approximation is the question ( 17 , 18) . Specifically, the coordinate straining trans-
of where the far- f ield begins. Nor does the analysis formation had to exhibit self-retraction. This means
addmess t im e importance of the effects of nonlinearity that the dependent variables of particle velocity
for the near-field response. These problems have and/or pressure were required to appear explicitly
been studied [74 , 75] The rer’iornralization version in the transformation . The sell-refractive behavior
cit the direct method described earlier was used to and the progressive growth of the distortional phe-
study the finite amplitude waves induced by the nomena were already evidenced in the outer expan-
vibration of an infinitely long cylinder of radius Fl sion . Hence, both arguments were assumptions that
whose transverse displacemrient is given by trends established in the outer region are not unique

to that region,
w Re cos(~2t)cos(n8)cos(irx/ Ll. e<< 1 (141

The waves resulting fr om two- and three -dimensional
The frequency ~l, circumferential wave number n, vibration of the cylinder had similar functional forri~
and axial halt-wavelength L are specified parame- in terms of the strained coordinates. With the radial ,
ters. The two-dimensional case L (74] must be circumferential , and axial components of particle
investigated separately frorrr the three-dimensional velocity denoted as RflV r . R~~v 9, and R flV~ 

respec-
one of finite L [751 - tively, and the gage pressure denoted as p0f1*p~, ii

was found that - 
-

The linearized waves in either case resulting from

equat ion (14) would feature the Bessel functions of p -1r(R~
’2/co) 2 

cA l (m n(I1Q)CoS(
~~t A~

)
the first and second kind of order n, Quadratic
products of these functions would occur in the non- + 

~~~~~~~~~~~~ A 1) lc os(nO)cos(nRn/L)
homogeneous te rm of the linear wave equation F I
governing The second perturbation Ø~ 

for the poten- yr MEA 1 [J~ ’(pa)siti(&’2t - A1 )
tial function The difficulty of finding the corre-
sponding particular solution was circumv ented by - Y n’(p

~)cos(~lt —A 1)] cosf n8)cos(irR,~/L)
resorting to the concept ~t inner and outer pertur- I -

bation expansions. v8 = -neA 1(R /r )(J~ (faa)sin(~~t —  A s. ) (15)

The inner and outer regi ons were chosen as the - Y~ (~ia)cos (S2t - A~ II sin(nO )cos(iTRtl/L)
near- and far-fields because the linear wave at large
radial distance s r behave s as a sinusoidal propa- v~ 

— — (R/L)eA 1 tJ~ (pa)s in (~~t 
— A1)

gating wave who se amplitude decays as r~ . Outer
expansions were obtained for the particle velocity — Y~ (pa)cos( i’2t — A~ I] cos(nO)sirt(ITRI7/L)
and pressure. Uniform accuracy of those expansions
required the introduction of a coordinate straining The Bessel functions of the first and second kind of
tr ansformation for some of the spatial coo rdinates , order i-i are denoted as anL V~ ; the derivatives

of these functions with respect to their arguments
At that point, only the behavior of the response in are denoted by primes. The rad ial wave number
the out er region had been obtained, The matching p. the amplitude A 1, and phase angle A1 are the
of the responses in the inner and outer regions was same as those predicted by linear theo ry for the

achieved by satisfying criter ia drawn from two excitation given by equation (14).
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.I ’ l increases . v8 decay s much more rapidly than either
or v x . Note also that in the two -d imensional case

A , l i p )  lLJ n tI,’)) 2 
+ 1y n (MI) 2I 

~ (16) V~ 0, the distortion phenomena thus reduce to a
one-dimensional situation involving only r and y r .

A , c~ s ’ [pA , J 0 lp )J - - $m n t 1MA~ ~‘~ ‘ 10)J This is the analog for cylin drical waves of the result
( 54) for spherical waves.

Iht. parameters a JiLt q j i i~ strained coordinates
w h ich  are replaced in linear theory by the nondimen- A typical set of radial profiles in the two-dimensional
si~ nal rad ial and asial distances ‘ - ft and x /R , respec- case are shown in Fi gure 6, which also shows the
live ly rhe nonline ar ~rans f or rrm at ions for these pressure response obtained when certain appr uxi-

HStraimwd coordinates in the three-dimensional case mations for the far-field (54, 721 are applied to
were the cylindri cal geo metr y . An analytical comparison

of the two predictions , as well as several examples,

~ ,,l) II~H1~ ~~~ 
Ia— iIIv r~Co(

( 17 )
- — g +  ~~ + t ) ( H U c

~) I~
lL1wH) 3 (a ’ 1) (v x /cop) —N0~~~~EAR THEORY rA 2

In the two-dimensional case , where the re is no axial —

‘

4

~jv at ici mi in the vibrj t ion cit the cylindrical boundary , ~ 

L I NE AR I HE OR V

~fft ~~~~~~~~~~ dependence on x disappears and 0 -

— 0, as IS evidenced by setting A lL 0 in equa-
t c i i s  ~15) Indeed, it might seem that the two-
dimensional case could be obtained from the three - 2 - J ~~~FRR FIELD APPROX .
di rim ens ional results by taking the limit R — L  • 0 in
“~ith relation However , a significant result of the
seoarate analyses of the two situa t ions was tha t such -

m f yriothesis i; incorrect . The reason is that the 
—

transformation between r and a in the two-dimen- ‘~9 0 -

IV Av%1J~~~~~~~~~~~
Pvw

sional case, A/L 0, does not contain the 1/ 2 factor ~
present in the fi rst of equations (‘1?) for RIL # 0. j I
The iistortionai phenomena associated with the

—1 -ul if f ereiice r - a are thus stronger for the two-dimen-
sional wave than for the three-dimensional one in -

which L is large but finite. This apparent anomaly
1 -was resolved [75) by showing that certain wave

modes which do not receive significant excitation
throu gh nonlinear coupling when L is finite coalesce —. -

when Fl 0 wi th modes that are always excited. 2
Equations ( 1 5) indicate that , at any instant , the
surfaces of constant a are the wavefronts of con
stant phase , the lines of constant ‘i and 8 are the -

corresponding ray s. The self-r efr act ion phenomenon - —2 -

exhibited by equations ( 1 7 )  is thus one in which the
wavefronts and rays are distorted in the direction 1 2 ‘4 6 8 10
of the velocity compo nent transverse to these sur- RACIAL DISTANCE r/R
faces and lines This is the type of self-refraction
found in the Cartesian waves discu ssed earlier. How-
ever , note that the circumferential velocity v8 play s Figure 6. Radial Waveforms Along 8 — rr/4 n
no role in the self-retr action . This seems to be a con- Induced by Two-Dimens Ional Vibration
sequence of the fact that , as the radial distance r of a Cylinder (74]

a

-: .~*d ‘.‘ “

—~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ —.  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
—

~ -- ~~
,, 
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indicated that far-fie ld approximations lose val idity in Figure 2. Such dist ortion does not arise in the
as the frequency £~ decreases or the circumferential two -dimensional case because the self-refraction
w ave number n increa ses, of the rays depends on v~ which vanishes when

A/L -
F igure 7 is a set of radial profi les in a three-dimen-
siomial case- The growth of a harmonic overtone in The two -d imensional response resulting from vibra-
the radial direction , which is the direction in which tion of the cylinder in a single mode [74 1 was ex-
the wave propagates , accompanied by clipping in tended (76) to cases in wh ich the cy linder vibrates
the profiles of the velocity com ponent’- perpendicu lar with several circumferential modes. All of the cor-
to the direction of propagation , are the - ‘aw feature responding wave modes had the same radial phase

veloc ity, independent of their temporal frequency

INEAR ~~~~~ 
and circumferential wave number. The radial coo r-

— NI.. dinate r in th( functional form for all wave modes
— 2 LINEAR THEORY was replaced by t t’ie same strained coordinate , The

transformation for this coordinate wa~ 
t i - I  same as

-
~~ 

* before [741 for a sing le harmon ic, the veloc ity V r in
the transformation was the sum cif the contributions
of all harmonics. h i  ot her wor~Js . the harmonics in
the two-dimensional vibration of a cylinder generate
a single group of non-dispersive waves , whose dis-

~~ , - 
I ‘

, tortion is determined by the total response . 0

These results (76 1 and comparisons with the multi- - 

-

harmon ic effe cts in a duct (64) and the mono-
— chromatic waves from a plate (53) make it possible

o / ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ to conjecture about the response resulting from a - -

— / “ ‘ three-dimensional , multi-harmonic vibration of a

~5 I,’ cylinder . Although the analysis has not yet been f
performed , i t is likely that the response will resemble

,-, that in the duct , in which there is a superposition of
10 

, , 
separate non-dispersive groups. One such group for

— ‘ ‘ A According to this hypothesis the distortion of each
C non-d ispersive group will depend only on the con-pp .

., the cylinder would be the two-dimensional one Pu) .

—s ~
,J ~

) tribut ion of that group to the overall response.

—10 FUTURE W O RK

—
~~~~ The profiles in Figures 2-7 have been terminated at

the site of shock formation . Presumably, the analy-
1 2 ‘4 6 8 tO tical results can be extended into the shock region

RACIAL CISTANCE r/R by employing weak-shock theory to cross the dis-
continuities, A different analysis of shocks , which

Figure 7. Radial Waveforms Along utilizes Fourier series, has been presented (29) , but
8 — ~/4 n x/L 3R/16L Induced by the extension of that method to multidimensional

Three-dimensional Vibration of a Cylinder (75] phenomena has not been developed so far ,

of the three-dimensional response, This type of The role of viscosit y requ ires further investigation .
di stortion is characteristic of the self-refraction of particularly as it pertains to the formation of shocks.
rays, as it was for the Cartesian coordinate waves As discussed earlier , the primary too l in such studies

9 
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rids been Rurge r ’ s equation It mi/it be possible to (64 ) can also be described in terms of planar waves
1e’vt~I,ip an alternative formulation, parallel to the that reflect from the walls of the duct. It theref ore
-i rect method presented here, by adding an addi seems I kel y that the d irec t  method described ,n this
tmonal I near term to equation ( 2) for the potentidf paper can be employed to investigate more general
f ri. t i n  the term would account for the t ’f f r  ts systems t interacting finite amplitude wa’,es
- t ~f~~j stre~ , the etfects of heat conduction , which
‘ ,mv be as significant as viscosity for sound waves.
~ouId be accounted for by simultaneously satisf ying
ii~~,thtr r differential equation (probably linear ) for

t tm me’ teitr perature These matters have been discussed
(1 . 71]

51 Ginsberg , i.H,, - ‘\f~ r I) nir ’ns unal No n- I
o ;ress in the practical application ~t nonlinear ~\~~lir 5 t i c  Wave F’ r~pagatro n , Part II The Non

scOust ics requires further study of the way s in which Linear Interaction of an A co us t i c  f lu id and a
‘ ayes distort as they interact. Lach of the sy stems Plate under Harmonic Lxc itatio n .” J. Sound
disc ussed above was infinite in extent , there was Vib.. 4,Q, ~‘~ - 359-379 t IYTh l .
:hus no r~ f le t ro t )  of radiating waves, When these
.‘~ive’s are incident on another boundary, however , 52 Nayteh , A H ar id ki’ Ily. S.G - ‘Nonlinea r
tf ,”~ will interac t W ith their reflection [78] - Planar Interactions ot A~ Il ~iS t c  F im ’Ids with Plates
.vav e sol t - or i s  have been carried out for the problem Undergoing Resonant F~~’it~it ,ons ,” J So nd

t ‘~- soriant e~c ita t on of a finite column of gas Vib - 60, p; 3 /1  318 t

7 . 10 16 , 19-85] - This system exhibits a traveling
sI’mock wave , as opposed to a smooth standing wav e , 

~~ ~~~~~~ J H - 
‘ A H’  t ’ *,Jili,ll,itkil) ~ t the Non-

-vhen excited resonantly Such behavior has already im)t ’ar lr~~t- r ,i~ 1i , r f ’t ’twee n an Acou st c Fluid
- t e n  shown to occur in rectangular enclosures [86 ] - and a I at I’ ,il, Undergoing Harmonic 1
Further study of the interaction mechanism will t o n .” .i Sound V ib - 60 , I’P 3-’.9 458 (1918)
urov rd~ valuable knowledge of the transient phe-
-lorr’end . particularly of the way in which shocks

54 L )cI..~~ rOd - J C - Iwo Priablerris in High -.‘vulvt ’ . The means whereby the direct method can
Intensity So ri d “ .\ppl Abs Labs - Univne applied to this problem with the aid of Laplace
I t ’~.,is .it Aus t i ir - H e t  N~ AR L-T R-7 1 213transform techniques has been addressed (87]
1 ~ i f

Interacting waves also occur when there are two
sources [88-94 1 The parametric acoustic arra~ ~~~~ ‘,iber otsK ,i~a . A and P~hoLhl,r~ . H V .,
[95- 104) - in which two high-intensity, h ;h in, . - Qi, i si ~‘Li r i t ’ W w t ’s in the Nonlinear Acoustics

-4uencv beams are used to generate a wave at the .11 C rnt i r r t ’d E3eairis ,” Soy Phys -Acoust -

difference frequency, is an important application lb . i i  35-4 0 (1960) .
to sonar systems of the effects of nonlinearity, The
foregoing investigations have treated the region 56 Zabolotskaya . E A .  and ~hokhluv . H V .. “Con-
of nonlinear interaction , as well as the Sound field st ’r ;t ’l) t and Diverqr’nt Sound Beams ri Non-
scattered from the region of interaction . A feature linear Media .” Soy Phys -Acoust., 16. pp .3’3 -
shared by these studies is that they ignored the $2 I
Jistort ional effects arising from a lack of dispersion
in the wave , on the grounds that the difference 57 ~~~ J H - ‘A New Viewpoint fo r  the Two
signal is generally weak , However , such a simp hifica- Dir-nensiona l Non-linear Acoustic Wav e Rad i-
Pen is suspect in the regions where the primary sig- atinq from a Harmonically Vibrating f lat
nals form a shock [54, 941 . Plate .” J. Sound Vib ,, 63 . pp 151-1 54 (1979’

As has been demonstrated [571 , the waves radiating 58. Ginsberg. .l,H,, “Two-Dimensional Fin ite Art)

from a flat plate [52, 531 are equivalent to two plitude Acoustic Waves Radiating front a Flat
int er ctin~~pj~nar w ae s S,milarly,~the waves ui~ ucts Plate in Arbitrary Penothc Vib rat ion.” Proc .
3Fo, a listing of R.f.,,nc.s 7-50, a’. the July 7979 issue of the DIGEST
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LITERATURE REVIEW~~~$~Z
The monthly Literature Review, a subjective critique and summary of the litera-
ture, consists of two to four review article s each month , 3,000 to 4,000 words in
length. The purpose of this section is to present a “digest” of literature over a
period of three years. Planned by the Technical Editor , this section provides the
DIGEST reader with up~to -date insight s into current technology in more than
150 topic areas. Review articles include technical information from articles, reports,
and unpublished proceedings. Each article also contains a minor tutorial of the
technical area under discussion, a survey and evaluation of the new literature, and
recommendations. Review articles are written by experts in the shock and vibration
field.

This issue of the DIGEST contains review articles on the low wavenumber content
of TB L pressure fields , and nonstationary and nonlinear vibration analysis.

Dr . L. D. Pope of Bolt Berane k and Newman , Inc. has written an update of a pro’
vious ly published article. This article summarize s results of measurements directed
at the low wavenumber component of turbu lent boundary layer (TBL) pressure E
fluctuations for the case of low subsonic flow ,

Dr. B.N, Agrawa l of COMSAT Laboratories and Dr. R.M. Evan~lw anowski of
Syracu se University have written a review of experiments that have been used

A to verify analyses for combination and internal resonances. Recent work on non.
stationa ry and nonlinear vibrations in multiple.degree-of-freedom systems is also
described .

h
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UPDATE ON THE LOW WAVEN UMBER CONTENT OF TBL PRESSURE FIELDS

LD Pope’

Abstract - This review article summarizes results of ments by Blake and Chase [21 . except that a w ind
measurements directed at the low wavenumber corn- tunnel specifically designed to have very low back-
ponent of turbulent boundary layer (TBL) presuj re ground noise levels was used, The array consisted
fluctuations for the caso of low subsonic flow, of six microphones (Blake and Chase used four
Knowledge of the low wavenumber content is ye- microphones), and a w ider range of experimental
quired to predict marine-structure response to TBL parameters was investigated over a narrower wave-
pressure fields, number band. In the range of Strouhal number

S ( C~6 / U a,,,) from about S = 10 to 40, Farabee and
In a previous review2 various measurement schemes Geib obtained an empirical fit for the data in the
were discussed, and results of initial measurement form
programs were presented. Three basic techniques
were identified as usef’j ! for measuring the - low —

wavenumber component: large transducers, wave- •(w)~~U~ /q2& 3 = 2 x 10 ’S 4 , (1)
vector filtering with phased arrays, and wave-vector
(spatial) filtering with plates (or membranes).

where ~~~~~ is the low wavenumber component
The first two techniques were discussed in the origi- (6’ is the bounda ry layer disp lacement thickness ,
nal review and will not be cons idered again, Resu lts q the free stream dynam ic pressu re).
of early measurements made using those two methods
were presented at that time, The data that Farabee and Geib reported [4] were

obta ined for flow over a smooth boundary. A more
Results available since the original review are pre- extensive set of data was later obtained for both
sented in this article [4-6] . Efforts in this field con- smooth and rough boundaries3 , For the smooth
tinue because the low wavenumber component is wall , the best empirical fit in the range S — 3 to 30
difficult to measure, and var ious investigators obtain was
different answers for the low wavenumber content
of the pressure spectrum. The range of measure-
ments is more than 20 dB. Because each new experi- Ø(o )~y U,, /q2 6’3 = 2,18 X iO ’S~~~~ (2) -:
ment provides additional data to be plotted upon
exist ing measurements, the more recent data should
sett le into a narrower range , This is occurring, but The results given by equat ions (1 ) and (2) differ by
in a rather weak sense. An individual interested in about 2 to 5 dB over the range S = 10 to 30. For an
using the present dat a for res ponse predictions will intermediately rough wall (No, 40 Gr it)
have to select the test results that seem most ap-
propriate for his application.

= 5.87 x lO ’S’~~~
5 (3)

NEW M ICROPHONE ARR AY RESULTS
For a fully rough wall (grave l and barnacle)

The measurements by Farabee and Goib (41 utilized
Al t ii i 5~~.3 _ a ‘~.i irr’7c ~~S .SC

a microphone array and were similar to the measure- “°‘kr ,,q X u’i 
—1Sup.rvlip~iy Conwitant, Soft 8.ran k and N wman, Inc.. Canog. ~ s*, Callfomsl. 91303

~~~~~~ .nd Vibration Digest, 8 (3) (1976)
39 t t  M atlng, Acoustical Socioty of America (1976)
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USE OF A PLATE OR MEMBRANE )Smn(k112
ASASAT I A L FILTER (9)

4k~,k~ ( 1 —  (_ l ) m cosk i L ij  1 1 —  (—1)”cos k,L3)

‘k2 
— ~ — k2

~
2

The principles of direct response measurement are kmi ~k3 ~~
summarized below.

The low_wavenumber region Is that region for which
The velocity response spectra of a plate (or a mem- k .~/ k~ + k~ lies somewhat above the acoustic . ~. -

brane) excited by a turbulent boundary layer pressure wavenumber k0 and well below the hydrodynamic
field are approximately given by the expression wavenunter kh ~~~~ U~ is the convection veloc-

ity ~ O.6U~ . The filter function Smn (k) samples -

‘

v~~”~ 
#~(k . w) in the low wavenumber region for the

(5) case of slow flow; that is, near k = kmn ~ ~ 
k~ +k~.

(A) In order for the plate (or membrane) to be usefuln ;~ lSmn (k)12 
~~~~ ~~~~ for measuring the low wavenumber component, the

mn IZ~~ ((i~)l -
~~~ modes of the plate (or membrane) are selected such

that they are sufficiently separated in frequency
where p(

~. c~) is the wavenumber-frequency spec- to allow determination of the response of a single
tr’um of the exciting pressure field and Smn(k) is mode; i.e., at its resonance frequency 

~‘mn~a filter function. The mode shapes and frequency-
dependent impedances are, respectively ~(A. ‘~mn~ (10)

Xmn (
~

) = ( rr~
(x 1)x,,(x3) 

~~~ 
(x)

1Z( )12 If lSmn (
~)l2~~

(
~
,Wmn )d

~and 1 ‘~
1ITU’I ’ —

~~~

IZmn (W)12 After the wavenumber-frequency spectrum is as-
(6) sumed to be reasonably flat in the low wavenumber

4 2 region , the following approximation can be used:mL 1 L3 
~ ‘~‘mn 3 2= C ) ‘-T-(

~1 - T )  
~‘7mn1

~ mn leL1
ISmn (&12 

~‘~
‘
~T’ Il(k i +km) +ô( k i ’ k m)I (l ’4mi I

where m is the surface density of the plate (or
membrane) which is taken to be rectangular with ‘

~ 
( wL3

dimensions L2 x L3; L1 is parallel to the direction + ITLI6(k i)6 m11 ‘‘~‘ j• 16(k 3 + k~)
of flow

The filter function is +&(k s km)]( 1 &ni j

~
Smn (

~
)I2 ISm(1( i)12 ISn(k s) 12 where 6(k1) is the Dirac delta function and 6j 1 is

the Kronecker delta function.
where

ik ~ 
Martin and Leehey [51 used a membrane whose di-

Sm(k i) Lo X~ (x i)e ‘dx 1 (7) mensions were such that the modes m> 1 and n = 1
were used to obtain data. For their case

and
Q

Sn(k a) = I X~(x 3)~~
3*3d’c3 (8) lSmn(~

)I2
0 (11)

which, for a simply-supported plate (or a membrane) ,p L L3with Xmn(3J Sin kmx * Sifl k~x a , becomes 2 [&(k 1 + 1cm) +6( lC i — k m) 16 ( k s)
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Equation (10) yields ponent present may not be independent of the
means of generation of the turbulent boundary
layer .

(12)
—

— 

IZ rnn (
~ mn )I2 2 

Løp( k m, ~~~. ~~~~~ — 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~‘:i

+øp(k m. O,wmn)l 
‘. 

N\I

The low wavenumber components at ( k m, 0) and
(km. 0) are not separable- The sum of the two is, ., -

by defin ition , ø~’-”~kr ~ ~~~~~~~~~ 
giving

i ~~~~~~~

S
I

2 v~~
,
~

)mn )IZ mn (
~ mn) ~2

•(“4kr ~ L1 ~~~~~~ UWU 5MOOTW ~~LL

(13) -
~~‘ ‘ “•‘-‘-~ ‘ ‘ ‘ “ “

L 1 L3 (mw mnf)mn)2
- 

8w2 X~~ 
(x) 

#v~~’ “mn1 
- - -Unt il all of the d ifferent measurement techniqu..s

can be shown to give the same result in a quiet
This expression is the basis for the measurements (open-jet) wind tunnel, confusion will continue.
by Martin and Leehey (51 - The surface mass density And until further results are available, the data ut
m must be incremented by the fluid virtua l mass , Martin and Leehey [5) and Farabee and Geib [4 )

r
and the loss factor ‘)mn must include radiation can be used as an upper bound.
damping. Both can be determined by analysis (71
or measured experim3ntatly (51 - ACKNOWL E DG E MENTS

I want to thank Ellsworth Geib , Jr . and Paul JamesonRESULTS OF MEASUREMENTS for their comments and inputs. I also want to credit
Nate Martin with the suggestion that there is a needMartin and Leehey [5) used a membrane and for to measure t he low wavenumber comp onent with allthe range S- Ito 2.5 found:
the various instrumentation available in the saiii~ 1~wind tunnel to define better the influence of the test

1.36 x 10 ’S’3
~~’ ( 14) 

faci lity on results.

Jameson (6) used a clamped plate and from S - 0.4
to 3.5 got the result REFERENCES

*(~~)~rU,s/q36’3 — 1.58 x I0 °S~~~” (15) 1. Chandiramani, K .L. and Blake , W .K., Low-
Wavenumber Content of the Spectrum of the

In both experiments special care was taken to ensure Wall Pressure under a Turbulent Boundary
that background noise levels were sufficiently sup- Layer ,” Bolt Berane k and Newman, Inc., flept.
pressed to preclude significant acoustic response . As No, 1557 (1968).

can be seen in the figure, a 10 dB difference erists
between the two experiments. The nature of this 2. Blake , W ,K. and Chase, D,M., “Wavenumber
discrep ancy is unknown ; see (51 for a discussion. Frequency Spectra of Turbulent Boundary Layer
Jameson’s measurements have consistently been Pressure Measured by Microphone Arrays ,”
lower than those of other investigators. His data J. Acoust . Soc. Amer., 49 (3), Pt. 2, pp 862-
lead one to suspect that the low wavenumber corn- 877 (1971).
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I
3 Jarneso n, P.W , “Measurement of Low-Wave - Membrane as a Spat ial Fi lter .” J. Sound V ib,,

numbe r Component of Turbulent Bounda ry 52 ( 1 ) , pp 95-120(1977).
Layer Wall Pressure Spectrum ,” Bolt Beranek
and Newman Inc. , Rapt. No. 1937 (1970). 6. Jarneson. P.W ., “Measurement of the Low Wave-

number Component of Turbulent Boundary
4 . Farabee, LM . and Geib , F . E Jr . , “M easu rement Layer Pressure Spectral Densit y ,” Fourth Symp.

ot Boundary Layer Pres~j re Field s w ith an Array Turbul ence in Liqui ds , Univ. Missour i-Roll a
of Pressure Transducers in a Subsonic Flow ,” (Sept 1975).
David W . Taylor Naval Ship Research and Devul-
op,yient Center Rept . 76-0031 (1976). 7 . Pope, LD .  and Leibow it i , R .C., “ lntermo dal

Coupling Coefficients for a Fluid-Loaded Rect-

~ Martin . N C . and Leehey , P., “Low Wavenu mber angular Plate ,” J . Acous t . Soc. Amer., 56 (2)
Wall Pressu re Measurements Using a Rectangular (1974) .
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NONS T. % ’EIONA RY ..t~~I ) ~() NL g r~I:AR % IH R tTU)N ANAL Y SiS ’ 
- 

-

ILN . ,4grawal’ and k.M ’~aa~-Iwsno~~~i
3

Abstract - This p~~~r is a review of •xp.rsnr.1ts A gt’tlt ’IJI iIrbifl,it en rt’sonj n.-t’ let this system
tf~.t have been u d  to verily an.ly s for co,nbine- c.iir hi’ ~~ t tt ’fl as
non and internal reso,,an~.& Recent work on non-
station.y and non/m eat” vibrations in multiple- n
d.pie’of-fre.dom systems is also described. “iT !  

~
. h,~ )~( T l  ~_‘i

I - i

A ~~~~~~ ~1 (5 j~j~e, L I )  1 i’r~~ir!, ’,f a ,tt ’iit ’l ,i~ .ISl, f lptc)t i~
method ~% Ith ~~‘ lii. Jti~~fl% t~ I Itonstat lunar%’ vibra ~~hi ’ t ’ h r aR ~~is j - 

~~ negati~ ’ intege r s or :t’rOs.
tion arialy sis in sp.k-th.- Iaft br ,it ~ni t ’sl Iiij ~ .iIi .iii~i r is t in ‘nt - .1’, v~tn kIl tIlt ’ resonance relation-
k%arr~r wsk 11) has ple~ dod a eI~~i nt’ ! ie,)’n IVe  t re at  %t i I ! ’ r .  ,It(’ 5,3t~n- ’ (~,.t (‘\.h t \

main 01 ni~ ni) S t,)t lO l .J ! ’, and i, ’ in l i i n, - ,ir sibtj tions
iii ltipki-,Je~it ’t’ ,nl t r t ’t’d~~m ~ stenr ~s lend! .fl A ~~ st i - ’ ’  t”.! i ibits the Jbtn~t’ rt’sonanct’ when thi_’
has sunrmar r:ed h~5 w,,~c4, en the nnt , ’l a. t ern tn,’jweerl ~ .‘~t l t J~ ne ~~ contains a tot inn with notn:t ’r e co

~ ‘it t’~e i tt ’d arn~j ler,-t’~1 ~ t n i , i t i~~ii ~ ‘- ,  e ’~ ~~~ ii - ~ft ’tined ti~

.-t~~AL~ SlS ~~~ h I B 1 1

The equations 0~ uno~ion ~~ a 1~~ni5t j ta0i i , ir ~ and h1 tl~ h~
non I near nn it i~ ’ lo deqi et’ e r eiod~i 1 r S\ Stt ’i ii II ia~ ‘ -
be described ta~ w hei1’ h1 tthe absolute ~ ,r!ui ’ et h1 ) rind i~-j tes that

~ a ii tlr,’ subsi,-r pt is i i’pe ’j t t ’~i h1 t ,mtr$. F- ui t’~jmple.
+ ~~~ + ~~ 

+ — — 
~~ t s 0 = ~) I) ?ur a c’.irn b~r n,r ( iorn iesonj nee p 2u.~ * - the

tOt Ill B1 ~~ ~ 
must be nOIl.’(nIO

where
n

ul 
~

- 

~ 
In the tir st approximation , with higher order terms

g 1~~ - 1 ‘ omitted . tIne nonstationary ruspon~ bt ’~o irt ’s
Ii

(33 — ~ + ~~ B~1~ 2 x~~x~3 +.. \ 1 ( r) a1(r) cos~i1 (r)

where
U1 , 1i~ — p,,ntont,al energy terms 1 1 i (a+~,,1/ar )  1

“I — ,nernnal i.’ed cOORli!l,itt ’S — E — 
~, ~

‘1a1 — 
~~~ ~ 

—

~~~~~ 
j 

— 2h1B~~ h)
— natural I i trquonev of t he I th ir~ Jt’ I
— posit Vt’ small par Jnk’tt ’r (4a)

O p Ii ,‘qut ’n~-v ~f the ~ ‘rtu rtnat ion ( j
~ 

a~ ‘iii (8 — 

~ i 
h1 dir)

e t=  slow time -
~~ a— ——

~: C1 damping ~-o~f ft, - t ~rits .1 ( ii 2h’~ ~ ~ h~~~ + 2 sign (hi) 
~~n —

- 
number of degrees ot tret’dom \1 r.1

1 Thlap ~,.r is b.d  upon .r.vi* parfoim.d at COM~4 7’ Labo, tor,ig un*f M ~~~ ao’WI~ of th ~‘omniw,/c.tions ~~~~~~
Co,poretlon

2COMSAT Labo,.tories. CMv*~~uip, Maryland
3Sy iicua Urnvars ity. S’y,~cu . Maw Yos*
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I In the first epproxi mat ion , the linear mode ~nepes
+ e - ‘

~~ f1+ 2h~B~~ hi are reta ined in the solution and the natural fr .
8~(aJ~ 

~ quencies are corrected for nonlinearity. In a tech- —

(
~ a~i’) cos (8 - E Pt ~ 

(4b ) nique (6) for includ ing nonl inear normal mode
i— I ,, 

~ 
~~~ r r, ~~ only do the natural frequencies vary

- 

~ 
with the response amplitude but also the coetficients

a~ ~ 2h~
’
\ (u_ i + 2 sign (h1)w 1( of the mode shepes. 

- 
The mode shepes of some

\v ’ i  / L r-= 1 J systems are more sensit ive to nonline ar ity than are
mode shepes of others.

C1 C1/e, F~11 is the coeffic ient of cos4r~ in the
perturb ation force for the jth mode. Near resonance .
the stationary response, - Li - 0, ~~~~~~ EXPERiMENTS

~ ‘18 (Q . hi(.h1
, 

ai t)5h1’i (. - 
~~ ~r~’ r) Ibrahim and Barr (7) investIgated theoreticilly and

- (5) experimenta lly an elastic structure carrying a rigid ‘ 

-

c /& 2’~
-\ circu lar tank containin g liquid . The structure is

iL~~1 
I

) ~~ ex cited in a direction perpendicular to the fluid
surface. Autop arametr ic couplings of the first anti-

Therefore , fo r the Ith mode to be exc ited in a corn- symmetric liquid sloshing mode with two ortho-
binat ion resonance , equat ion (2), three conditions gortal structural freedoms are analyzed. The auto-
must be satisf ied - para metric resonances occu r when the conditions

n 
of internal resonance and main resonance (v — w~)

• Vf r )  — l~p. 1 hrwr (t’ ) (resonance relati onsh ip) are met simultaneously. Under these conditions

• coefficient Pt1 * 0 ( resonance condition ) the modes related by internal resonance can react

• potential coefficients 8(Q hi * 0 (coupling so th at the forced exc itation of one mode can result
condition ) in the exponent ial growth of the other. The reso-

nance re lations are (1)3 — V — Wi ~~ (1)3 .03  —

A relationship 2w~, and w~ — 2(1,12 - On the basis of experimenta l
resu lts, the theoretic al analysis is satisfacto ry for - 

-

E h~.4a~ (T) — o (6} determining the reg ions of instabi lity. However , the
r 1 correlation is poor for the response. The problem is

representative of damping in the normal modes.
known as internal resonance may also exist for a
nons fat ionary system. Paidou~ j~, Sunderarajan , and lss id [8, 9) have p

experimentally and analytically investigated the
From the above conditions “ is clear that , at a parametric and combinati on resonan~~s of a contin-
certain perturb ing frequen ~~ , several resonance uously flexible pipe during pulsati nç f low. For a
cond itions can be sat isf lea, the result is several cantilevered pipe, the system is nonconservative;
poss ible stable steady-state responses. The exis - the system is also subjected to a follo we r force at
tence of a particular resonance response depends the free end and to gyroscopic forces. Experiments
upon the initial cond itions , or the concept of do- have demonstrated parametric end combinat ion
mains of att raction of resonances; th is con~~ t resonances involvin g some of the modes for certain
indi cates that the boundaries of a resonance are a ranges of pulsating frequency and amplitude.
function of the initial conditions. The domains of
attr action have been determined for a two’degree- Hasan and Barr [10, 11) analyzed thin-walled beams
of -fr eedom system for a harmonic response and a of equal angle section for parametric and combina-
combination resonance of the typ e u — 2w~ + w~ (ion resonances. Experimental tests indicated the
[4) - Tond l (5) determined the domains of attr ac- existence of a primary parametric resonance e -

t ion for parametric resonances in a nonlinear sys- 2w~ and combination resonance ii - + w~. Simi lar
tern, responses have been found expenimenteUy (2) in
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an elastic cylindric al shell; i.e. , u 2w~ arid u + 2. Evan-lwanow ski , R, M., Reson ance Oscill ations in
where are the radial natu ral frequencie s. Mechanical Systems , Elsevien (1976).

In addition , several possible resonan ces were found 3. Tond) , A., On the Interaction between Sell-
in a nonlinear sy stem cons isting of three masses. Exc ited and Forced Vibration , Nail Res, Inst . of
Detailed analyses have been published (2 , 12) . The Machine Design , Bechovic (1970).
experiments were performed for the V + 02 +
03 resonance for the stationary and nonstat iona ry 4. Ba kow sk i . J. , “ Domains of Attraction of the
regimes. Secondary Periodic and Combination Resonance s

in Nonlinear Two-Degree-of-Freedom System ,”
An exten sive analytical and experimental study of JCNO Conference , Berl in (19Th ).
the effects of nonl inearitie s and aspect rati os in th in’

5. Tondl , A., Parametric Vibration of a Non-Linearwalled plates has been presented (2. 13) . An interestS
System , Ing. Arch. , 45(1976).ing phenomenon -- overl apping instability zones -- was

described. - -
6. Szemp linska-Stupnicka , W., “On Certain New

Phenomena Arising in Nonlinear Multi-D egree-Evan-lw anowsk i [ 21 deter mined that an internal of- Freedom Vibrat ing Systems, ” JCNO Confer-resonance of the form cu 1 = 2w~ is exhibited by a 
ence, Berlin (1975).doub le pendulum , where w~ is the longitudinal

and w~ the latera l natural freq uency, respect ively. 7 . lbn ahim , R.A , and Barr, A.D.S., “ Autop arame-This can be coatirm ed experimentall y. (nc Resonance in a Structure Containing Liq-
uid ,” Pt. I: “Two Mode Interaction ,” Pt. I I :Fin ally, analytica l treatmen t of spheric al and cylin- “T hree Mode Interaction ,” J. Sound Vib., 42drical shells [14, 151 subjected to an initial breathing (2) (1975). —

mode with natural f requency w~ resulted in intern al
resonances of the form w~ 20j; w~ are the natural 8. Paidoussis , M.P. and Sundarar ajan , C., “Parame-
frequenc ies of the bending modes. The value of (nc arid Combination Resonances of a Pipe
depends upon appropri ate coupling mechanisms Conveying Pulsating Fluid , ” J. Appl , Mach.,
between w~ and w~. Trans . ASME, 42 (4) (Dec 1975).

9. Paidoussis , M.P. and lssid , N.T., “ Experiments
I.-— on Parametric Resonan ce of Pipes Containing

CONCLUSIONS Pu)sati )e Flow ,” J. App ). Mach., Trans. ASME ,
98 (2~ (June 1976).

The experimental result s have generally shown good 10. Hasan , S. Ali and Barr , A,D.S., “Linear Vibrat ioncorre lation with the theoretical analysis for the 
of Thin-Walled Beams of Equal Angle-Section ,”existence of combination and internal resonances. J. Sound Vib. . 32 (1), pp 3-23.Initial disturb ances are necessary to excite certain

resonant responses. For some tests, the correlation 11. Hasan , S. All and Barr , A.D.S., “Non linear andof the response amplitudes is poor, possibly because Parametric Vibration of Thin-Walled Beams ofof the difficu lty of accu rately representing damping Equal Angle-Se ction ,” J. Sound Vib., ~~ (1),in the analysis. 
pp 25-47.

12. Hsieh , J . S., “ Stationa ry and Nons tationa ry Reso-
nances in a Nonlinear System ,” Ph.D. Disserta-REFERENCES

• t ion, Syracuse Univ. (1973),

1. Agrawal, $.N,, “Nonistationary and Nonlinear 13. Ostiguy, G., “Effects of the Aspect Ratio on
Vibration Analysi s and Its Application ,” Shock Nonlinear Elastic Rectangular Plates ,” Ph.D.
Vib , DIg., 7 (8) (Aug 1975). Dissertation, Syracuse Univ . (1976).
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14. Mclvo r , I K and Sonstegand . DA.,  “Dyn amic 1~ Guud~~r . J.N and Mclvo r , I ~-. Dynamic Re
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BOOK REVIEWS

NOISE CONTROL . HANDBOOK OF noise and means of control Th is handbook ~~i I

PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES be r t  v~ Iue to such prutessiona ls

Professo r G. S,:h~ t’it .’e-i
L) M. Lipsconib and AC.  tayl o r , Iditurs 

Lid ~~~i Si5~tlt Technische Hoch schule ..~L4 r Ui
Van Nostrand Reinhold Cornp - 1978 Institut I M~~haiiik

Rainistrasse 101
CH-800t5 . Lur~~h

I he Van Nostrand Reinhold Lnviioiimental Lngineer-

m g  :~,‘ r t ’s pru~ ties information on current engineer -
rig rn’thud s for controll ing the phys ical env i ro n- GEO METRIC VIBRATION ANALYSIS
ili,’ri t It s iri this gt ’nt ra l  sense ~ t contro l that the

~~~ s directed R.J Baud
BIOS Publishing Co - PU Box 22 7 , Hannover , MD

1 he ed itu rs hav e molded the contributions of lB 191.’
authors r ito  a fairly hoiriogeneous handbm.,ok cover- i-s

rig .~Ir oti s .is4~”~ ts of noise An introduction on the This book is prorrioted as a ‘ d ifferent - v ibrations
nature 0 sound is tollowed by chapters on the book , and indeed it s! It is a compilation of Icr

‘‘ I’jsu!I’ t ’ilt ~ t sound . th~- Jt ’t init ons o~ equivalent T~~las and descriptions of stirrie r r r i t t ’d aspects of
It ’s els . arid ia t ’i iv r ii 1 iI~’i 1 tal assessments o precomputer vibration ltit ’o?S l3oth S. Co~ tui~’ ji ’,

ic s,’ Basic pi in~ p l, ’s o f noise co ntr ol  - -  i.e. . acous- and Si n~’t r IL tmn b ,it t 1lpIU~ -u Dt’iiri t Iouls ate
t . .il t r t ’ot t ’ r it  and ~~i ~~t ’durt ’~ iii hearing protec- 

~~~ 
ri both riglish and French

t o  r —. art ’ followed by discussions of such major
n oise sources as industry and construction , a ir cr a f t  I xtensivt graphs and tables orovide the frequencies
and airport , highway arid rail t r a f f i c , and home and of uniform and tapered bars, beams, and plates Also
noise from recr ~~at oni,iI act iv i t ies 1 he managerial included are several tj bles of m aterial and loss
aspect of noise control is described in a chapter on sectional properties. The tabu ’ai i r iat eniat  is h i s

the preparation it iWise control k’uislution , especially (rated with nuria’rous 111 ilt i ~ ,ih t ’xari~ ’k’s ‘~erc ses
in Ha’ 1’ S ton the t ,idn ’r close the chapters

The theory presented cor responds to that oftenIt is difficult to connbine the experience and know - offered in the fir st half of an undergraduate vibrationledge of so rn~ny experts without some loss of in -
theory course . The material is clearly w ritten andformation due to transitions between chapters . amply illustrated . Occasional historical notes and

However , the chapters contain general suiveys on
case studies add interest to the text.specific problems and methods for solving them that

art ’ clear and concise because they are written by The reviewer is puziled as to Uit ’ type of course to
t~\Pt I tS which the book is appropriate . The structural element

frequency inforniatnon is certainly of interest to

The level of the book is basic. the information is pr acticin g vibration engineers, however f -.

oiivt ’yt ’t I in a pra .- t c al mar’ner and relies on dia- I -

J ra iris and graphs when nit’L t s sory Tlit book is W I ). Pil kti t

intended for individuals who drt ’ not necessarily Department of Mechanical Lngineerirt g
specialists in environmental noise and who want Univr ’r s t y  of Virginia
a t e - i in ’ nal understanding of the fundamentals of Charlottesville , VA 22~k~ I
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ADVANCES IN APPLIED MECHANICS is shown to lead to better results.
VOLUME 17

Finally, a ship with unsteady forward motion is
C. S. Y h . Editor considered , not only with the usual strip theory

Acaderrnic Press, 197 7 approach but also in an approach incorporating work
on high-speed slender-bod y the ory,

Th is v. t u r r ne contains five chapters on the following The third chapter on problems in elastostatics is by
tOpit s turbulence in geophysical systems , ship Prof J L  Erik sen, He concentrates on cor’istitut ive
hvdrodyriairnncs. elastostatics , nonlinear parametric equations and the way they are interpreted from
excitation , arid surface waves in anisotrop:c elastic experim ents The theory of semi-inverse methods —

materials , that is , methods which reduce the number of un-
knowns in the basic equations subjected to some

The first chapter , which considers turbulence in a~ jmptions — are treated in detail. Attention is
geophysical system s, was writt en by Prof Robert H. focused on the accessible domain of the energy func’
Long The reader needs only basic knowledge of tion in static experiments. Because an accessible
ideal and viscous fluids Dimensional analysis tit region requires some kind of stable behavior . the
turbulent flow is emphasm~ed. Wherever possible analysis is based on a stability criterion in connection
the authør has related theoretical predictions to with an energy method. The analytical tools are then
e perimental results, especially as carried out in ar-plied to the theory of perfect crystals , with em-
laboratory environrrlents Problems involving den~aty ptsasis on the influence of material symmetry on the
variations and thermal convection are considered experimentally inaccessible region of the energy
in detail . The final sect ion describes a second-order function .
closure model and its relation to the f lux Richard.
sons nurnihe’r Chapter four by Prof . CS , Hsu is a treatment of the p

slate of the art of the theory of nonlinear parametric
Th~ se,ormd chapter by Prof . T . F . Ogilvie treats ship excitation . An example of an aSymptotic analysis ofhvdrodsrrariric problem s He shows that singular weakly nonlinear sy stems is a hanging string in aperturbational analysis is a useful tool for solving fluid. A general nonlinear analysis assumes periodic-slender-body problems in aerodynamics and hydro- ity of the solution. Seeking solutions at discrete

tanned by matching tar-field solutions to those near
dynamics. The solutions to the problems are ob~ times reduces the problem to a set of d~tference r 

iequations. Local instability of the solution is de-the body . scrioed , and the possibility of bifurcation into new
periodic solutions is investigated. The special caseA comprehensive discussion is the slender ship in 
of secornd order linear and n onlinear difference sys-unsteady motion at zero speed. The solution pro-
tenns is treated using graphical aids. A discussion onc*ydure for the forced oscillation is divided into global stability is followed by a description of impul-three regions, depending on whether the frequency

~, satisfies ~.,m 0(1 ) . ~., 01e “I, or ~~~ 
snve parametric excitat ion . The last section is devoted
to an example of a hinged bar subjected to a periodi-The quantity e is a small parameter that in some cally varying impact load. The example clearly shows

~‘nse measures the slenderness of the body. The the usefulness of the analytical method presented,problems of a ship fixed in incoming waves are
discussed The division of the frequency range men-
tamed above is shown to be useful. The specific The last chapter on the theory of surface waves in
case in volvin g head seas is considered. anisotropic elastic material s was written by ProfessQrs

Chadwick and Smith, Special consideration is given
The nex t part of chapter two discusses a ship with tO the existence and uniqueness of surface waves.
a steady forward motion It is argued that the failure The fundamental approach to this problem involves
of the ordinary slender body theory is , to a great results from the theory of line dislocations. The
extent , due to end effects in the line source distri- eigenva )ue problem for the fundamenta l elasticit y
bution , Another formulation of slender body theory tensor is treated in detail , as is the elastodynamic

24
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behavior of a uniformly trans lating line sinG,alwity In COnClUSIOn it is the reviewer’s opinion that this
in an ansiotropic elastic body, including the defini- volume contains well written and interesting con-
tion of a limiting speed. The six possible tr insonic tribution s and provides a most up-to-date treat
states are described. The last two sections describe ment of various aspects of applied mechanics.
the uniqueness and existence of free surface waves.
definite and complete criteria for such regions are Jbrgen Juncher Jensen

Department of Ocean Engineering
given. - -The Technical University of Denmark

DK-2800 Lyngby . Denmark
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PREVIEWS OF MEETINGS

SHOCK AND VIBRATION PROGRAM
SAE AEROSPA CE MEETING

December 3-6, 1979
Los Angeles , California

These sessions were planned by the SAE Technica r 2:00 P.M. Advances iii Dynamic and Modal
Committee G-5 on Aerospace Shock and Vibration . Analysis/Testing

9:00 A.M. Advan ces in Dynamic Analy sis and Design Chairman. Or , D,A , Evensen . J.H, Wiggins
Company

Chairman BA . Rommel , Douglas Aircraft , Asst , Chairman: Dr . M.H. Richardson , Structural
McDonnell Douglas Corp. Measurement Systems

Asst . Chairman: Dr. P. lba?i’ez , ANCO Engineers
• Shuttle Payload Random Vibration and Acous-

• Structural Dynamics . Future Trends - The tic Environments
Challenges and Opportunities AE. Chirby, Rockwell Space Systems Group
Dr. R - Goetz , NASA Headquarters • Application of Statistical Parameter Estimation 1._ S

• Automated Design Using Numerical Optimize- to Rail Vehicle Systems
tion D.T .K. Hasselman , J. H. Wiggins Company
Dr . G - N. Vanderplaats, NASA Ames Research • Experience with a Field Computerized Vibration
Center Analysis System

• On Solution Procedures for Nonlinear Dynamic Dr . P. lba i~eL , ANCO Engineers
Analysis • The Application of Modal Parameter Estimation
Dr . S. Ramaswamy, Dr. K.J. Bathe, MIT Techniques to Several Typical Structures

• Finite-Element Hydroelastic Analysis Technol- Dr. D. Brown, University of Cincinnati
ogy - A State of the Art Ovesmview • Extraction of Coupled Structural-Propul sion Sys-
Dr. R.N, Coppolino, The Aerospace Corporation tem Dynamics from Shuttle SRM and Main Pro-

• Space - Shuttle Dynamic Modeling and Verifi- pulsion Test Firing Data
cation Dr. H. Doiron , R.T. Anderson, NASA Johnson
8.1. Bejmuk , Rockwell Space Systems Group Space Center

• Matrix Difference Equation Ana/ysisof Vibrating Dr. S R . Ibra him , Old Dominion University
Spatially Periodic Structures with Simply Sup- • Interrelationthip of Load Identification Modal
ported Guided Ends Analysis and Fatigue
Dr. P. Denke, Douglas Aircraft , McDonnell Dr. A. Klosterman , Structura l Dynamics Re-
Douglas Corporation search Corporation
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SHORT COURSES
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Dates Deceniber 11.13 , 19/9 8TH ADVANCED NOISE AND VIBRATIO N
Place New Orleans, Louisiana COURSE
Objective The topics to be covered during this Dates September 10-14, 1979
course are fundamentals of vibration; tran~Jucer Place Institute of Sound and V ibration Re-
concepts, machine protecti on syste m s; analyzing search . The Unive rsity, Southampton , UK
vibration to predict failures, balancing; alignment. Objective : The course is aimed at researchers and
case histories, improving your analysis capability, development engineers in industry end research
managing vibration data by computer, and dynamic establishments, and people in other spheres who are
analysis, associated w ith noise arid vibration problems, The

course, which is designed to refresh and cover the
latest theories and techniques, initially deals withContact Spectral Dynamics Corp. of San Diego,
fundamentals and common ground and then ottersP.O. Box 671, San Diego, CA 92112 - (714 ) 268- a choice of specialist topics. the course compris~s7100 .
over thirty lectures , including the basic subjects of
acoustics, random processes , vibrat ion theory , sub-
jective response and aerodynamic noise, which form
the central core of the course. In addition , severalVIBRAT ION OF h AMS. PLATES. AND SHELLS -specialist applied topics are offered , including air-Dates September 10-14 . 1979
craft noise, road traffic noise, industrial machineryPlace The Ohio State University -noise , diesel engine noise, process plant noise andObjective Understanding the natural treq’,,~encies -environmental noise and planning,and mode shapes of beams, plates and shells as well

as their dynamic response to external excitation . - ‘

Contact. Mrs. 0G . Hyde, ISVR Conference Secre-A survey of the recent literature and examination
tar’y, The University , Southampton, S09 5NH. UK -of important papers will be included.
(0703) 559122, Ext. 2310 or 752, Telex 47661.

Contact Professor A .W . Leissa . Dept. of Engineer-
ing Mechanics, The Ohio State University , 155 West

ROTATING M A CHINE R Y VIBRATIONS SEMINARWoodruff Ave ., Columbus, OH 43210 - (614) 422-
Dates September 18.20, 1979727 1.
Place . Boxborough, Massachusetts
Objective: This seminar will feature lectures on
fluid film bearings, torque induced lateral vibration,

(till ANNUAL INSTITUTE ON THE MODERN coupling use on rotating machinery , minicomputer
use and self-excited vibrations in rotating machinery,VIEW OF FATIGUE AND ITS RELATION TO
Practical aspects of rotating machines will be em-ENGINEERING PROBLEMS
phas ized.Dates September 10-14 , 1979

Plactt Union College, Schenectady,  New York
Contact. Dr. Ronald 1. Lshleman, Vibration In-Ob~ect ivt ’ This course will emphasize the reIation~ stitute . Suite 206, 101 West 55th St.. Clarendonships of our current physical and pPuenomenological
Hills, IL 60514 - (312) 654-2254/654-2053,understanding of fatigue to the engineering treat-

ment of the problem . The curriculum will be built
around the several Stages of the fatigue process

DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSINGincluding consideration of the plastic zone, crack
Dates. September 18-20, 1979nucleation and early growth , crack propagation in
Place: Washington, DC.the plastic regime , crack propagation in the elastic
Object ive: This seminar covers theory, operationregime , and failure.
and applicat ions ‘- plus additional capabilities such as
transient capture , amplitude probability, cross spec-

Contact. Office of Graduate Studies and Con- trum , cross correlation, convolution coherence, i-u
— tinuing f:ducation. Well s House, 1 Union Ave., Union herent output power , signal averaging arid demonstra-

College, Schenectady, NY 12308 - (518) 370-6288. t ions.
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Contact : Spectral Dynamics Corp. of San Diego, Contact : Mrs. 0G. Hyde , ISVR Conference Secre
P.O . Box 671 , San Diego, CA 92112 - (714 ) 268- tary , The University , Southampton, S09 5NH, UK -

7100. (0703) 559122 , Ext. 2310 or 752, Telex 47661.

DIAGNOSING ROTATING MACHINERY
VIBRATION PROBLEMS UNDERWATER ACOUSTICS
Dates. September 18-2 1, 1979 Dates. September 24-28, 1979
Place: Santa Clara, California Place: Pennsylvania State University
Dates. October 2-5, 1979 Objective; This ~hort course is structured so that
Place . Boston, Massachusetts those attending have a choice between a basic or an
Dates. October 16-19 , 1979 advanced set of lectures during the first day and u
Place Chicago, Illinois half . Therefore it can serve as an introductory coiirs~:Dates: October 30-November 2, 1979 for those who are new to the field but who have ,m
Place Houston , Texas good educational background in physics, mathe
Objective : This seminar is designed to provide both matics , or some related branch of engineering, or as
an overview of machine vibration characteristics and a refresher course for those scientists and engineers
diagnostic techniques and an in-depth examination currently practic ing in the underwater acoustics field.
of several solved machine vibration problems. Topics The material includes the linear and nonlinear propa-
include the fundamental causes of machine vibra- gation of sound in the ocean, transducers , amid souice~.tion, determining component and structural fre- of underwater noise.
quen cies , con siderations for setting up a preventative
maintenance program (such as mach ine failure charac- Contact ; Robert E. Beam , Conference Coordin a-terist ics , diagnostic technique effe ctiveness , thresh-

tor , The Pennsylvania State Univer sity, Keller Conolds, and criteria), and monitoring equipment opera- ference Center , University Park , PA 16802 - (814)tion and usage. Industrial consultants and ui~iversity 865-5141.experts will be featured at each seminar to provide
a detailed discussion of illustrative case histories and
to suggest advanced diagnostic techniques to solve
vibration problems.

OCTOBERContact : John Sramek , GenRad , Inc., 2855 Bowers
Ave., Santa Clara , CA 95051 - (408)985-0700, Ext.
267 - SONAR AND SEISMIC SIGNAL PROCESSING

Dates: October 1-5 , 1979
Place: Pennsylvania State UniversityINDUSTRIAL AND MACHINERY NOISE
Objective ; This course is designed to provide thosm-CONTROL PRACTICE
scientists and engineers practicing in the fields otDates; September 23-27, 1979
underwater acoustics or seismic exploration with anPlace - Institute of Sound and Vibration Re-
understanding of the principles and techniques Liscusearch , The University, Southampton, UK for the detection of underwater and undergroundObject ive : The course is aimed at informing practi- signals. To obtain max imum benefit from the coursecat engineers on how machines make noise and how participants should already be familiar with thethis can be controlled at both the design and installa-
basics of Fourier transform theory and the mo,etion stages. Methods of standard testing, the exact common probability distributions.nature of national legislation and the effects of fac-

tory layout are al l covered. An impo rtant aspect
of the course is the inclusion of applications of noise Contact. Robert E. Beam, Conference Coordina
contr ol techniques to reciprocating engines, presses, tor , The Pennsylvania State Univer sity , Keller Con-
forges, texti le machines , compressors, valves , pile ference Center , University Park , PA 16802 - (814)

drivers, etc. 865-5141.
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AN INTRODUCTION TO VIBRATION AND course are those concerned with the rotor dynamics I -

SHOCK SURVIVABILIT Y , TESTING . MEASURE- evaluation of motors, pumps , turbines , compressors ,
MENT, ANALYSIS AND CALIBRATION gearing, shaft ing, couplings, and similar mechanical
Dates. October 1-5 . 1979 equipment. The attendee should possess an engineer-
Place: Southampton , England ing degree with some understanding of mechanics
Objective: Topics to be covered are resonance and of materials and vibration theory. Appropriate job
fragility phenomena, and environmental vibration and functions include machinery designers; and plant,
shock measurement and analysis, also vibration and manufacturing, or service engineers.
shock env ironmental testing to prove survivability.
This course will concentrate upon equipments and Contact : Mr. Paul Babson, MTI , 968 Albany-
techniques, rather than upon mathemat ics and Shaker Rd., Latham , NY 121 10 - (518) 785-2371.
theory.

Contact : James E. Frost , Plessey Assessment
Services, Ltd., Titchfie ld , Fareham , Hampshire P014 ROTATING MACHINERY VIBRATIONS COURSE
40A , UK - (03294) 43031 or Wayne Tustin ,22 East Dates: October 29-November 1,1979
Los Olivos St.. Santa Barbara, CA 93105 - (805) Place: Cherry Hill, New Jersey
682-7171. Objective: This advanced course on rotating ma-

ch inery vibrations will cover physical/mathematical
modeling, mathematical computations, physical de-

VIBRATION CONTROL scriptions of vibration parameters, measuring, and
Dates: October 812, 1979 analysis. Machinery vibrations control techniques will
Place . The Pennsylvania State University be discussed. Torsional vibration measurement, analy-
Objective: The seminar will be of interest and value sis, and contro l w ill be reviewed. f ’to engineers and scientists in industry , government,
and education. Topics include dynamic mechanical

Contact: Dr. Ronald L, Eshleman, Vibration In-properties of viscoelastic materials; structura l damp-
st itute , Suite 206, 101 West 55th St., Clarendoning; isolation of machinery vibration from rigid and
H ills , IL 60514- (312) 654~2254/654-2053.nonrigid substructures; isolation of impact transients;

reduction of vibration in beams, plates, and shells;
reduction of the flow-induced vibration of complex
structures; case histories in vibration reduction; and
characteristics of multi-resonant vibrators.

NOVEMBER
Contact : Professor John C. Snowdon, Seminar
Chairman, Applied Research Lab., The Pennsylvania

VIBRATiON DAMPINGState University, P.O. Box 30, State College, PA
16801 - (814) 865-6364. Dates: November 5-8, 1979

Place: University of Dayton Research Institute
Objective : Topics to be covered are : damping be-

MACHINERY VIBRA TIONS SEMINAR havior of mater ials , response measurements of damp-
Dates: October 23-25, 1979 ad systems, surface damping treatments on vibrating
Place: Mechanical Technology Inc., Latham, NY members, discrete damping devices, special analytical
Objective: To cover the basic aspects of rotor-bear- problems, increasing linear viscoelastic material
ing system dynamics. The course will provide a funda- properties, damping of acoustic vibrations, selected
mental understanding of rotating machinery vibra- case histories, problem solving sessions, and demon-
t ions; an awareness of available tools and techniques stration of digital fast fourier analyses.
for the analysis and diagnosis of rotor vibration
problem s; and an appr eciation of how these tech- Contact : Mrs. Audrey G. Sachs, University of
niques are applied to correct vibration problems, Dayton Research Institute , Dayton, OH 45469 -

Technical personnel who will benefit most from this (513) 229-2919.
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DYNAMIC ANALYSIS WORKSHOP equipment; the SGA Compressor Installation Simu-
Dat es November 5-9, 1979 lator (SGA Analog) and its applications; pulsation
Place San Diego , California control and pip ing system design; mechanic al ro
Obtectivo . This course will cover the latest tech- sponse of plant components to pulsations and tran
niques of analyzing noise and vibration in rotating sient excitation; vibration control in piping systems;
machinery and power-driven structures. The work- vibration-induced stress and meaningful stress criteria;
shop will cover both the theory and practical aspects transient fluid interaction of system components
of tracking down malfunctions and preventing fail- (flow instabilities, cavitation , flashing, piping effects
ures caused by unbalance, misalignment , wear , oil on surge, etc .); effects and control of pulsations in
whirl , etc. Included in the course will be demon- flow measurement; and pulsation effects on the
strations and practical , hands-on experience with the performance of compressor/pump installations.
latest noise and vibration instrumentat ion; Real Time
Analy zers , FFT Processors, Transfer Function Analy- Contact: Joe L. Gulinson, Southwest Research
zers and Computer-Controlled Modal Analysis Sys- Institute , P.O. Drawer 28510, San Antonio. TX
tems. Actual case histories and specific machinery 78284 - (512) 684-5111, Ext. 2521.
signatures will be discussed.

Contact: Spectral Dynamics Training Manager, THE 17TH ANNUAL RELL4BIUTY ENGINEER-
P.O. Box 671 , San Diego, CA 92112 - (714) 565- INC AN!) MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE
82 11 . Dates: November 12-16 , 1979

Place: The University of Arizona
Objective ; The following subjects will be covered
reliability engineering theory and practice. mechani-

CONTROLLING THE EFFECTS OF PULSATIONS cal re l iabi l i ty  prediction , reliability testing and
AND FLUID TRANSIENTS IN PiPING SYSTEMS demonstration, maintainability engineering, product. f
Dates. November 7-9, 1979 liability , and reliability and maintainability manage
Place; San Antonio. Texas ment.
Objective : The seminar will cover various means for
preventing and controlling the detrimental effects Contact : Dr. Dimitri Kececioglu, Aerospace and
of pulsations and fluid transients on piping, pumps, Mechanical Engineering Department , Aeronautical
compressors, and other plant systems and equip- Engineering Building No. 16, University of Arizona ,
ment . Topics will include: pulsation generation Tucson, AZ 85721 - (602) 626-2495/626-3901/
mechanisms and their effects in plant piping and 626-3054.
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A on currant

NEWS BRIEFS ~ Vibrut~on acdvid80 and ~~~~

NOISE.CON 79 FEATURES Sessions are planned for such topics as develop
MACHINERY NOISE CONTROL ments in theoretical methods and testing techniquu~

correlation of theory with experiment, structu re
Machinery Nøjs~ Control’ was the theme of NOISE- f luid interaction, composite structures, wave p’o

CON /~ ) the 1979 National Confc~~nce on Noise pagation, machinery vibration. and dynam ic stability
I ~utrol E ngineering. NOISI -CON 79 was sponsored
1~~iiit)~ by Uu’ Institute of Noise Control Engineering Abstracts and request s tor further information should
and Purdue University, West Lafayette , Indiana. be sent to Dr . M. Petyt, Institute of Sound and
I he three-day meeting was held on the Purdue Vibration Research. The University. Southampton
Campus on 30 April - 2 May 1979 and covered a S09 5NH , England .
with’ var it ’ty of subjects all related to the theme
‘Machinery Noise Control . Featured at the meeting

were papers on agricultural and construction equip- INSTITUTE OF ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES
Iit’ilt noise , forging and impact noise, noise of engines ELECTS NATIONAL OFFICERS
‘if ~

- oinp ini ’iits . and noise generated by metal
utti l ig lii addition, other papers on government Robert N. Hancock , Senior Engineering Manager ,
‘Iiup ,eiis . diagnostic techniques for noise control , Vibro Acoustics , Vought Cor por ation , Dallas , Tex as ,

- -omputer noise control and noise levels in factories will assume the office of President on July 1. 1979.
wr’l, ~ presented. Mr. Hancock is currently serving as E xecutive Vice

President of IES. He has been chairman of sessions
hi~ papers presented at NOISE-CON 79 have been at IES Annual Meetings and served as President of
‘II,’~ It’d into a bound volume titled “Machinery the Southwest Chapter. Mr. Hancock was Vice

N~,’s~’ t ;Oiiti~
d -’ which is now available to those President of Region III, Technical Program Chairman

unable to attend the Conference . The book conta ins for the 1978 Annual Technical Meeting and Chairman
404 pages and is published in soft cover. Copies of of the Environmental/Reliability Working Group.
“Machinery Noise Control” are available from Noise Mr. Hancock is a Senior Member of the Institute.
Control Foundation , P.O Box 3469. Arlington
Branch, Poughkeepsie , NY 12603. The cost of the
volume is $37 .50, shipped postpaid except that over-
seas orders to be shipped by air require an additional MALING NAME!) INTER-NOISE 80
$7.00 for air mail packing and postage. GENERAL CUAIRMAN

George C, Mating, Jr .. V ice President-Administration
of the Institute of Noise Contro l Engineering has

INSTITUTE OF SOUND AND VIBRATION been named General Chairman of INTER-NOISE 80,
RESEARCH the 1980 Inte rnationa l Conference on Noise Control

Call (or Pa~iier. Eng ineering
Recent Advances in Structural Dynamics
Southnupton Univerity, July 7-1 1, 1980 James Seebold of the Standard Oil Company of

Catrtornia has been named Technical Program Chair-
Abstracts of papers of approximately 500 words man. He will be responsible for organization of the
should be submitted by October 1, 1979. Accepted invited and contributed papers which will be pre~
papers of up to fifteen pages will be required by sentod at the three-day meeting, Clayton A. Allen,
March 1, 1980, for publication in the Conference President of the Clayton A. Allen Corporation, will
Proceedings. organize the noise cl inics , a series of special sessions
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devoted to problems and solutions in noise control INSTITUTE OF ENVIRONMENTAL SCiENCES
engineering. 1979 AWARDS PRESENTED DURING

25th ANNUAL MEETING

RELIABILITY TEST AND EVALUATION AWARDWil liam W . Lang of the IBM Corporation in Pough-
Willis J, Willoughby, Jr ., Assistant Deputy Chief ofkeepsie, NY will act as Chairman of the Organizing

Committee , a Committee of noise control specialists Naval Materiel for Reliability and Engineering,
from overseas who will assist in the planning of received the 1979 Reliability Test and Evaluation

Award for outstanding contributions to the field oftechnical participation in the meeting by overseas
reliability design , test and management. This award
is made by the IES for outstanding contributions to

INTER-NOISE 80, the ninth in a series of Inter- nominations are provided to the IES Honors and
national Conferences on Noise Control Engineering, Awards Chairman by the IES Environmental Reli-

the fie ld of Reliability Test and Evaluation. The

will be held at the Hotel Inter-Continental in Miami, ability Project Group Chairman and approved by the , -

IES Executive Board.Florida , USA on December 8-10, 1980. The theme
of the meeting, “Noise Control for the 80’s” will IRWIN VIGNESS AWARD
be highlighted by a series of lectures presented by David 0, Smallwood , Shock & Vibration Test Divi-
recognized specialists in the field. INTER-NOISE 80 sion, Sandia Laboratorie , was presented the IES
is sponsored by the International Institute of Noise Vigness Award. The award was presented to Mr.
Control Engineering (INTERNATIONAL/ INCE) and Smallwood for authorship of “Multiple Shaker
will be organized by the Institute of Noise Control Random Control with Cross Coupling,” a technical - I
Engineering of the United States of America, Inc. -paper pertinent to the field of Dynamic Shock .
(INCE/USA).

The IRWIN V IGNESS AWARD is given to the
individual or author whose contribution to the field

For further information, contact INTER-NOISE 80, of acoustics, shock and vibration are considered
P.O. Box 3469, Arlington Branch, Poughkeepsie , outstanding. The Institute of Environmental Sciences
NY 12603 USA. established this award in 1967, in memory of Dr.

Irwin V igness, who was a consultant on specifica- ‘1
t ions and standards in mechanical shock and vibra-
tion and did pioneering research in that field .

---1
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ABSTRACTS FROM
THE CURRENT LITERATURE

Copies of articles abstracted in the DIGEST are not available from the SVIC ot the Vibration Institute (except
those generated by either organization). Inquiries should be directed to library resources. Government report s can
be obtained tro,u the National Technical Information Service , Springfield , VA 22151 , by citing the AD- . PB- , or
N- number, Doctoral dissertations are available from University Microfilms (UM) , 313 N . Fir St., Ann Arbor , Ml,
U.S . Patents from the Commissioner of Patents , Washington , D.C. 20231 . Addresses following the authors ’
names in the citation refer only to the first author . The list of periodicals scanned by th is lournal is printed in
issues 1, 6. and 12.

ABSTRACT CONTENTS

ANALYSIS AND DESIGN - . . 35 PHENOMENOLOCY 42 Membranes, Fi lms , and
Webs 55

Analogs and Analog Composite 42 Pipes and Tubes 56
Computation 35 Damping 43 Plates and Shells 56

Analytical Methods 35 Fluid 43 Rings 62
Stability Analysis 35 Soil 44 Structural 62
Statistical Methods 35
Finite Liernent Modeling. . .36 EXPERIMENTATION 45 SYSTEMS 63
Modeling 36
Digital Simulation 36 Balancing.  45 Absorber 63
Parameter Identification - - - 36 Diagnostics 45 Noise Reduction 63
Criteria , Standards, and Equipment 46 Act ive Isolation 66 

, 
-

Specifications 37 Facilities 46 Aircraft 67
Surveys and Instrumentation 46 Bioengineering 68 , -

Bibliographies 37 Techniques 47 Building 68
Tutorial 38 Foundations and Earth. - . .69
Modal Analysis and COMPONENTS 48 Helicopters 69

Synthesis 38 Material Handling 70
Shafts 48 Mechanical 70

COMPUTER PROGRAMS 39 Beams , Strings , Rod s, Bars . 49 Off-Road Vehicles 71
Bearings 52 Pumps, Turbines, Fans ,
Blades 52 Compressors 71General 39 Columns 53 Rail 71
Controls 53 Reactors 72

ENVIRONMENTS 40 Cylinders 53 Reciprocating Machine 73
Ducts 53 Road 73

Acoustic 40 Frames , Arches 54 Rotors 74
Random 41 Gears b4 Ship 75
Seismic 41 Linkages 55 Spacecraft 76
Shock 42 Mechanical 55 Structural 77
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ANALYSIS AND DESIGN th. procedure , the .igenpro blem is presented se a
algebraic sys tem of equations with the sigenvalue and the ci-
genvector as unkn owni end the eigsnd .rlvative s coming from
the solution of a linear system of equations that is deter-
mined trivi ally by differentiating the nonlinear equations
w ith respect to strueturel parameter. Application to flutt er

ANALOGS AND ANALOG and diver gence problems is emphasized.
COMPUTATION

STABILITY ANALYSIS
79-1288
On a Techn ique to Obtain an Optimum Strength
Shape by the Finite Element Method . Application
to the Problems under Body Force 79-1290
J. Oda and K, Yamazaki Remaiks on V rationa of Damped Linear Systems
Faculty of Engrg., Kanaz awa Univ ., Kanazawa , Japan, P.C. Muller
Bull , JSME, 22 (164), pp 131-140 (Feb 1979) 24 figs, Lehrstuhl B f. Mechanik , Tecbnische Universit’át
2 tables, 5 refs Mi~nchen, Arcisstr . 21 , D-8000 MUnchen 2, Germany,

Mech. Res. Comm ., 6 (1), pp 7-15 (1979) 6 refs
Key Words : Optimization, Optimum design, Finite element —

technique , Disks Ishapes )
Key Words: Linear systems , Damped structures , Stability,
Transverse vibrationA technique to determine effectively an optimum shape of

two -dimensional and ax isymmetric bodies under body force
is proposed. Thu technique is based on the iteration of a Marginal stabili ty end instabilit y are presented for the free

vibrations of damped linear systems. Bounds of the fre-sequential search method consisting of the following steps:
The superiority or inferiori ty of a given shape, which ~~~ 

quency respon se in terms of eigenvalues of the stiffness .

ice the cons t rained conditions of design , is ludged by the damping and mass matrices are discussed for the forced
vibrations of an asymptotically stable damped linear system ,deviation from the design object stress value; and the shape

is modified to an optimum shape by the proportional trans-
form ation method of the finite elements , which is con-
sidered an effect of body forc e. By using this technique the
optimum shapes of the basic problems under gravity load or STATISTICAL METHODScentrifugal force are obtained and the results are compared
with the corre s ponding shapes given by elementary theor y .

79-1291
ANALYTICAL METHODS Simulation of a Non-Stationary Stochastic Process

with Respect to its Probability Denasty Function - 
-.

J, Cacko and M. Bily
Inst. of Machine Mechanics of the Slovak Academy

79-1289 of Sciences, 809 31 Bratislava , Czechoslovakia, J.

Calculation of Eigenvalue and Eigenvector Derivative. Sound Vib ,, 62 (2), pp 293-299 (Jan 22, 1979)

for Algebraic Flutter and Divergence E’.genproblema 1 fig, 1 ref

C. Cardani and P. Mantegazza Key Words: Stochastic processes, Probabil ity theo ry, Time
Aerospace Dept., Politecnico di Milano , Italy , A IAA d~~~ndent excitation
J., 17 (4), pp 408-412 (Apr 1979) 22 refs

Various relationships are deve loped for simulation of a non-
Key Word s: Flutter , Eigenva lue problems stationary stochastic process. Th•y are based on modeling

of its time -dependent ampl itude and probability density.
A single procedure is presented for the determin ation of ci- The main purpose of the approach is to reproduce an en-
genvelue and eigenvector derivatives of general eigensyssems, vironm.ntal loading process and use it as the on-line input of
including tho se arising in flutter end divergence analysis. In com puter controlled loading machines.
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79-1292 The statistical model for steady-state response of. coupled
Output From a Non-Linear “Friction’ Element with dynamical system that Is used In both room acoustics and

statistical energy analysis l~ taken as the hypot$teeiL The
- model Ia defined by the fundwnsntal equations of linear rela-M. Apetaur and F - Opicka don between the response energies of the subsystems and the

Automotive Res. Institute UVMV Praha 9, Lihovar- 
~~~~ powers. The model a iaaed to examine the effect of

ska 12, Czechoslovakia, J, Sound Vib., 62 (1),. pp veralble strength of coupling between the subsystems and the
141-1 49 (Jan 8, 1979) 8 figs , 1 table , 3 refs transition from weak to strongcoupllng.

Key Words: Stochastic processes, Friction. Spectral energy
distr ibution techniques

FINITE ELEMENT MODELING
A general theory of the stochastic properties of the output . -

signal from a non-linear element is presented. The case of
a friction element Is treated in detail. A simple approximate - -

formula for the spectral density of the output signal from a
frict ion element under the assumption of a Gaussian input
signal is derived. Uncertainty Finite ELement Dynamic Analyas I -.

B.A. Dendrou and E .N . Houstis - 
-

-

Dept. of Civil Engrg., Purdue Univ., West Lafayette ,
IN 47907, App I. Math. Modeling, 3 (2), pp 143-150

79 1293 
(Ap r 1979) 11 figs , 7 tables, 10 refs

Permanent Deformation. of Rigid-Plastic Structures Key Words: Finite element technique, Dynimic structural
Subject to Random Dynamic Loads analysis, Perturbation theory. Mathematical models - - 

-

F. Casciati, L. Faravelli , and A. Gobetti
Istituto di Scienza e Tecnica delle Costruzioni Univer- An inf.rencedynimic model Is developed bas.d on a model
sits di Pavia, Pavia, Italy. Engrg. Struc., 1 (3), pp 139 dynamic analysis using e moving boundary condition. The

— uncertainty of the physical perimeters Is Implemented in
144 (Apr 1979) 8 figs , 4 tables, 15 refs the model using an Inference icheme coupled with a per-

turbation technique. Finally, the first two statistical me-
Key Words: Probability theory, Stochistic processes, Ran- ments of the displacements end the itress field are estimated
dom excitation according to the proposed analytical scheme and are in good

agreement with the initially assumed fields .
The probabilistic analysis of the inelast ic displacement re-
sponse for simple rigid-plastic structure. subject so dynamic
loads is considered . The paper presents a method eble to
approximate the prob ability density functi on of the residual MODELING r
disp lacement at any time. The procedure is based on the (

~~ No. 1474)
filtered Poisson process theory. This model aims to idealize
the input stochastic process and to describe the output
process . A numerical example is developed In order to show
the computaeionaf aspects of th e meth od. DIGITA L SIMULATION

(See No. 1302)

79-1294 PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION 
- 

-

Statistical Model. of Coupied Dynamical System. ~~~ (Also see No.1346)

the Tranalhion from Weak to Strong Coupling
P.W. Smith , Jr.
Bolt Beranek and Newman, Inc., Cambridge, MA 79.12%
02138, J. Acoust. Soc. Amer., 65 (3). pp 695-698 Parametric Identification of System. Via Linear - -

(Mar 1979) 13 refs
J. Nebat

Kay Words: coupled systems, Steady-state response, Stat s- Ph.D. Thesis, Sy racu se Univ.. 202 pp (1978)
t ical energy analysis - UM 7908558
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Key Words: Psiwnete, identification technique SURVEYS AND BIBLIOGRAPHIES

A general parametr ic identiflcation/spprox imetlon model
‘a developed for th. blac k box dernificetion of lines, t ime
lnveris,st systems in semis of rational tr.nifer functions, The
identification procedure is .hown to consist of two bs.ic
parts: th, generation of a asS ~f bNis functions through a Aircraft Nos, and the Concorde
lines, operation upon the input and outp ut signals of the eye- Committee on Government Operations . U S Hou~tern, and the choice of an error criterion Sod ItS SSSoCiSt’d of Reprtssentativtss. Rept. No. H-Rept-95-879, GPoapproc im.I ion scheme.

29-O0t~. Hept 17 , 33 pp (1978) Avail U S. C~~itul
House Document Room

Key Words , Aircr aft noise. R.vwws
CRITERIA . STANDARDS. AND

SPECIFICATIONS Th, Concord. SST represents. serious th reat to U.S. efforts
to abate aircraft noise. It Is s*tr ,mSly noisy, energy Inif-
ficlent, and environmentally unsound, according to reports
from FAA . EPA. and GAO. The commune, believes that

79-1297 studies by the Depsrtm,nt of Transportation s,~ ~have failed to assess edequefely the problems associatedAircraft/Airport Ntna Control w ith allowing the Concorde to land at U.S. airports. The
Committee on Government Operations. U.S. House recent standards proposed by the Department and the FAA
of Representatives. Rept. No. GPO~93- 187 . 834 pp for supersonic tran sports wou ld not to rc. s reduction In
( 1977) noise for sxl. tin g Concords.. The Concords should not be
N79- 15447 granted permanen t lending rights until it is able to meet

appropriate U.S. noise standards, whether expressed in terms
of decibels , sin of the noise contour, or v lbt. t ion frequency.

Key Words: Aircraft noise . Noise control. Standards and

The effectiveness of the Federal program which tess est.b-
lished to control and lessen noise pollution is reviewed with
emphasis on aircra ft/ai rport noise control. Topics covered 79-1301)
include: noise emission stendards for consumer OdUCt5. Wind E~cited Behavior of Strictures. 11
railroads, and motor carriers engaged in intornas. commerce; D.J. Johnsslrcreft/sivport noise reduction regulet lons; and coordlni-
tion of nolse ress.rch and control progr.ms. Dept. of Transport Tech.. The Univ. of Technology ,

Loughborough. Leics,. LE 11 3TU . UK . Shock Vib,
Dig., 11(4), pp 17- 29 (Apr 1979) 129 rets

Key Words: Rev iew., Wind-Induced excitation
79-1298
Rating of Noire Nuisance This article reviews recent literatur , on wind-excited
P P. Riley sponses of structures. Such responass include vortex shed-

dIng, galloping oucIlIstlons, flutter, divergence and buckling,Acoustical Invest igation and Re& Organisation. Ltd.. and turbulence.
Noise Control Vib. lsclation, 10 (3). pp 87-90 (Mar
1979) 2 figs, 2 tables, 2 rets

Key Words Nois, measurement, Standards end codes
79-1301

A method of rating noises based on a calculation of the A Survey of Finite Element Relaled Techniques sa
extent to which they obtrude above the general background Applied to Acuisatic Propagation in the Ocean. Psrt
noise level is niggeeted. Such a method of 5S5m.fl flt is Used LI: Tranqra.ent Boundary Siamlation Technique.in both British Siendard 8$ 4142 and In ISO R19Z. The
_______ A.J. Kaliriowsk i -

~~~~nsnt, In each cue, depends on a comparison of s
Corrected Noise Level the measured level of the noise with Naval Underwater Systems Ctr ., New London , CT
corrections for ch acter and duration) with either the 06320, Shoc k Vib. Dig.. 11(4 ) .  pp 7-16 (Apr 1979)
m.ssur,d background noise level or a derived criterIon. 6 figs
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Key Words: Reviews, Finite element technique, Elastic Acoustical Systems, Inc., VandaIia, OH, SN . Sound
wsves. Sound prupggatlon,Oceans,Bounde,y velue probkm, Vib., 13(2),pp 6-9 (Feb 1979)

This two part art icle deals with finite element-related tech-
Key Words : industrial facilities, Noise reductionniquea applild to acoustic propagation in th, ocean. Methods

for modeling and simulation of boundary conditions are
Based on plant.wlde engineering studies of sl~ large suto-discussed including the related Boundary Solution Method
motiv, manufacturers , several suggestions for dev.ioping anand the Bou ndary Integral Method in Part 1 and tran sparent
acoust ical engineering progr~-~1 for noise control are oftar*rf.boundary simulation techniques in Part 2.

79.1305
79 1302 Aispost Noise Expoatue: The Problem of Definitio n
Computational Technique. in Optinal State.Eatina D.E. Winer
lion — A Tutorial Review FAA , Washington , D.C.. S/V . Sound Vib.. !~ 

(2). pp
W. Kortum 22-27 (Feb 1979) 6 figs. 2 tables , 11 refs
Inst for Dynamics of Flight Systems, Oberpfat ten-
hofen. Germany, ASML Paper No. 78-WA/DSC-40 Key Words: Noise measurement , Airport noise

Key Word*: Reviews, Digital techniques, Dynamic systems, This article examines he relationships among those metrics
Optimization most commonly used today in the United State, in describing

existing and future noise environments in the vicinity of air-
Th. objective of this tut orial prewntstion is to review the Ports.
main computational techniques of the stst.~astimation
problem for linesrizabl. dynamic systems where the design
is or iented tower d a minimum variance (quadratic ins ,
g.uia.an) .stimation error. Both the continuous arid the MODAL ANALYSIS AND SYNTHESISdifcr,te estimation problem are treated.

79-1306
A Normal Mode Theory of Acouatic Doppler Effect.79 1303 us the Oceanic Waveguide

Dasnping Propertie.of lurbiie Blade. K.E. HawkerN. F. Rueger Applied Ass. Labs., The Univ. of Texas at Austin ,Rochester Inst. of Tech ., Rochester , NY 14623, TX 78712, J. Acoust. Soc. Amer., 65 (3), pp 675-Shock Vib. Dig., 11 (4), pp 3-5 (Apr 1979) 12 refs 681 (Mar 1979) 6 figs, 9 refs — $

- 1
Key Words: Reviews, Turbine blades, Damping Key Words: Normal modes , Acou stic excitetlo n, Point

source excitation , Moving loadsThis art icle reviews dunping literature pertaining to intern al
— materiel damping, damping of steam turbine blade groups, ‘This paper considers the problem of computing the acousticand gee turbine DIsd8 damping. field generated by a moving point source . In part icular ,

he acoustic field Is obtained In terms of the noqm.l modes
of a horizontally stratified ocean. The source motion Is
assumed to be uniform (unaccelersted), but is not restricted

TUTORIAL to a path radial to the receiver . Ths structure of the Fourier i- iInversion integral Is analyzed and an evaluation is carv ied Hout by the method of stationary phase. The stationary ‘I

phase point Is explicitly computed as an expansion In powers
of the ratIo of the sou rce speed to the mode group velocity.79 1304 The resulting expreeslon for the velocity potential is exam-Jn.Plant Noise Co.trol Programs and the Utiliistion m e d  for Doppler effects for both instantaneous (modal)

of Concultunt, Doppler se well as Doppler determined by a fin ite bend-
A . Goodwin width Fourier transform.
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~‘9-l307 springe and no small angie assumptions , five dagree-ot-
Predict Deign Behavior in the Real World freedom coord inate cou pling~ normal mod, st ructural f Iss.~ ‘~ , J .  ibil ity ; and frequency re sponse from simulated sweep testin g .

‘ . 1 , 1 , S.i n l) Ir~ p.’ ~~~-\ . Il~l~$S Kt ’~
4 1  I ’  1 .. ’ I —\ ~~- ‘  1

K.~ Word s Modal analysis . Design techniqu es

Ap pli cation ot m odal an alys is techn ique s in the design of
m echanical products is described. Using th e Fast Fo uri er Inveat igatiun of Tire-Pavesne nt Interaction During
Tran sform spectrum analyzers, a complet e modal analysi s Maneuvering. V oiwsie II. Tue Analysis Program
is ca rr ied out t O to 20 tim ., faster than by th a classic meth- Pa~~age Computer Program Manualod- The calculated mode shapes, is . . the resulting deform.- 

I 1~ ~ 
, L  

-

tion patterns , are dis played on a high-speed graphics termin al - - ‘

fr o m any v iewi ng angle of the structure selected by ~hC MechanIcs jr iJ Mjterij I~ Res Center , Tr ’xj s A&M
operator . Un,, - - College Station . I \ . Rppj. N~ MM 3043-77 - 3

F H~~A RD 78 102 , 172 pp (Ju ne 1977)
P8-29 1 2~J8 2~~\

COMPUTER PROGRAMS Key Words; Computer program s . Inter action: tire -pavement

This manual Contain s a complete listing of the five computer
programs which make up the Tire Analysis Program Package .

GENERAL The listing is preceded by en introduction that includes
s,’,’ Ncs 1 3 1 1 . 1-2 .V ,I Subroutine call maps and flow charts of basic operations in

th , fiv, programs.

79 1308
FR . % T F ( Freight tar  Response %nalvns and Teat
I’valuatiou ), V ohsme I: L arr ’s ~Ianual
L’ ha~.t~ ur iat~. -“-I ~ Sussn’ian. ~y- .i J B . Anderes ‘7t)~) 310
\~iT i ~( C~ ’ r ;  \l~- Lm ,iri \ A Rept N~ MTR-7 889- invest igat ion of Tire-Pav ement interact ion t)uring
i) L 1 H A UR[)- -8  ~‘0 10~’ r~i (Sept 1 0”S~ Maneuvering. Volume lii. Tire Analysis Program

PB 291 200 1 GA Package Use r’. Manual -

J 1 . Tk’ ILing
Key Word ,- Computer program s , Interaction. rail-wheel , Mp~harucs and Mjterij ls Res. Center . Texas A&\I
Freight cars, Railroad ca rs Univ . , College Station . T\ . Rept. No. MM-304 3-77-4 .

- FH’A A HD-78 103 . 140 p~ (June 1 9 77)FRATE (Freight Car Response Analy sis and Test Evaluation )
is the name of adigi ta i comp~ter program which numerically P8- 291 2b9-tX ~A
so lves the structural dynamic equations of motion of .  single
railroad freig ht car excited by wheel/r.uI interface motions. Key Word,: Computer p rograms . Intera ction: tire-pavement
The Federal Railroad Adm inistration (FA A ) has sponsored
its development for the purpose of applying it to freig ht The Tire Analysis Program Package consis ts of f lye computer
car analysis and test problems. This manual is w ritten with pro grams (TIRESTIF . TIRE LOAD , TIRETRAN . TIRE-
the ob~ectuve of pro viding the user with all of th e detailed FOUR , and TIREFRIC ) which must be run , sequentially,
information needed as concisely and accessibly as possib le, to det ermine th, boundary of the tire-road contact region
The manual is divided into two volume,: Volume I is a and the interfacial normal and sheer tractions within this
User ’s Manual containing basic user related inf o rmation , region. The first three of these programs - ~e modified ver-
Volume II is a Technical Manual containing more detailed spons of finite element codes (SAMYSOR and SNASOR)
technical information . FRATE is written to allow th. s imule- developed previously at Texas A&M University. The last
tion of a broad range of freig ht cars by only simple Input two programs. TIREFOUR and TIREFRIC . were developed
data changes. A Trail,r’on ’Flatcar (TOFC) configuration is entirely under the present contract. Th is User ’s M nual
simulated in th is manual . FRATE solves the equations of lists only th. example data decks and a deecription of their
motion in the time domain and includes th , following preparation. Sample output and a description of salient tee-
features: noniinearEties which Include separations , bilinear tu r.s is included for each program in this manual .
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79-1311 tion due to geometric dispersion for a wide range of Ire-
Sinectural Area Inspection Frequency Evabiation quenclas. Analytical expraesions for the dispersion relation
(SAIFE). Volsuno 2: Descr~ tioo of Sinulation Logic are also derived at low frequencIes for both randomly dis-

tributed and orIented Inclusions and cracks.(Final Report)
C.J. Dinkeloo, E,F. Hom e r , and MS. Moran
Technology, Inc., Dayton, OH, Rept. No. AD-A069-
689; FAA.RD-78-29-Vo l-2 , 106 pp (Apr 1978)
N79- i 5026

79-1313
Kay Words: Aircraft. Diagnostic techniques, Computer- 

~~~~~~~~~ of Parametrically Excited Systems
aided techniques, Computerized simulation, Computer 

j. Zajaczkowski and J. Lipinsk i
0915151$ 

Lodz Technical Univ., Lodz, Zwirki 36, Poland,
To assist In the evaluation of proposed structural Inspection J. Sound Vib., 63 (1), pp 1-7 (Mar 8, 1979) 10 refs
programs for comme rcial jet transport alrcreft , a logic is
dw.Ioped to simulate structural defects , failures, and Inspic- Key Words: Forced vibration, Parametric excitation , Time-
tions. This logic is incorporated in a computer program en- dependent parameters
titled Structural Area Inspection Frequency Evaluation
(SAIFE). SAIFE accounts for the followi ng factors: aircraft The paper Is concerned with a set of linear differential aqua-
desig n analysis; fatIgue testing; production, service, and tions with time-dependent parameters given by trigonometri-
corrosion defects; probability of crack or corros ion detec- cal ri.s. Derived formula. make it possible to examine
don; and aircraft modif ication economics. The initial con- stability , to find boundaries of the regions of instability and
tract effo rt and a subsequent parametric analysis are report- 

~ animate the steady : state response amplitude of forced
ad. The SAIFE simulation logic , the background data for the vl~~ tlons.
analytical functions and decision making processes, and data
for a typical simulation problem are presented .

ENVIRONMENTS 79-1314
Forward Scattering of Underwater Sound and Its F- -
Frequency Dependence on the Median

ACOUSTIC R .S. Andrews
(Also see Not 1301,1304,1305,1343, Decca Radar Ltd., E.W. Div., Lyon Rd., Walton-

1349, 1352, 1371, 1470) on-Thames, Surrey, UK, J. Acoust. Soc. Amer.,
65 (3), pp 672-674 (Mar 1979) 2 figs, 1 table, 12 refs

Key Words: Underwater sound
79-1312
Scattering of Elastic Waves by Randomly Distributed In the interference region of forward scattered sound by
and Oriented Scatterera thermal inhomogeneit ies, there appears to exist a dominant

thermal patch size for scattering at a given frequency. SeveralV.K , Varadan published results are examined.
Dept. of Engrg. Mechan ics, Boyd Lab., The Ohio
State Univ., Columbus , OH 43210, J. Acoust. Soc.
Amer., 65 (3), pp 655-657 (Mar 1979) 3 figs , 5 ref s

Key Words: Elastic waves, Acoustic scattering, Statistical
analysis 79.1315

A Siuple, Linear Count-Rate indicator for Acoustic
The two -dimensional problem of multiple scattering by Emission
randomly distributed and oriented scatterers Is analyzed l.G. Scott
and the resu lts are compared with those for the aligned Aeronautical Research Labs., Melbourne, Australia, - -

acatterers. Waterman’s T-matrix approach In conjunction
with the statistical averaging for both position and or ients - Rept. No. ARL/MAT NOTE-i 18, 12 pp (Sept 1977)
tian are employed to obtain the phase velocity and attanua- AD-A062 1 52/4GA
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Key Words Acoustic emission, Nondestructive tests. CIr- 79.1318
cult bowds Dynamic Analysis of V ariable Cosfiguistios Stnsc-

lures with Random B... MotionA simple Indicator of acoustic emission activIty, which can
be made from re dily available components, Is described. S~ Asavan ich

PhD. Thesl8, The Univ. of WisconsIn-Madison, 147
pp (1978)
UM 7822232

79.1316 Key Words: Crane booms, Antennas, Random exc itation ,
The Absorption of Sosed by Pin. Tea.. Computerized simulation
S.H. Burns
Electrical Lngrg. Dept., US. Naval Academy, Anna- A method I. developed and proPosed for the dynamic analy-

sis of variable configuration structu res ,ublscted to randompolts, MD 21402, J. Aco ust . Soc Amer., ~~ excitation by oonsputer simulation as a mult iver lete and
pp 658-661 (Mar 1979) 1 fiy . 8 rots multIdimensIonal nonstatlonery stochast ic process. The

approach employs moving frames of referenc, or multi .
Key Words : Acoustic absorption, Tree. global axes In conjunction with finite elements In the for-

mulat ion of the stiffness matrix and governing equations of
This paper describaa a study of the absorption oi ~~~~ by motion. A frame of reference is defined end considered for
pine trees. SeaspI frequency measurements were made with each substructure. The sti ff ness matrix of each substructure
small boughs In a rsva,ber.nt box. Teats for branch sn~ is formulated and transformed to a common frame of refer-
needl. resonances were also made . ence used as the basis In the formulation of the equations

of mot ion. Each I. superimposed to y ield the stiffness matrix
of the entire str uct ur .

RANDOM r
SEISM IC

(Also see Nos. 1373, 1417 , 1444, 1448, 1449,
1450. 1483 . 1484)

79-1317
Rupo.ae of MUOF Syalama to Nu lahosary I.. .
dose Excitation
D.&Gasparini
Case Western Reserve Univ., Cleveland, OH , ASCI
J Engr. Mech. Div ., 105 (EM1). pp 13-27 (Feb 1979) 79-)319
9 figs, 2 tables , 10 ro ts Se~~ ic Response of Hesnispherical Foundation

S M . Day and G.A . F raz ier

Key Wordt Multidegree of freedom sy stems. Random ex- Systems, Science and Software , La Jolla, CA , ASCE
cItation J. Engr. Moth . Div ., 105 (EM1), pp 29-4 1 (Feb 1979)

6 figs, 1 table 19 rots
Responses of linear, dynamic systems to nonstationary ran~ Sponsored by the National Science Foundationdom exc It ation are calculated using a state formulatIon.
Analyt ical expressions for evolutionary covarlance matr ices
are derived for the case of evolutionary white noise excite - Key Words: Seismic response, Interact ion: soil structure,
t ion. As en example, responses of a 4.QOF system to ground FoundatIons , FinIte element techniqu e
acceleration are calculated. Model decomposition Ii utilized
end vii. relative Importance Of the cross covarlance among A time dom ain finite element method is used to Inveatigate
the modes I~ quantified . App roximate first passage probab lll- the response to seismic waves of rigid. thresd imenslonal ,
lice for high thresholds are calculated by using the evolut ion- embedded foundatIons. The method elIminates the Influence
ary variances of a response and its time derivative and by of artif icial grid bound aries by complet ing the transient - -

me4lng the Poisson assumption. An augmented dynamic solution prior to liii arrival of any nonphyslcal reflections.
system Is prcpoaed for the case of nonwhite excitation. The The accuracy of the numerical procedu re Is examined by
transition matrix for the augmented system Is glven. comparison with analytic solution s.
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PHENOMENOLOGY
L D. Lutes and K. Lilhanand
Rice Univ ., Houston, TX , ASCE J . Engr. Mech . Div.,
105 (EMi l . pp 143-158 (Feb 1979) 12 figs, 13 rots

Kay Words: Earthquake response, Single degree of freedom COMPOSITE
systems. Computerized simulation . Monte Carlo method

Random processes with frequency content similar to that of
recorded earthquakes are generated by using linear filters 79-1322
to remov, the very low and vary high frequency components Dynamic Mechanical Anaiyia of Fiber Reinforced
of white noise. The mean-squared responses of slngle.degr,e’ c..~~’~.tesof -freedom structures to these filte red processes ace com- r
Pared with the corresponding mean-squared displacement K. E. Reed

and velocity response are presented. NASA Lewis Res. Center, Cieveland , OH , Rept. No.
NASA- TM-79033; E-983 1,20 pp (1979)
N79-1 5157

Key Words: Composite structures. Fiber composites, Ther-
mal excitation, Resonant frequencies

SHOCK
(Also see No. 1487) Dynamic mechanical and thermal propert ies are determined

for unidirectional epoxy/glass composites at various fiber
orientation angles. Resonant f requency and relat ive logsrlth-
mlc decrement are measured as functions of temper ature .

79-1321
frsteady Transonic Flow iii Two-Dineneional Chart.
u cla 79-1323

TC.  Adarnson, Jr . and M.S. Liou Detenuusalaon of Dynamic Charactr slica of Elastic
Dept. of Aerospace Engrg., Michigan Univ., Ann COIDpOafo Sirsielurca F
Arbor, M l , Rept. No. UM-0154 11-F , 41 pp (Oct K . Lang
1978) Ph .D. Thesis , Northwestern Univ., 157 pp (1978)
AD-A062 31 1/6GA UM 7907903

Key Words: Composite structure s, Structural members .
Key Word,: Shock wave propagation, Nozzles Variable material properties, Method of new quotient

Unstea dy t ranson ic flow with a shock wave in a two.dimen- The dynamic characteristics of the structural components,
sionat channel is conside red, Solutions valid in a thin inner whose materia l properties or dimensions vsry sharply or
region enclosing the nozzle throat are presen ted . A brief discontinuously, are analyzed by the method of the new
description of a computer movie is given; this movie shows quotient . This method is based on general variational princi-
solutions for unsteady transonic channel flow for two differ ’ pies which allow ‘ndapendent variat ions of various field
ent cases In which the shock wave, as a resu l t of pressure quantitIe s. Cases of heat conduction and harmonic waves
oscill ations impressed downstream of the nozzle throat, In layered composites, vibration end buckling of comp osite
moves to and upstream of the throat, disappears, and reforms beams and strip-plate;, aid vibration of non -uniform rotor
at the throat. An analysis showing how results derived for blades are studied. The elgenv elues and the corres ponding
the interaction between a shock wave and a turbulent bound . elgenfunct ions are estimated by the method of new quotient;
ary layer In steady flow may be used in the corre sponding the results are compared with those obtained by th. usual
quasi-steady flow problem, Is presented: a discussion of Rayleigh energy meth od, the exact solution (or available
høw these results may be used to deduce the order of the experimental data), and other approximate methods. In
distance from the shock wave to the separation point and addition, the corre sponding bounds on eig.nvalues are
the time characteristic of the life of a shock Induced sep ira- constructed for certain cases with the aid of th, new method-
tion bubble In unsteady flow Is given. ology .

I
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DAMPING slons have concerned systems restricted to give purely os-
(Also see No. 1303, 1355) d Ilatory response.

79-1324
A Feedback Vibration Controller for Circular Saws 79 1327
R.W . Ellis and C.D. Mote, Jr. Deign an~ Meawrrment of Polymenc Materials for
Sandia Labs., Livermore , CA 94550, J. Dyn. Syst., Vibration Absorption and Control
Meas. and Control , Trans. ASME , ~~ (1) , pp ~~~~ 

R.E.Wetton
(Mar 1979) 7 figs , 4 ref s Dept. of Chemist ry, Loughborough Univ. of Tech.,

Loughboroug h , Leics. LE1 1 3TU, UK , Appi. Acoust.,
Key Words: Saws, Flexural vIbration , Stiffne ss . Damping 11 (2), pp 77~97 (Apr 1978) 8 figs, 3 tables, 29 refs

A feedback controller which Increases the transverse stiffn ess Kay Words: Vibrat ion damping, Damping materials , Llasto-
and damping of a circular saw in analyzed, designed and mers
tested.

The mechanic al characteristics for vlbr.t lon.damp ing materl-
als are assessed for a number of Important applications.
A tsrnp.rature-indapendant relaxation process In amelia-
forming block copolymers is reported and Its possible regions
of applicatIon discussed. Recant develo pments are also

794325 reported for providIng reasonable damping levels In soft
Torasonal Damper m a Second Order Fluid (Der alastomeric sy stems by utilizing raptation loss of non-net-
Torsion aschw ingungadasnpfer in einer Flusigkeit work chains.
aweiter Ordnun&)
J. H. Spurk
Technische Hochschule Darmstadt , Peterso nst r. 18,
D-6100 Darmstadt , Federal Republic of Germany,
lng. Arch., 48 (2), pp 121-127 (1979) 3 figs, 5 rets FLUID
(In Germ an) (Also see No. 1300)

Key Words: Torsional vIbration, Fluid -film damping

It ii shown that the optimal dampIng of a torsional damper
using a second order fluid as damper liquid may differ 79-1328
substantially from the optimal damping computed on the DI~H~1~On Colunme — A Cl.,. of Dynamic Systems
basis of a Newtonian fluid. - . -wsth Multiplacat,v. biput.

M. Espana and l .D. Landau
Inst. National Polytechnique de Grenoble , Labora-
toire D’Automatique, Ecole Nationale Superieure
d’Electrotechn ique et de Genie Physique , Grenoble ,

79.1326 France , J. Dyn. Syst., Meas, and Control . Trans.
Comments on Damped Response in Linear Systems ASME , 101 (1), pp 58-63 (Mar 1979) 5 fig s, 1 table ,
D.W. N icholson lCj refs 

—

Explosion Effect s Branch , Naval Surface Weapons
Ctr. . White Oak , Silver Spring, MD 20910, Mech . Key Words: Fluid-Induced excitation , Distillation equipment
Res. Comm ., 6(1) ,pp 17-25(1979) 7 refs

The maIn objective of this paper Is to Investigate the proper-
Key Words: Linear systems, Damped stru ct ures, Vibr ation ties of the static and dynamic behavIor of the distillation
response columns wh ich are consequences of the structure of the stats

space equations and to verIfy them experim entally . In
Necessary and sufficient conditions for damped free motion addition , the use of these propertIes for the feedforwar d
of linear systems are discussed. In particul ar , these dIscus. and feedback Control of distillation columns Is discussed.
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79.1329 Key Words: Turbulence, Sound waves, Wave guide analy-
The Effect of Flow on the Piston Problem of Acossa. ala

tiCi 
, . A turbulent circular jet Is excIted at two frequencies and the

F.G. Lapplngton and H. Levine pressure on the axis of the jet a well a In the far field Is
Dept. of Mathematics , imperial College of Science measu red . A non- linear wave-guide modal of the large st rut-
and Tech., London SW7 2BZ , UK . J. Sound Vib., turesof ctie turbulence lsoutlined.
62 (1), pp 3-17 (Jan 8, 1979) 1 fig, 8 refs 

—

Key Words: Pistons, Fluid-induced excitation, Sound genera-
tion

A compressible fluid, bounded on one side by an InfinIte 79.1 332plane, flows with constant subson ic speed parallel to the i.,. • ~ ~~~ - ci.
plane, and acoustIc dIsturbances are caused by a small am- am ‘~—‘r•-- in 0

plituds vibration of a circular piston set In the plane, The W aves from Gas Fllhd Spherical Cavitie. and Bubbles
effect of the mean flow on thIs classic al radiation problem G. Gaunaurd, K.P. Scharnhorst . and H. Uberell
Is investi gated end the distant field 1 expressed In elementary Naval Surface Weapons Ctr .. Silver Spring, MD
form . Th. total excon enervv f low is celculeted for thscom- 20910, J. Acoust. Soc. Amer., 65 (3) . pp 573-594
pact piston with any subeonlc mean flow (end also for the 

~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~ i i~~~ ’ ‘~,r ~om.p.ct pist on with low Mach number mean flow ) ~~~i~~r ii ~~~~ TOiS
and Is compared with that for the complementary problem
of a movIng piston In a quiescent fluid. Key Words: Crrity.cont.ini ng media. Wave diffraction

The theoretical analysis needed for the complete stud y of the tmonopole mode of vibratIon Is performed. The approach Is
based on the Brait-Wigner formulation of nuclear scattering
theory. A complete analytical study of the fundamental
resonance and Its overtones in the monopole case Is pre-

79-1330 sentsd.
Along-Wind Gust Effect on Elevated Stiuctures
C,B. Vun, A.M, Abde lrahman, and P.C. Wang
Polytechnic Inst. of Mew York , Brooklyn , NY , Engrg.
Struc. , ! (3), pp 121-124 (Apr 1979) 4 figs , 2 tables ,
lOrets SOIL

Key Words: Wind-induced excitation. Structural response,
Random reapon

ThIs paper Introduces a random process approach and Its 79 1333application to elevated structures to wind force. As an exam- . - . -
pie s skyII~tt structure is analyzed by random approach Soil-Stiucture Interaction Under Wind Loading
In regard to the gust affect. The sine affects are also eval- J.F. HOWOII
uatsd by usIng some of the current available building codes. Pt~.O. Thesis, The Un ’,v. of Western Ontar io (Canada)

(1978)

Key Word.: Interaction: soIl-structure. Wind-Induced exclta-
tlon, Vortex shedding. Pile foundations, Footings

79.1331 The role of the Important parameters Is demonstrated for
Ezpeihea.ts on Sound Radiation Due to Non-Linear pile foundations In torsion where closed form equatIons are

IMaraclios of laitobibty Waves in a Turbulent j,t developed to allow accurate prediction of response using the

o Ronnebe and U Ack ~~ 
sub-structurIng approach. Some common design approachesi’ger an , ,  for embedded footings and pile foundations are crit ically

Drines Physlk&usches Institut , Universltdt Gdttin- examined sod lmprovsmsnts are suggested. The excitation
gin, B~rgerstrasse 42.44, 0-3400 G6ttingen, Federal of a structure by vortex sheddIng Is examIned In detail In
Republic of Germany, J. Sound VIb., 62 (1), pp 121- an experImental program aimed at ImprovIng the pradlc-
129 (Jan 8, 1919) 6 fi gs , l9refs tloflsof the forced vibration model.
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79.1334 lure InteractIon; and develop techniques for pradictl ng
Vertical Vibratio , of p~~ prototype behavior from such modal studies.
R.L. Kuhlemeyer
Dept. of Civil Engrg., Univ. of Calgary, Calgary,
Albert a, Canada , ASCE J. Geotech. Engr. Div., !2~ EXPERIMENTATION(GT1), pp 273-287 (Jan 1979) 12 figs, 12 ref s

Key Words: Pile structures, Foundations, Finite element - -technique , Interaction: soil- structure BALANCING
Finite element results obtained using an established elastic
half space model are presented for the vertical response of
pile-soil systems. A simplified lumped mass model of the
pile-soil system ii described. 79.1337

0. the B ’—eing Cosves~ence of Flexible Rotors,
with Special Reference to Aiiymiuetric Rotors - 

-
V . Matsukura, M. Kiso, 1. lnoue, and M. Tomisawa
Central Research Lab., Mitsubishi Electric Corp.,79.1335 Amagasaki, Japan, J. Sound Vib., 63 (3), pp 419-Static and Dyaanic Lateraly ondid Floating PkI 428 (Apr 1979) 8 figs, 16 refs 

—

R. L. Kuh lemeyer
Dept . of Civil Engrg., Univ. of Calgary . Calgary, Key Words: Rotors, Flex ible rotors , Bslenclng technIquesAlberta, Canada, ASCE J. Geotech. Engr . Div., 105,
(GT2), pp 289-304 (Feb 1979) 7 fig s , 2 tables, Convergent end divergent residual unbalances are theoreti- a
14 refs caily predicted and experImentally observed In a serIes of

balancing procedures In which tha conventional balancing t 
-method for symmetric rotors has been applied to that ofKey Words: Pile structures, Foundations, Finite element asymmetric rotors, of which the flexural rigidities on the twotechnique princIpal axes at the cross-section ire not the same.

Static loading results are presented In the form of flexIbility
coeffic ients for a range of two-layer soil systems. The dy.
nnnlc loading fundamental solution for e pile smbedd.d in
an elastic half space is presented in terms of the statics solu- DIAGNOSTICStlon multiplIed by the associated complex, frequency.
dependent factors.

79-1338
Macliliesy Protection Through Automated Diapo.-
tics

794336 D.S. Wilson
Sbiliiag Table Tests and Analyla of SoU Structure Shaker Research Corp., Ballston Lake, NY , Diagnos-
Syateans tic Machinery Health, Winter Annual Meeting of
T. Kagawa ASME , San Francisco , CA, Dec 10-15, 1978, pp 1-
Ph.D. Thesis , Univ. of California , Berkeley, 170 pp 14, 8 f igs, 1 ref
(1978)
UM 7904498 Key Words: DIagnostic techniques. Computer aided tech-

niques, Nuclear power plants
Key Words: Interaction: soil-structure. Shake rs, Vibration
tests, Model testing A computer based automated system Is descrIbed for deter-

mining the operating health of a plant with a larg, number
Large-scale shaking table tests on a soil-structure system are of critical machines such as a nuclear power plant , in which
performed. ‘The tests provide a better understanding of the the number of Installed vibration sensors may rang, from
soIl-structure InteractIon phenomena; facilitate the develop- 100 to 200. In the piper, the capabilltiss and lImItatIons
merit of techniques for model vibration studies of soll-struc- of such a system are dIscussed.
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79-1339 FACILITIES
Rotating Madsisiery Diagnosis Through Shock Pular (See No. 1420)
Monitoring
D. Board
SKF lndustrses, Inc., King of Prussia, PA. Diagnostic INSTRUMENTATION
Machinery Health , Winter Annual Mtg. of ASME , San
Francisco , CA , Dec 10-15, 1978, pp 2540, 18 figs ,
2 tables, 9 reft

79.1342
Key Words: Diagnost ic technique s, Rotating structures . Esperisiental Study of Isiput Transducer Dy~~~iir.Shock puls, method in Bearing identification

H. Stan way and C. R . BurrowsThis piper discusses shock puls. theory, illustrates Its u
Univ. of Sussex , Falmer , UK , ASME Paper No.through case histories . •nd describes new auto mated hard ’

ware that Is simpl , to operat. end mainta in in the h eld, as 78WA /DSC-6
well as a cost effective means of preventing catastrophic
failure or unfore seen equipment downtime. Key Words : Transducers, Bearings

The luthors have previously discussed th, theoretical ad-
vantages of using a pseudo-random binary sequence as a
test signal to estimate the eight linearized coeff icie nts rep-
resent ing a journal bearing oIl-film. Ex periments of input79-1340 transducer dynamics in bearing identif ication are described .

Bearing fliagnoetics: An Overv iew - . -

J.S . Mitchell rTurbomachinery Consultant . San Juan Capistrano ,
CA, Diagnostic Machinery Health, Winter Annual
Mtg. of ASME. San Francisco , CA . Dec 10-15 , 197B , 19.1343
pp 15-24 , 5 fi gs , 9 refs SeI~~ jo, and liar of Microphones for Engine and

Averaft No,. Meaearirmenta
Key Words : Diagnostic techniques, Bearing s H H Taniquchi and G. Rasmussen

Boeing Commercial Airplane Co.. Seattle , WA , S/V .In this paper the symptoms of prob lems normally associated
Sound Vib ., 1,3 (2) , pp 12-20 (Feb 1979) 14 figs ,with bearing failures are rat-iawad and current methods for

extr acting and evaluating the chara cteri stics of rolling ale- 3 tables , 22 ref s
ment bearing s are described.

Key Words: Microphone*, Measuring instruments, Me.-
surement techniques, Aircraft noise, Engine noise

EQUIPMENT This article describes a methodology and presen ts recom-
mendations for the selection and use of microphones, based
on situ ations encountered in engin, and aircraft tests. The
characterist ics of air’condens,r microphon es, in a detmed
acoustic environment , sre evaluated for their ability to meet

79-1341 test requirements. Microphone size, type, positioning, orien’
Elcetrobydrasdic — The Most Versatile Shaker? tatlon, and calibration are considered. Specific microphone
B L. Hunt ley types and orienta t ion Which provide reliable measurements

are recommended.Team Corp., South El Monte , CA , J. Environ . Sci.,
22 (2), pp 32-35 (Mar/Apr 1979) 4 figs , 5 rets

Key Words: Electroltydrsullc shakers, Test equipment .
Vibration tests. Shock tests 79-1344 -

‘

Maünum Hold Arrangements in Precision SoundThis article discusses the less well known, b~t hIghly versa- Level Meterstile •lectrohydraulic shaker and its application for vibration
and ,hock test needs. I. Campbell
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Computer Engineering Ltd.. Noise Control Vib. transient pressure des. are utlUaed to peovida sysesm c$vase-
Isolation, 10 (3) . pp 99-100 (Mar 1979) 1 fig taristics in the freagians~ domain. The aposoechi Isappliosbl.

to field testing situations where doss devotion lusting with
Key Words: Sound level meters , Measuring instruments 

a mlninum of Port~~e Inasn.msniedon Is desirable end no
specIal apparatus ~acIi as aisechoic sa,mlnotlofle are availdie.
Derivations of metrIc parameters eapvossad In seems of lIt.

A sound level meter Is desc ribed In Which the mexirnum
value is held digitally, thereby elim inating the decay problem. transforms of peirs of pressure data am presented for a

variety of teasing conditions and system types. Aaalyflcel
expressions for theoretical matrix parameters toe selected
known systems are also included for comparison with experi-
mental resu lts.

TECHNIQUES
(Also see Not, 1298, 1443)

79-1347
79-1345 A Transient Testing Torbniqss. for the Deteiminatios
Near Field Determination of the Cosuples Radiation of Metric Parsinetenuf Acoustic Systems, II: Expers-
Efficiency and Acoustic Intensity Distribution for mental Procedisse, sad Remit.
a Resonantly Vibrating Surface C.W.S. To and A.S . Doige
C. H. Hansen and O A . Bies Dept. of Mech. Engrg ., Univ . of Cai9ary , Calgary,
Dept. of Mech. Engrg., The Univ. of Adela ide , Ade- Alberta , Canada T2N 1N4 , J. Sound Vib., ~~ (2).
laide , South Aust raiia, 5000. J . Sound Vib., 62 (1) pp 223-233 (Jan 22, 1979) 16 figs, 1 table , 13 refs
pp 93-110 (Jan 8, 1979) 11 figs, I table , 23 rets

Key Words: Testing techniques, Experimental data, Iran- I:;,Key Words: Vibrating structures , Sound waves , Elastic slant response , Metrix methods, Pipes (tubes), Parameter
waves. We’s propagation, Measurement techniques. ‘resting identification technique
techniques

This paper deals with the application of a transient testing
An experimental procedu re is described which eHowt both ~~hnique for the determination of matri x parameters of i ‘I
the resistiv e arid reactive parts of the acoustic r.diaIIOn acoustic system s. Experiments are conducted for six systems
effici ency of a resonantly vibrating surfsc, to be determined of various geometrical configurations such as a section of
from measurements in the acoustic near fiel d. In addition, pipe; 5 small expansion chamber; a large expansion chsrnber; C ,
the procedure allows the precise quantitative location on the partition pipes; partition chambers; and an expansion chem. I 

-

vibrating surfaces of acoustic sources which radiate energy bar w ith insertion pipes. Two series of results wer, obtained
to the far fiIId . for these systems, one concerned wi th the evaluat ion of

matrix parameters for blockable and reciprocal cases and the I’
other for the non’blockable and reciprocal types.

79.1346 79-1348A Transient Testing Technique for the Determine- Tine-Averaged Moire Method fo r In-Plane Vibri-
tion of Matrix Parameters of Acoustic Systems, 1:
Theory and Principles 

tional Analr.a
C.Y . Liang, Y ,Y . Hung, A.J. Durelli, and J.D. Hovan-C.W .S. To and AG.  Doige .esianDept. of Mech . Erigrg., Univ. of Calgary, Calgary , School of Engrg., Oakland Univ., Rochester , MlAlberta, Canada , T2N 1N4, J. Sound Vib., ~~ (2). 48063, J. Sound Vib., 62 (2), pp 267-275 (Jan 22,pp 207-222 (Jan 22, 1979) 5 figs , 27 rots 1979) 5 figs, 12 refs

Key Words: Testing techniques, Experimental data, Tran-
sient response, Matrix methods, Parametst identification Key Words: Vibr ation retpon , TastIng techniques, Movie
technique effects

A trans ient testing technique is developed for rapid test ing A new method is proposed for the determination of the
of components In acoustic systems. Fourier trans forms of in-plane displacement components of bodies subjected to
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cystic Iosdln~ The recording on s photographic film Is Proc., ~~ (4) pp 51~~525 (Apr 1979) 21 fl~s, 22
don. atsllcally. with exposure times longer than th, period rots
of v~ ratIon Itkne-rrenge). A gratIng printed on the body
surface 1* perturbed by die motion end the displacements Key Words: Nondestructive testing. Acoustic technIques
are analysed by photographing the grating lines,

The application of acoustic im~~lng techniques to nondes-
tructIve lustIng (NOT) of materials is discussed. Afte r a
description of the standard IWT techniques employed In
the field and acme examples of mechanically scanned Im~~Ing

79-1349 devices, most of the paper Is devoted to a desc ription of
electronically scanned and focused systems.

Underwater Imaging System Uuag Multi-Frequency
Ultrasonse h olography

L
I. Sato and M. Iguch i
Electrotechnical Lab. 2-6- 1 Nagata-cho , Chiyoda- ku ,
Tokyo . Japan, Bull. JSME, 22 (764). pp 190-197 79-1352
(Feb 1979) 11 figs , 7 rots Acoustic Microscopy - 1979

L W. Kessler and D.E. Yuh as
Kay Words: Acoustic holography. Underwater sound Sonoscan, Inc.. Bensonvillo, IL 60106. IEEE Proc..

This paper describes an acoustical holo~~~hic imaging ~~s -67 (4), pp 526-536 (Apr 1979) 17 figs, 36 ruts

tern which hs. a receiving array and reconstructs the Image
using computer calculatIon. Key Words~ Acoustic microscopy. Nondestructive testing,

Teasi ng techniques

Acoustic microsco py Is emergIng as an important analytical
technique serving the needs of both biomedIcal and mater ials
technology. Based upon imaging of apeclmens with elastic

79-1350 waves at VHF and UI-IF frequencies, acoustic microscopes
An introduction to Acoustic Emission and a Prac- reveal structural-mechanical properties wIth h l i  magnifica-

ticil Example don. A review of the techniques and theIr applications see

A.A. Pollock alerted .

Dunegan/Endevco, J. Environ. Sci., 22 (2). pp 39-41
(Mar/Apr 1979) 41 refs

Key Words: Acoustic emission, Nondestructive teats COMPONENTS I,
I-’,

In th is paper the following topics are covered by way of
general intr oduct ion: Fundamenta ls and material behavior;
Scope of applications to nondestructive testing end quality
control; Instrumentatio n principies; Typical applications;
and Limitations. A specific application of AE to the testing SHAFTS
of bucket tr ucks I, discussed. This example illustrates the (Also see No, 1363)

constructive use of the Kai ser effect to predict strength,
the use of structural calibration as an aid to system design.
and the reduction of laboratory findings to practical test
procedures. 794353 

I 
-

0. the Subb.maonic Oscillation. of Unaymmetrical
Shafts
T. Yamamo to , V . lshida, and K. Aizawa
Faculty of Engrg.. Nagoya Univ., Ch ikusa-ku , Na-

79-1351 goya, Japan , Bull. JSME, 22 (164). pp 164-173 (Feb , -

Acoustic huaging for Nondestructive Evaluation 1979) 16 figs , 20 rofs - -

G.S. Kino
Edward L. Ginzton Lab., W.W. Hansen Labs. of Key Words: Shafts (machine elements), Ball bearings, Sub-
Physics, Stanford Univ., Stanford, CA 94305, IEEE hsrmonic osc illations
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In the analysis of an unsymmetrical shaft syst em with non- 79-1356
lineer characteristics, the method utilizing normal coor- On Potential lastabihity Are.. in Dynamic Equlk-
dinstes cannot be ua.d. Such phenomena are explained hi-mm of Fkiiible Shafts (Apis gahiuaa laakaf i~
theoretically by the method proposed in this paper. 

______veIew dm~~ Pèa pasóass.vyius nedabjiwno son..)
A P . Kavoi élis and L. Kui~ s
Lietuvos Mechanikos Rinkinys . No. 1 (1 7), pp 19-
23 (1977) 3 figs, 3 rets . Vilnius Civil Engrg. Inst.,
232600 Vilnius, Gork io 73, Lithuanie
(In Russian)

79.1354
Vibration of a Shaft Pasing Through Several Critical Key Words : Shafts , Critical speeds

S-a
S. Vanabe, K. Kikuchi , and S. Kobavashi The paper analyzes the dynamic equil ibrium of flex ible

Tokyo Inst . of Tech., Meguro-ku. Tokyo , ~~~~ 
shaf ts with rotational speed exceeding a critical value. The
dy namic model of the shaft is Interpreted ase system wit h

Bull. JSME . 22 (164). pp 156- 163 (Feb 1979) 13— two or three degrees of freedom. TI-re analysis Is made by
figs, 2 tables. 6 ref s t~. Reus- ~t,Mtz method.

key Words: Shafts . Transient response. Resonanc. pass
through, Critical speeds (

The transient vibration of a shaft passing through Its several BEAMS. STRINGS. RODS, BARS
critical speeds at a uniform acceleration rite is investigated. (Also lee No. 1389)

The theft is a.um,d to have a uniform aectian and be sup-
ported at both ends by spring s and dampers. The tree ~-lbra-
tiers of the system is analyzed to get the relat ionsh ip between
the damping given at the ends of the theft and the modal

damping ratio. The maximum amplitudes of the shaft passing 79-1357
through the first end the second crit ical speeds at various instability of the Motion of a Beasts of Periodically
acceleration rates using the approxImate equations are V arying Length
calculated. Thea, caicu lated results sre compared with the j, Zajac~ko ws k i and J. Lipinsk i

Lodz Technical Univ., Lodz. Zwirk i 36, Poland, J ,experimental ones.
Sound Vib., 63 (7 ) ,  pp 9-18 (Mar 8, 1979) 5 figs .
3 rets

Key Words: Beams, Cantilever beams, Parametric vibration

79.1355 
The paramet ric Instability of the motion of a cantilever beam

Comparative Efficiency Estimation of se... DIYW I of periodically varying length is investigated. Th. boundar ies
of the instability regions ar. found and plotted.

for Dynamic Stabilication of Shafts
A.P, Kevolélis and L. Ku lys
Lietuvos Mechanikos Rinkinys, No. 2 (18), pp 31-39
( 1977) 6 figs , Vi lnius Civil Engrg . Inst. . 232600
Vilnius, Gork io 73 Lithuania 79.1358
( In  Rustian) Müiisuum Weight Deign of Beasts. in Torional Vibra-

t ion with Several Frequency Constraints
Kay Words: Machinery vibration. V ibration control, Shafts M.H.S. E)wany and A.D.S. Barr

Dept. of Mech. Engrg., Univ. of Dundee, Dundee
The design of flexible, Inertia and gyroscopic couplings Is DD1 4HN, UK , J. Sound Vib., 62 (3), pp 411-425
discussed. In the article devices for reducing harmful ma- (Feb 8, 1979) 5 figs , 5 tables. 6 rets
chlnury component vibratio ns are analyzed. Operation of
these devices is based on dynamic vibration damping princi-
ples. Dynamic models are represented ~y a rotating mass Key Words: CantIlever beams. Beams. Torsional vibr ation,

connected to the ~~ft 
Minimum weight design
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The desig n of beams of cant ilever form car ryi ng an end iner- 79-136!
Ira so as to minim ize the t ot l mass subiact to the constraInt Higher Order Tapered Beam Finite Elements for
that one , tw o or three of iii torsional natural frequencies Vibration Analy.aare fixed at spelt ted values is consld.red. The problem ~s C.W .S. Tostated in y.ri.tional form with the constraints Introduced
through Laçengs multipliers. Th. kno wn solut ions for .. Inst. of Sound and Vib. Res.. Univ . of Southampton .
Constrained problems are used as a beds from which to South anipton S09 5NH, UK , J. Sound Vib ., 63 ( 1 ) ,
iterate totha r.quirad solutions. Optimum profiles and tables pp 33-50 iMar 8, 1979) 5 fi gs , 3 tables , 12 r t s
of numer ical data compu ted for various examples ar, given .

t echnique
Key Word *: Beams. Variable cross secti on, Finite elemen t

In this paper , explicit expressions for mass and stiffness
matr ices of two higher order tapered beam elemen ts for

79-1359 vibration analysis are presented. One has three de~ e.s ul

The Influence of Tip Mem Offse t on the Stabgity f reedom per node and the other four degrees of freedom
of Beck’s Column per node. The four degrees of freedom of the latter element

are the displacement , slope, curv ature and gradient of curve’C L Ander~~n, it) VaSIIakIS, and J..i Wu ture . Thus , thi s element adequately represents all the physical
U S Army Arinanient Fles. and 0ev Command , situat ions involved in any combination of displacement,
Benet Weapons Lab., LCWSL , Water~Iiet Arsenal , rot ation , bending moment and shearing force. Comparisons
Watervliet , NY 12189 . J. Sound Vtb.. 62 (4~~~~ 475. wrth s~isttng r*sul ts ~‘ the literature concerning tapered
480 (Feb 22, 1979) ~3 figs . 7 rets cantilever beam structurus with or without an end mass and

its rotary inertia are matie .

key Words: Mass-t,earn sy stems , Cantilever beams, Follo wer
forces . Flutter

In this paper , the stability of a slende r cantilever carrying F
79.1362a tip mass at its free end and subjected there to a follower

force is investigated. Tb, C,ntro%d of the tip mass it of$tet ~‘Ihration and Stability of Elastically Supported
from the ti-se end of the beam and is located along its ax- Beants Carrying an Attached Mass Under Miii and
tended ax is. The associated boundary value problem is Taai~~ntW Loads
solved and the exact frequency equation is derived. The H. Saito and K. Otomifrequency equation is solved numer ically for the case in
Which both the beam end t I-te tip mass hav, circular cross- Dept. of Mech. Engrg., Tohoku Univ., Sendai . Japan ,
Nctions. J. Sound Vib.. 62 (2) . pp 257-266 (Jan 22 . 1979)

8 fi gs. 5 refs

Key Words: Beams, Mass-beam systems, Vibration response

The vibrat io n and stability of an elastically supported bam H79-1360 carrying an atteched mass and subjected to axial and tangen-
tia l compressive loads are investigated. The analysis is basedSinpie b eiJing and Vibration Analyses of Beam or on the Timosh enko beam theory and the effect s of the at- t

Spring Connected Stnictur ea tech.d map are expressed wIth Dir.c delta functions. The t- IF.W. Williams influences of the support st lffn.ss, the direction of loading, r

Dept. of Civil Engrg.. Univ. of Wales Inst . of Science and tI-is slenderness ratio on the natur al frequency and ci-It i-
and Tech., Cardiff CF1 3NU, UK , J. Sound Vib., cal be d  of a beam ar, discussed.

62 (4), pp 481.491 (Feb 22 , 1979) 6 figs , 8 refs

key Words: Multibeem systems, Beams, ~~rings, Ultimata
toed . Natural frequencies, Mode shapes 794 363

Sinpie Model. for Cosuputing Dynamic Responses
The problem considered is the buckling or vibration of a of Compk~i Frame Structuressystem of column, , or general structures , wh Ich are suit-

C. Chenably related to each other and are connected tog ether by
sets of springs, or inextengible beams, Which are also su it- Ph.D. Thesis, Purdue Univ., 119 pp (1978)
ibly related to each other. UM 7905708
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Key Words: Complex structures, Frames, Beams, TImo- tlonal springs at the support , transl ational and rotational in-
shenko theory .rtia of the concentr ated masses, and cross-sectional shape,

as well as tran sverse shear deformation and rotatory inertia
A simple shear beam model s~d a Timoshsnko beam model of the mass of the column.
are devslopad for dyn amic analyses of complex frame struc-
tiaras. Expl icit formulas ar, derived for computing the equiv-
alent shear and bending rigidities in terms of the member
dimensions and material properties of the origin al frame
structure. The simple models are evaluated by comparing
the simple model solutions with the so lutions obtained
from using full scale finite elements in free vibr ations of 19-1366
plane frames. The Vibrations of Generally Orthotropic Beams,

A Finite Element Appreads
K.K . Teh and C.C. Huang
Dept. of Mech. Engrg.. Univ. of Western Australia,
Nedlands, 6009 , Western Australia , Aust ralia , J.

79.1364 Sound Vib., 62 (2), pp 195-206 (Jan 22, 1979)
Dynamic Behaviour of a Beam Subjected to a Force 4 figs , 4 tables, 12 refs
of Tine-Dependent Frequency (Effect! of Solid
Viscoity and Rotatory heertia) Key Words: Beams , Natural frequenc ies, Finite element
S.- l . Suzuki technique. Transverse ihear deformation effects , Rotato ry
Dept. of Aeronautics. Nagoya Univ., Nagoya, Japan, inertia effects
J. Sound Vib., 62 (2), pp 157-164 (Jan 22, 1979)— This paper presents twa finite element models for the pre-igs, ..~ re S diction of free vibrational natural frequencies of fixed -free

beams of general orthotropy . The discrete models include
Key Words: Beams, V i,coelastic media Rotatory inertia the transverse sheer defo rmation effect and the rotary
effects , Resonance pass through, Time-dependent excitation inert ia effect.

The dynamic behavior of a beam is investigated through the
use of a Voigt.type mechanical model when the frequency Fof external forcing passes th rough the first critical frequen cy
of the beam , increasing or decreasing. F

79-1367
Flexural Wave Motion in Besen.Type Disordered
Periodic Systems: Coincidence Phenomenon and

19-1365 Sound Radiation . -

Coupling Effects on a Cantilever Subjected to a A.S. Bansa l
Follower Force Dept. of Mech. Engrg., Punjab Agricultural Univ.,
A,N. Kounadis and J.T. Katsikadelis Ludhiana-’141004, India, J. Sound Vib., 62 (1) ,
National Technica l Univ., Athens, Greece , J. Sound pp 39-49 (Jan 8, 1979) 4 figs. 8 ref s
Vib., 62 (1), pp 131-139 (Jan 8, 1979) 6 figs . 17 rets 

- 1
Key Words: Beams, Periodic structures , Sound waves

Key Words: Beams, Cantilever beams, Flutter, Timoshenko
theory, Transverse shear deformation effects, Rotato ry This paper deals with flexural wave motion in uniform
inertia effects beam-type periodic sy stems whose repeating units are ldentl-

cal finite beams with multiple beam-length disorders. A
In this investig ation a solution methodology is presented general expression derived for the propagation constants is
far studying the stability of a uniform cantilever having • employed to study its variation with frequency for a bem
translational and rotational spring at its support, carrying system having 4span disordered repeating units. Free flexur-
twa concentrated masses, one at the support and the other Cl waves are studied as wave groups consisting of a large
at its tip, end sut$ected to a follower compressive force at number of harmonic components of dIfferent wavelengths .
its free end. The analysis Is based on Timoshenko ’s beam phase velocities and directions . Phase velocities are com-
theory by considering the cantilever as a continuous elastic puted and plotted for different frequencies in the propaga-
system. The coupling effects on the flutter load are assessed tion zones In which tPi~ free waves progress without attenua-
far a variety of parameters such as translational and rota- t ion .
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79.1368 Trans . ASME, 101 (2), pp 190-200 (Ap r 1979) 18
Frgs Lateral Vibretie. of an Axially Craep.g Dsms- f’~s. 25 rets
Co~ em Under Initial Axial Csimpve~~o.
F.A. Cozzarolli and G. Titt ernore Key Words: Bearings, Periodic response
State Univ. of New York at Buffalo , NV , Maccanica ,
12 (3). pp 151-158 (Sept 19771 6 tab les , 13 refs The effect of the deformation of an automotive oonnectlnt

rod on the oil film characteristics is studied. The slrnul-
tansous elastic deformation and pressure distribution are

Key Words: Beam-columns. Lateral vib ration obtained by iterative methods In steady-state conditions
under realIstic speeds and loads (5500 rpm, ~5,000 N).

The ire, lateral vibration of a nonlinear vlscoelsatlc beam- Plane elasticity relations are used In this study. The follow-
column aubjo~ted to an initial compressive S*iSI load Is ing parameters are investigated: bearing characteristics:
cons idered. The constl*utlv. law is formulated with a linear operatIng conditions: and lubricant.
elastic term and with power function. of stress in the tran-
sient end steady creep terms, and Is of th. nonlinear gen.r-
allzed Kelvin type. Th. problem Is analyzed for five special
vlscoelaatic m odels using small deformation theory , and
numerical results are discussed for a stainless steel alloy.

79-1371
Stability Aaalyã and Tranóent Motion of Axial
Cmos’.. Msdtileb.. and Tilting Pad Bearings

BEARINGS R.G. Eierman
M.S. Thesis, The University of Virginia, 150 pp(Algo see No.. 1340, 1342)
(Aug 1976) Avail: Univ. of Virginia Library

Key Words: Tilting pad bearings, Bearings, Transient re’
79.1369 

sponse

Stability Characteristics of Spherical Spiral Greove The stability characteristics and general nor.iinew t ransient
Bearings (1st Repost. Theoretical Analyis) motion of f inite width lobs journal bearings assuming an

Y . Sato and A . Tamura inCoflipraIPlble lubricant with cavitation are presented. Hy-
Tokyo Inst. of Tech ., Meguro-ku . Tokyo. Japan, drodynemic bearing forces are evaluated bY 5ri and leakage

solut ion of the Reynolds’ Equation . The quasI-analyticalBull . JSME. 22( 164). pp 174-181 (Feb 1979) 16 figs, solut ion Involves calculating the circumferential pressure
4 refs profile for an infinitely long bearing arid then applying a

finite series estd leakage correction function that takes
Kay Words: Stability, Fluid-fi lm bearing ., Bearings Into account the finite length of the bearing, fluid film

squeez, and rupture. Th. steady-state equilibrium position
The stability characteristics of spherical spIral groove bearings Is obtaine d bY a modified 2.variable Newton-Rapheon iters’
lubricated with incompressible liquid era investigated thecre- tive scheme. Oncs the equilibrium position has been deter-
tically . Solving a different ial equation for a bearing Wh iCh mined, the eight linearized dyn amic coeffic ients are Cal’
has an infin ite number of grooves. th . pressure distribut ion cu lated for the ix ial groove and multi lobe bearing types.
induced by small vibrations of a rigid rotor ebout a stat ic Nonlinear transient orbits are presented to confirm lineari zed P
equillbrium positlon lsobtained. stabi~~y maps developed from the dynamic coefficients.

The effects of bearing preload, offset , and oil temperature
on stability are investigated for typ ical bearings.

79-1370 BLADES
Elutie Connecting.Rod Bearing with Piewviscous (Also see No . 1303)

Lubricant: Aaalyã of the Steady-Stale Characteris-
tics
B. Fantir,o, J. Frene, and J. DuParguet 79.1372
Chercheur CNRS. Laboratoire de Mecanigue des The Importance of Quadnspole Sources in Prediction
Contact s BT 113, Ins litut National des Sciences of Transoaüc T~ Speed Propeller Noise
Appliquees de Lyon. Lyon, France , J . Lubric. Tech. D.B. Hanson and MR . Fink
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Hamilton Standard Div. of United Technologies Factors to be considered In the selection of valve actuators
Corp., Windsor Locks , CT 06096, J. Sound Vib ,, are discussed. A number of actuators end thalr wolicatlon.
62 ( 1) ,  pp 19-38 (Jan B, 1979) l3f igs, i8 refs ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ — 

-

piston (o, cylinder) rotary vane, electric and electrohydreulic
actuators.Key Words: Propeller blades , Noise generatIon, Noise pre-

dict ion

A theoretical analysis is presented for the harmonic noise of
hIgh speed, open rotors, Far f ield acoustic radiation aqua-
tions based on the Ffowcs Williams/Hawking. theory we 79.1 375derived for a static rotor with thin blades and zero lift. Noise Resonance Equalization in Feedback Control Systemscalculations are presented for two rotors , one simul ating a - ,helicopter main rotor and the other a model propeller tested W .J. Bigley and V. Rizzo
at United Technologies Corporat ion. Lockheed Electronics Co., Inc., Plainfie ld , NJ, ASME

Paper No. 78-WAIDSC-24
r

Key Words: Control equipment, Resonant response, Reec-
COLUMNS nance equaliz ation technique

This paper presents a feedback technique for elImInating
the destabIlizing effect or mechanical resonance In feedback
control systems. The technique, called Resonance Equeliz.-

79-1373 t lon (Patent PendIng) was developed and demonstrate d In
an extensive R&D project to study mechanical resonanceInelastic Re~~oue of Reinfo rced Concrete Cohunna phenomena In wide-band, hIgh-performance servo loops.Subjected to Two-Dinessiossal Earthquake Motions

M I .H. Suharwardy and D.A . Peckncld
Dept. of Civil Engrg., Illinois Univ. at Urbana-Cham-
paign . IL , Rept. No. STRUCTURAL RESEARCH 

CYLINDERSSER-455 , UILU-ENG-78-2022, 225 pp (Oct 1978) (See No. 1 396)P8-29 1 207/9GA

Key Words: Columns Isupports), Reinforced concrete,
Earthquake resistant structur5s, Seismic design

DUCTSThe effactø of two-dimensional earthquake motion on (A I&. aee No.. 1426. 1428)
reinforced concrete (H/C) columns are determined. An
analytical model to represent the sheer’deflactlon.exial load
relation sh Ip of R/C columns is developed from stress-strain
relations of steel and concrete.

79-1376
The Traa niaso n of Acoustic Plane Wnes a t a j e t
~ thanM
RH . Schlinker

CONTROLS United Technologies Research C~~.. East Hartford ,(Also see No. 1434 ) CT, J. Aircraft , 16 (3), pp 188-194 (Mar 1979)
11 figs. 16 refs 

—

Key Words: Sound transm ission , Ducts

79-1374 An experimental study Is conducted to determine the plane-
Valve Actuators wave acoustic transmission toss at the ex it of an unf langed
W O’Keefe constant diameter circular duct with subsonic flow, This

-, ~ . model geometry sImulates the physical conditions at anrower , lc ,~ i’.,, pp i- ,c-. iA pr 19 w, ~~~ rigs 
engine exhaust in the simplest manner. Th. acouetic trans-
mission coefficient is evaluated over a large range of jetKey Words: Valve actuators, Valves Mach numbers and reduced frequencies.
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79.1377 79-1381)
Hybrid Kay-Mode Fonnulat ioss of Uucted Psups ~a- Isnpu~~ lto~~onae lunctioss (or a Scala, Wave Source
tit)SI in a Compliant Haffle
L (I i~ ulsvn .uitl I - lshjhtii &l M W I . S(r~ ndburg
t l,’ t ta l  I n~i, u I )tipt . I’uly t.’~-hn~ I list of Now I )up~ ~ )‘hy ~j1~ Mtjssjchusot Is Inst . of I tich. , Cam

- I ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ N~’ Ii /3t , .1 Acotisi Sth bi lelij i’. MA 0,’ I 3’.) , . 1 Ac~utt . Soc Aiiitn ., (it (3) ,
Ainu, - . ~t (3) , p b9b 60/ (Mi,, 19/U) 1-) Itis . ¶1 ,vls pp 63’) 646 (Ma, 19/9) 1 t i~j , .42 ,uts

Kay Words: Ducts , Waveguid. analysla , High frequencies Key Words. Baffles . Ducts , PIstons , Impact response

High-frequency propa gation In weveguldes or ducts is I or~ The veloc ity potential impulse response function Is cumput.dmulated In leon. of a guided mode or a ray ex pansion. This
for a cyl indr ical piston In a compliant haUl.. Tb. solutionpaner etrei ninus the truncation problem. Other h eld repre•
is obts ln.d In closed fo rm from a befit, which matchessentat lons Involving rays , modes , a canonical Int egral , a con
the fluid Imped ance.tlnuo u. spectrum, and neerf l.ld perturba ti on are sl.o .*em~

ified.

FRAMES, ARCHES
79-1378 AIs mNo 1.1(U)
Meammsw nt of Radial mu d Cirrumk reustial Modes
its Annular and Circular Fan l)ucts
C .1
/ lvdflctxl I • -)

~ I ~It) - , I b u s  I boyt ti , I td - . I liii by
1)1 —

, 814 .1, Ut’., .1 S~’.iiiti V th It.’ (. ‘ ) . pp .‘.4’.t 2 t t ’~
(J~iii .‘) . 19/9) 11  11(15 , ii i r i s  79—138 1

An A ppruxinait. Model (or Static and l)ynamic
Key Words Duct., Acoust ic lining. t4asaJy i~r. of Framed Stnwhin a

W Kkt~l t lh t t
Methods of dete rmin ing the radial mud. distribution Sr. I’h .1) I htisis . No, I ltwtist~rii I. inlv. 2(4 I pp ( i t )  /8)discussed and results of such analyses on Idealised dist rlb u-

IIM 190189 ..)lions ar, presented. The use of the most suitable meth ods
of .nelysis is their ilrrnun.traIwi in measur ing the •no, f~l
distributio n of th, d istorti on, geniireted I1ols~ of an Isolated Kay Word.: Framed structures , Nature ) Iroquenc les , Mode
fan. shspes, Approximation methods

An $‘l roxiinet. m ethod for an analy si s of framed str uc-
rlures Is proposed. The basic method Is to subdIvide a fram e

Into a num ber of rectan gular domains In the case of plane
frame analysis or regular hexah.dron s In the case of space
frame enalys is. In static analysis , the pr inciple of minimum
total potential energy Is employed. The proposed model79-1379 Is also used In the study of dynamic characterist ics of plane

Acossatir Eswr~v in l)ssr ts ; l’urtluer Observ at iouma f rs rn.s . H~nnIlioi, ’ s principle is used to derive the equations i i
W I vi ’, si t i.mi I of m otIon of th. frame. The f requenc ies oh the motion are
I)npt. of Much - I m liii L ) i i iv .  o) Ciiiittii bu ry , Ciii st obtained by solv ing a small matr Ix elgenvalus problem.
i-h u t cli , Now ~~.‘.i)~miit l , .1 Sounul Vih.. t i ’  (4) , pp 6) /
t~L’ (I rib 1), 1t)/ ’ .) ) 1 iii , .1 t ubk’s , I I  ntis

Key Words: Ducts , Elast ic waves . Sound waves

Th. transmission oh acoustIc .nergy In unifo rm ducts carry - GEARS
Ing uniform flow Is Irivastir iated. (Sm No. I J*t~?)
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LINKAGES MECHANICAL
(See No. 1412)

79-1382
Extend Gear Coupling Life MEMBRANES . FILMS, AND WEBSMM . Calistrat
Koppers Co., Inc . Baltimore , MD , Hydrocarbon
Processing, 58 ( 1) , pp 115- 1 18 (Jan 1979) 8 figs ,
3 rets

Key Words: Gear coupling s
79-1385

This paper discusses how to increase th , serv ice life of hIgh- Forced Vibration Analy~ a of a Cunspuite lIed-speed couplin gs by providing adequate lubr ication , reducing angular Mr-.abrane Coniating of Stripssl udge accumula t ion and proper maint enanc , techni ques.
K. Sato
Dept. of Mechanical Engrq., Tohoku Univ ., Sendai ,
Japan, J. Sound V ib., 63 (3) , pp 411.417 (Apr 8,
1979) 4 ret s

79- 1383
Coupling for Misali gned Shaft s Key Words: Rectang ular membranes, Composite structures .
J.F . Ohison Forced vibr ation , Laplace transformat ion
Dept. of the Navy, Washington , D.C., PAT-APPL-
914 311 /GA , ii pp (June 15 , 1978) The p~~er us concerned with the forced vibration problem

of a composite rectangular membrane consisting of any
number of strips of different materials, The theory is dev,l-

Kay Words: Shaft coupling ., Alignment oped by the use of the Laplace tcsnsIom~stiocu method . The
final forms of solutions of the problem are given for theThe present Invention relates to torque transmission and , special case of a homogeneous rectan gular membrane subjectmore particularly, to an improved shaft coupling having a to two types of driv ing forces on the membrane surface .spherically-formed interfac, and engaging teeth to accommo-

dat. misalignment of interconnected sha f ts during trans
mission.

79-138679-1384
Membrane Effecti Upon the Transverse V ibration ofVibration Stability of Unaoldesed Bolted Pipe Joenta

(Sdswingfestigkeit I(Qloser Rohrvorechrrn.bungen) Linearly V arying Thickness Discs
D.G . Gorman and W . KennedyW. U. Zammert and H. Peeken

lnstitut f . Ma~ hineneIemente und Maschinengestal- Engrg, Science School , Univ. of Dublin, Dublin 2 ,
[ire , (3K , J. Sound Vib.. 62 ( 1) , pp 51-64 (Jan 8,turig der RWTH , Aachen, Konstruktion , 31 (4),
1979) 9 figs, 3 tables, 9 refspp 147-153 (Apr 1979) 15 figs , 10 refs

Key Words: Pipe. (tubes), Joints (iunct lons ), Fatig ue ~~ 
Ks-. Words : Disks (shapes). Variable cross section, Flexural
vibrat ion, Membranes (structural members)

StabilIty of unsoldered bolted pipe joints under mechan ical
and hydraulic stresses Is descrIbed, The fatigue life distr lbu - An analysis Is presented of the changes In natural frequencies
lIon caused by various periodic Internal pressures, pipe of free transverse vibration of annular dIscs of linearly
material, and rIng conditIons are dlscess ed. In particular , va rying thickne ss form , when subiected to the combined
the effect of the mounting on the vibration stability Is action of centrifugal loading and complex radial temperature
observed. ExperImental results are also descrIbed, dIstribution.
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PIPES AND TUBES key Words: Pipelines, Catanarles, Underwater pipelines
(Also see Nos. 1384, 1396)

The aim of this work Is to study the emaIl In-plane oscllla- i -

tions of a submerged pipeline with a curved equIlibrium con- I 
-

f IguratIon. Some cases of Interest In practical applications
are analyzed assuming that the curve of static deflection Is

794387 a catenary . The limits of the method adopted to Integrats
Parametric Inatabilitie. of a Periodically Supported the resultin g different ial equation are diacus d and the
PIP. ~~~~~~~ nuid natural frequencies computed startIng from a catenary

era compared wltfs thoie obtaIned eseumlng static configure-K. Singh and A.K. MaIIik tions with const.nt radli of curvature.
Dept. of Mech. Engr g ., Indian Inst . of Tech., Kanpur,
Kanpur-208016, India , J. Sound Vib., 62 (3), pp 379-
397 (Feb 8, 1979) 5 figs . 8 refs

Key Words: Pipes (tubes), Fluid-Induced excitation. Mode 79-1390
shapes. Paremetric vlbretlon W ere Forces on Cylsndera Near Plane Boundaries

Parametric instabilities of a periodically supported pipe J~C~ Wrigh t and T. Yamamoto
conveying fluid are studied. Three different methods are Civil Engrg. Corps., USN, Chesapeake Div., Naval

used to determine the regions of Instability. In the first Facilities Engrg. Command, Washington, D.C., ASCE
method, Bolotln’s concept Is used along with the knowledge J , Waterway , Port , Coastal and Ocean Div. , 105
of approximate mode shapes of the pipe. In the second (WiN 1) , pp 1-13 (Feb 1979) 12 fig s , 1 table , 14 refs
method Bolotln’s concept Is used directly without recourse
to any mode shape approximation. In the third method a
wave approach is used, Numerical results are presented to K~~ Words: Water waves , Cylinders, Underwater pipelInes . -

show the effects of various parameters on the regions of r.
Instability of a two-span i)lpi , Wave force , on a horizontal cIrcular cylInder are experl.

mentally measured to determine the inf luenc, of a plane
boundary, water particle displacement, and water depth on
these forces. The transition from potential flow condIt ions
to real flow conditions I. considered. The variation of force
coefficients of Inertia , lIft , and dreg Is Identif ied .

79-1388
Guide to Pipe Support Deign
C.V . Char
Baton Rouge, LA, Hydrocarbon Processing, 58 (3),

PLATES AND SHELLSpp 133-139 (Mar 1979) 7 figs , 3 tables, 4 refs (Also see Not 1315 . 1386)

Key Words: Pipes (tubes ), Supports

The ob(ect of this article Is to provIde the civil-structural 79-1391 LiengIneer with approxImate methods that can be used to
design almost any typ e of pipe support structure. Also Finite Element Diacietization of Open-Type Au.
Included are some suggested methods for dsveloping design ayiinn.tric Element.
criteria as an emergency aid for tho u, needing Information P,K. Basu and PL. Gould
ond.slgn loads. Dept. of Civil Engrg ., Washington Univ.. St. Louis,

MO, Intl. J. Numer. Method s Engr., 14 (2), pp 159-
178 (1979) 9 figs , 2 tables , 9 refs

Kay Words: Shells of revolution , Cooling loners, FInIte79-1389 element technique , Computer programs
On the Small Two-Dinenionil Oscillation. of a
Sea-Line A serIes of open-type elements which are compatIble wIth
F. Angrilli and S. Bergameschi axisymmetric thin shell elements are derIved, These elements

Istituto di Meccanica Appliceta alle Macchine, Univer allow the effects of Intermediate openings and discrete
support systems for rot ational shells to be realistically

site dl Padova, Meccanica, 12 (3). pp 144150 (Sept modeled In the dynamic regime. Consistent load vectors for
1977) 3 figs , 1 table, 11 refs several common cases are also derived,
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79-1392 This Item provides graphical and tabulated data for the
Problem. of the Op~~~~-~e. of the Vie .Plaatit estimation of the lower natural frequencies of thin-walled

Spherical Shed. Uodsi’ V hle-R m.g.d ~~~~~~ unstiffened shells. Natural frequenc ies of Initially unstrereed
shells for both flex ural and torsional vibration are consldered(Tmepn~ p$asIinig d.rsimirg kI ,.I~ 0p’~~~~~’~~ ul Flexural vibrations are defined In terms of axial and cir-

deri.ial k toSinsab’ t a o  .pkzoroa ships) cumferen tial mode numbe rs. Natural frequencies of shells
S. Kalant a, R. Karkausk es, and J. Atko~iDnas subjected to uniform static loads are considered, and shell
Lietuv os Mechanikos Rink inys , Nc. 1 (17) . pp ~~ modal density data are given. Inform ation on the limits-
93 (1977) 2 figs, 2 tables, 5 refs , ~# ilniu s Civil Engrg. tlona of data presanted is provided and some guidance on

the calculation of stiffened shell natural frequencies isInst. . 232600 Vilnius. Gork ,o 73, L ithu ania given . WOr~~~ examples which illustrate the application of
(In Russi an) the Item are provlded.

key Words: Shells, ~ Wierical shells. £1autic-plassic properties,
Mathematical models, Periodic uxest abon, Extrsmum prj n.
clples, Optimization

A di icret, mathematical model for the optimization of etes- 79.1 395
tic -plastic flat spherical shells is f ,,,nulelsd. The modal is 0. Sound ~~~~~~~~~ into Orthotropic Shell
bsued on the extreme energy principle lenergy dieslpation L. R. Kova l
rat, minimum). The fin.te element method Ia used in the Dept. of Mech , and Aerospace Engrg., Univ . of- - 

, discretisation. Numerical .xamplas are discussed .
Missouri-Rolla , Rol la , MO 65401, J. Sound Vib.,
63(1) , pp 51-59 (Mar 8, 1979 ) 9 figs, 7 refs

Kay Words: Shells, Cylindrical shells, Sound transmission,
Mathematical models

79.1393
Axisymmetric Vibratio, of Continuous Shadow A mathematical model l~ presented for the transmission of
Spherical Sled, airborne noise through the walls of an orthotropic cylindrical
S. Mirza and A .V. Singh shell. Parameters are varied to sue how orthotropiclty affects

noise transmission.Dept. of Mech. Engrg ., Univ. of Ottawa , Ottawa,
Canada KIN 6N5, J. Sound Vib., 62 (1), pp 65-72
(Jan 8. 1979) 3 figs , 18 refs

Key Words: Shafts, ~~herlcaI shells , Shear deformation 79.1396effects, Axisymmetric vibrations
Free Vibration of Circular Cylinder , of Variable

The misymmatric vibration of shallow shells supported along ThiCklie..
the outer periphery and along an intermediate circle of R.F. Tonin and D.A. Bies
radius is considered . Shear deformation affects are included Dept. of Mech. Engrg., The Univ . of Adelaide , Ado- !‘In th . different ial equatIons. Results are presented for three laide, South Australia 5000, J. Sound Vib , 62 (2),cases: fixed edge conditions, simply supported condition;
and frae edgecondltion. pp 165-180 (Jan 22 . 1979) 6 figs, 4 tables , 11 refs

Key Words: Cylinders. Cylindrical shells , Variable cross
section, Pip,, (tubes)

Flexural vibrations of finite length circular cylinders with79-1394 sheer diephragn ends and symmetric circumferential well
Natural Frequencie. of Thin-Walled Isotropic, Cueis. thicknes , variations are described by using the Rayleigh-Ritz
lar-Cylindrical Shell. method . Both symmetric and asymmetric solutions are pre-
Engineering Sciences Data Unit Ltd., London, UK , sented. Only circumferential variations in the wall radial

dimension are considered. The cylinder wall thickness van e-Rept. No, ISBN-0-85679-226-8, 46 pp (1978) lion is described se a Fourier series and the vibration IsEDSU-78004 described as a ser ies of mode, of a uniform cyl inder with
the asma mean radius , The theory Is applied to a cylinder

Key Words: Circular shells , Cylindrical shells. Natural fre- whose Inner bore ii circular but is non-concentric with the
quencies, Flexural vibration. Torsional vibration circular outer su rface. The mode shapes are investigated cx-
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psi’ImentaUy by using timi’everegad holograms of the vi- 79.1399
beating cylinder and the results camper, well wIth t ie Vibration of Skew Plate, by Uóag B.Spline Functioa.
prsdlctl*ns of the theory. T. Mizusawa, T. Kajita . and M. Naruoka

Dept. of Construction Engrg., Da’ido Inst. of .Tech.,
Hakusuicho -40, Nagoya , Japan , J. Sound Vib.. ~~~
(2), pp 301-308 (Jan 22, 1979) 1 fig, 3 tables, 13 refs

79-1397
A Sector Finite Element for Dynatnic Analyms of Key Words: Skew plates, Rayleigh -Ritz method, Free vi-

bration‘ Thick Plate.
P. Guruswamy and T.Y . Yang This paper deals with the frae vibration of skew plates by
Schoo l of Aeronautics and Astronautics , Purdue the Rayleigh-Ritz method with B-splint functions as coor-
Univ., West Lafayette, IN 47907, J. Sound Vib , dinase functions. Convergence of the solutions Is investigated
62 (4), pp 505-516 (Feb 22 , 1979) 9 figs, 2 tables, In a few typical cases. The accuracy of the results Is cornS
13 rets pared wi th the existing results bused on other numeric al

methods and found to be in good agreement.

Kay Words: Plates, Circular plates . Finite element tech-
nique, Natural frequencies

A 24 degree of freedom secto r finit e element I, developed
for the static and dynamic snalys is of thick circu lar plates. 79-1400
The element formulation i~ based on Reissner’s thick plate VIbl’atlolS of Rect.n8ular Plate, with Tine-Dependent
theory. The convergence characteristic of th. elements is Boundary Condition.
first studied ins static example of en unsymmetrically loaded j , Venkataramana, M, Majti , and R.K. Srinivasan
annular plate - The elements are then used to analyze the Structural Erigrg. Div., Vikram Sarabhai Spacenatural frequencies of an annular plate with various ratios

Centre . Trivandr um-695022, India , J. Sound Vib .,of inner to outer radius. The results are in good agreement
with an alternative solution in which thick plate theory ~ ~~ (3), pp 327-337 (Feb 8, 1979) 3 figs. 3 tables,
used . The versatility of this finite element is demonstrated 7 rets
by performing free vibr ation analysis of an example of
clamped sector plates with various thicknesses and diffe rent Key Words: Plates, Rectangular plates. Time-dependent,ectoniai angles. excitation

A general method of solution for the vibration of rectangular
plates w ith any typ e of time-dependent boundary conditions
l~ developed by an extension of the method of Mindlin and
Goodmen. For illustration , the problems of a plate with

79.1398 different time-dependent boundary conditions are solvsd
Non-Linear Oscillations of Elutic Osthotropic An- and the closed form solutions for the transverse deflection,
nular Plates of Variable Thickness of the plate are obtained. The non-dimenslonalized transverse
C. L. Huang and P.R . Aurora deflect ions at the middle of the plet. are evaluated numeri- ~ 

-

Dept. of Mech. Engrg ., Kansas State Univ., Manhat- cetly for different dimensions of the plate and differ ent
forcing functions. These are presented graphically against

tan, KS 66506, J. Sound Vib., 
~2. (3) ’ PP 443 453 the non-dlmensio naliz.d time for three cases and tabulated

(Feb 8, 1979) 5 figs , 1 tab le , 14 refs for other case,.

key Words: Plates, Variable cross section, NonlInear vib ra-
tion

A computational analysis of the non-linear oscillations of 79-1401
elastic orthotropic annular plates of variable thickness is
presented. The non’iinear boundary value problem i~ con- Dynamic IIe~ oue of Blast Loaded Prestie.sed Flat
vented into a corresponding eigenvalue problem by using a Plate.
Kantorovich tlme.iversgIng method. Then, by a Newton . T .L. Cost and H.W , Jones
Raptison iteration scheme In conjunction with the con- Dept. of Aerospace Engrg., The Univ. of Alabama ,
capt of analytical continuation , the solut ions to the non- Tuscaloosa , University, AL 35486, J. Sound Vib., 62linear oscillations of elastic orthotropic annular plates of
variable thickness are obtained. (1), r r  111.120 (Jan 8, 1979) 7 figs,4 tab les , l3refs
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Kay Words: Plates, Prastressed strUctural, Blast excitation, node, and takes Into account the shear deformation end
Modal superpositIon method rotatory Inertla. The accuracy of the element is established 

—by comparison of the natural frequencies of certain thick
A finite difference method Is used to study the effect of and th in plate., determined from a consistent mass matrix
lnplane loads on the dynamic response of a square flat formulation, with svaiiabla results .
plate subjected to a transverse blast load. The method is
easily programmed for rspid evaluation on a digital corn-
puter. A modal superposition method of analysis and a shock
spectrum for the loud l~ used.

79-1404
On Optissal Deign of Vibrating Plate (Dinainilkai
ipkrsisto. plokatelès opf~~.I~l~ projehiavimo kim-

79444)2 A . Nogis
The Natural Mode Shapes and Fse ipsencieso( Graph- Lietuvos Mechanikos Rinkinys, No. 1 (17) , pp 52-ite Epoxy Cantilevered Plates ~i.d ~~~ 55 (1977) 3 rots , Viinius Civ il Engrg . Inst.. 232600
E F . Crawley and SW. Leo Vilnius, Gorkio 73, LithuaniaDept. of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Massachusctts (In Russian)Inst. of Tech., Cambridge, MA , Hept. No. AFFDL-
TM-FBR-78- 1 10, 147 pp (Aug 1978)

key Words: Plates . Vibrating structures , Optimum design
AD-A062 582/2GA

The algorIthm of computing the thicknes, funct ion of a
Key Words: Plates . Cantilever plates . Cylindrical shells , plate is presented for the case in which the parameters of
Shells, Mode shapes, Natural frequenc ies the plate Imass and natural frequenc ies) are satisfying a cer-

ta m optlmality condition under restrictions in the value of
The natural mode shapes and frequencies of graphltelepoxy thickness. The condition of optimality Is expressed as an F’
and graphIte /epoxy/aluminum canti levered plates and cy lin- extremum of one parameter or as an extremum of dIstance-
drical shell sect ions are investigated . A single assumed mode norm of existing parameters . Two variants of algorithms are
partial Ritz analysi s Is used to determine the frequencies presented: contl4 -v• is and stepped thickn ess functions .
of orthotrop ic cantilev er plates. The results sugg est a method The methods of ~rzhnic al theory of plates, perturbat ion
for preliminary design and frequency nond imens lon alizat lon. theory and methods of moments are utIlized.
The assumed str ess hybr id ,h,il siemenS RS4O which includes
the effects of transverse shear is used to model a set of
laminated cantilavered plates and shells.

79-1405
Numerical Anaiyna of the Central of Natural Fre-
quencies of a Circular Plate with Rotational Sym-

79-1403 Inetry by Changing Its Thickness Function
Frequency Analyi. of Thick Orthotsupic Plate. oit G A. Abaravicius and R. Nogis
Elastic Foundation Ii inga High Precision Triangular Liotuvos Mechanikos Rinkinys , No. 2 (18) . pp 62-
Plate HendiigElement 74 (1977) 6 figs, V ilnius Civil E-ngrg. Inst., 232601)
P.V .T. Babu , DV. Reddy, and D.S. Sodhi Vilnius, Gorkio 73, Lithuania
Faculty of Engrg. and App i. Science, Memorial Univ.. (In Russian)
of Newfoundland , St. John’s. Newfoundland , Canada,
Intl. J. Numer . Methods Engr . 14 (4) , pp 531.544 Key Words: Circular plates. Natural frequencies, Variible
(1979) 4 figs. 10 tables, 37 rets cross section

ICey Words: Plates, Elastic foundations, Transvers, shear The natural frequencies end mass of a rotationally, sy n-
deformation effects, Rotatory Inertia effects , Free vibration metric plate are changed jointly by changing Its thickness

function . Th. change of thickness function ‘ obtained by
A high precision triangular thick orthotropic plate bending methods of perturbation and moments problem . The poe-
element on an elastic foundation is developed for the free elbil ity of changing the first five frequencies end mass are
vibration analysis of thick plates on elastic foundation. The evaluated numerically. The permitted s ize of change I~
elamint h three nodes with twe lve degrees-of-freedom per estimated .
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79-1406 The added mass of the fluid surrounding It plays an Impor-
0. the Vikatios of Skew Plates of Variable ikiek. tent role In the dynamic belterlor of a submerged structure.

The first few mode shapes end the reapecttvs netural ire-
•5~~ quencles of a submerged cantilever plate are found by using
M M . Banerjee a finite element procedure, elgenvalues being obtained by a
Dept. of Mathemat ics , A-C. College, Jalpaiguri simultaneous Iteration tecstnlque. The influence of the water
735101. India , J, Sound Vj b., 63 (3). pp 377-383 depth below the plate and also of the water’s lateral extent
(Apr 8, 1979) 2 figs, 2 tables, 9 rets Is considered. Results on the effects of the depth of Immer-

sian on the natural frequencies ~~d mode shapes of the
cantilever plate for different aap.ct ratIos are presented.

Key Words: Skew plates. Plates, VarIable cross section,
Free vibration, Forced vIbratIon

This paper i~ concerned wIth the determination of natural
frequencies of a v ibrating skew plate with variable thickness. -

Free and forced vibrations are treated for dIfferent rat los of 791~~~the sides, ukew an~e and taper constan t. The stat ic deflec- Fe.~ V ibrations of a Rectangular Piste of VariabletIn has also been obtained as a by product of the present
solution. Thirkuso, Elastically Restrained Against Rotation

Along Three Edge. end Fre, on the Fourth Edge
P.A .A. Laura . R.O. Grossi, and SR . Soni
Inst . of App I. Mech,, Base Naval Puerto Baigrano .
811 1 Argentina, J. Sound Vib.. 62 (4), pp 493- ti

79.1407 503 (Feb 22, 1979) 7 figs , 4 tab les, 11 rots

Vibrations of a Square Plate with Parabolically Vary-
ing Thickness Key Words: Plates, Rectang ular plates, Variable cross section
M. D. Olson and CR. HazeIl In this paper solutions are presented as obtained by the use
Dept. of Civil Engrg., Univ. of British Columbia. of the Ritz method with deflection functions which are
Vancouver . British Co’umb ia, Canada, J. Sound Vib., simple polynomials . and by the use of the extended Kantoro-
62 (3), pp 399-410 (Feb 8, 1979) 5 figs, 3 tables. vlc$t method. The fundamental frequency coefficient I.
lrefs determined and good agreement is shown to exi st between

the rctults obtained by the two methods .

Key Wards: Rectangular plates, Plates , Variable cross sec-
ti n, Naturil frequency, Mode shapes. Finite element tech-
nique

Vibration results for a square plate with a parabolically very- 79-1410ing thickness distribution and built-In edges are presented.
Frequency and mods shape predictions obtained from ~ Non-Linear Flexural Vibration, of Aniaotropic Skew
finite element analysis are compared with measurements Plates
mad. wIth real-time laser holography. (3. Prathep and T. K. Varadan

Fibre Reinforced Plastics Res. Centre, Indian Inst. of
Tech., Madras 600036 , India , J. Sound V ib., 63 (3), I -~

pp 315-323 (Apr 8, 1979) 6 figs. 14 refs

79-1408 Key Words : Skew plates. Flexural v ibration
A Note on Vibratio, of a Cantilever Plate Immersed
in Water - — The large amplitude free flexural vibrations of thin , elastic
(3. Muthuveerappan, N. Ganesan , and MA. )#“elu- anlaotroplc skew plates are studied by using the von Karman
swami / field equations In which the governIng non-linear dynamic
Dept. of AppI. Mech., Indian Inst. of Tech., Madras equations are derived In terms of the stress function and the

lateral diaplacement. Clamped boundary conditions are600036. India , J. Sound Vib., 63 (3) , pp 385-391 chosen and the ln.plane edge conditions are eIther immovab le
(Apr 8. 1979) 5 figs, 6 tables, 1 refs or movable. Solutions are obtained by the Galerk ln method

on the basis of a one-te rm assumed vibration mode. The
Key Words: Plates. CantIlever plates , Submerged structures, degree of non ineerlty Ii obtained as a function of skew
Natural frequencIes. Mod. shapes, Finite element techniq ue sngl. . aspect ratio and types of ormotropy.
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79-1411 61 (1977) 4 ref s. V i lnius C ivil Engrg. Inst.. 232600
A Sasni.Analytic Solution for Free V ibration of Vilnius . Gorkio 73, Lithuania

Secto r Plate, (In Russian)
M• Mukhop adhyay
Dept. of Naval Architecture , Indian Inst . of Tech ., Key Words: Plates, Natural frequencIes, Thickness effects
Kharagpur-721 302, India , J. Sound Vib., 63 (1 ) ,
pp 87-95 (Mar 8, 1979) 2 figs , 5 tables , 12 rots The natural frequencles and msssof e rotationally symmetric

plate are controlled by changing 1t5 th ickness function.
This is obtaIned by methods of pertu rbation and momentsKey Words: Circular plates , Curved plates, Free vibration problem and Is expressed a s s  lInear combination of func-
tions. These functions are dapend.n on natural vibrationThe paper describes a semi -analytical method In which the modes and the changes of netural frequenc ies and mass.

basic function In the r.ircumfarential direction satisfying the
boundary conditi ons of the radial edges is substituted into
the free vibr it ion equation of the curved plate . By a suitable - —

transformation , an ordina ry differential equation Is obtain-
ad . The resulting equati on is solved by a finite difference
technique. Tabulated resu lts era presented for annular 79-1414
Iector plates Possessing different boundary conditions. Optissization of Elasto-Plastir Round Plate. UnderExcellen t accuracy has been obtained wherever compuri-

Variable Repeated Loading by Finite Element Meth-sons hs~, been possible.
ad (Kartoti.&uintamo. apkrovos veI.iasn~ tasnpn~.

— apvalfr flokki4 opeinia.ciga. di~sretiauu-
jant bs~ tinis elementu melody)
S. Kalanta and J. Atko f ifl nas

79-1412 Lietuvo s Mechanj kos Rinkin ys , No. 1 (17) , pp 78-
Vibration of a V.scoelaitic Plate Having a Circular 85(1977), Vilnius Civil Engrg. Inst., 232600 Vilnius ,
Outer Boundary aisil ~ i~~~.tñ~ cim.Iar hUwF Gorkio 73, Lithuania
Boundary for V anou, Esige Condition, ~~ R ussian)

K. Nagaya
Faculty of Engrg., Dept. of Mach . Engrg., Yamagata Key Words: Plates. Elast lc’plast ic properties, Finite element
Univ ., Vonezawa, Japan, J. Sound Vib., ~~ (1), techniques, Mathematical models, Periodic excitation,

Extramum principles. Optimizationpp 73-85 (Mar 8, 1979) 4 f igs,? tables, 9 rots
The perfectly elasto -plast ic plates opt imizati on problems

Key Words: Plates, Visco&ss t ic properties, Natural f re- are considered. The equilibrium finite element method and
quency the Mlses yield cri terion are applied. The discrete mathemati-

cal equivalents of the problem s are formulated on the basis
In this paper, vibration problems of a circular viscoelsitic of extreme energy princ iples. Some calcu lation resu lts of
plate having an eccentric circular inn r edge are investigated, the yIeld forces and load optimization problems are pro-
The frequency equations In complex forms for various sentad.
edge conditions are obtained. Numerical calculations are
carried out for both elastic and viscoelastic plates, and the
non-dImensional natural frequencies end the logarithmic
decrements are given for a number of cases.

79-1415 Li
Optinizatios of Elaatic-Plutic Plates Under Movable

J. Atko6i0nas and K. VisIavi~ius
79-1413 Lietuvos Mechanikos Rinkiny s , No. 1 (17) . pp 75- —

The Control of Natural Frequencies at Circular Plate 77 (1977) 10 re fs , Vilnius Civil Engrg. Inst., 232600
with Rotational Symmetry by Changing Ita Thickness Vilnius, Gork io 73. L ithuania
Function (2iedines pkkMelê. rezo~~~~~r dgnem9 (In Russian)
inabas kesainas kei~iant plo&~tsles profiW
G.A. Aberavicius and A . Nogis Key Words: Plates, ElastIc-plastic properties. MovIng b eds,
Lietuvos Mechanikos Rirtkinys, No. 1 (17), pp 56- Mathematical models. Extrewsum principles. OptimIzatIon
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A movabl , bid  is considered as a certain typ e of variable- A Floo r-Wal l React ion System was designed and conStiucted
repeated loading. The mathematical equivalents used to by the University of Texas at Austin Civil Engineering
define the parameters of th , load or the struc t ure co rre- Structures Laborator y to give eas.rc hers the ability to li’st
sponding to both cyclic plastic collapse and the lin ear op- u rge-scale models using biiater.l loadings in addition to axia l
ti mality criter io n are given. The extramum energy pr incip les loads. This report documen ts and describes the conception,
to to lva the probiem are used . Numerica l airel np)es are design , and constructi on of this system en order to enhance
presented. its use and availability . The background of the prolect is

de.cribed and detailed information is presented on th e anal y
u s , design , construction, and floor-wall loading capabilities
of the f loor-w all system. The appendices present a photo-
gr aphi c dew ript ion of the sys tem ’s construct ion . construc-

RINGS tion drawings, and a table and graph of material properties,
(Also see No. 1421)

79-1416
Observations of the Osc illatory Behavior of a Con-
fined Ring %~ortex 

- Force Hiatodion in Resonance Testing of Structure s

M P Iscudier and P Mcrkli with l~.lectro.Uynaink Vibration l.~,xeiters

Brown B~ vO r I Research Ctr. , Baden, SwitLerland , ‘.~.R. Tomlinson

A IAA 1, 17 (3) , pp 253-260 (Mar 1979) 17 f i gs , Dept. et Mechanical , Production and ‘i~~.~~I

11 rets 
— Ln~ rq. , Manchester F’ol~ tr ’chn~c . Mjn~h~~ti~ Ml

SGD , LII’.,. .1. Sound V Ib., ~~~~ .~~I pp .3.~i’ ~~-t) i~\i-i ~

Key Words: Turbomachinery , Rings , Fluid-induced ~~~~~ 
1979) 5 figs , 14 rets j i.

tion
Key Words : Structural response, Resonance test s

Ring chambers with annular inflow and out f low through a
radial exit tube f ind wide application in axial -flow turb o- Harmonic inpu t force distortion which arises when sys tems
machinery as exit chambers to collect and divert the throu gh- are excited w ith obectrodynamic esciters is ihown to be
flow off -axis. Corio lis fo rces , arising as a result of the longi- predominantly secon d harmonic , the mafor source of th e - 

-

tud inal curvatur, imposed on the basic swirling flow , cause harmonic distortion being due to the vibration exciter
the vortex to adopt a helical form within the confi nes of the thsrsc *arisuvs . These are examin ed by experime ntally deter-
ring. Also , an int eraction between the two ends of the cot- mining the magnet ic field strength properties of a typ ical —

sex w ithin the exit tuba gives rise to oscillations of th s flow exciter . This information is used with the equations of mo-
*hich are strong ly periodic for cert$in values of t he rat io tiori of the exciter which se-a simulat ed on an analog corn-
of the annular width to the ring radius. puter. The amount of second harmonic force distortion

generated at a system resonance is analyzed by consid ering
a sim ple single degree-ut-freedom model. Exper imental
tests on a simple system confirm the theoretical predictions.

STRUCTURAL

79.1417 79-1419
fle.j~n and Conatruction ot a floo r-W afl Reaction The S ibrat ion of Structures Elastically Constrained
System at Discrete Points —

K.A . Woodward HG. Davk’s and R .J. Rogers
Structures Research Lab., Univ . of Texas at Austin , Dept. of Mech. ngrg. , Univ cit N~w Brunswick .
TX , Rept. No. CESRL-77 -4 , NSF/RA-770698 , 77 pp Fredericton . N~w Brunswick , Canada 138 5A3 . J.
(Dec 1977) Sound Vib., 63 (3), pp 437-44 7 (Apr t~, 1979) 3 tIIIS .
PB-290 458/9GA I table, 11 refs

Key Words: Floors. Walls . Structural members, Earthquake Key Words: Forced vibration , Structural members, Con-
resistant structures strained structures
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The forcea v ibration of a structu re wi th art added spring .232600 \ Irlius Ucit i~ U !.~ , Lithu1j ni~constraint acting at a point is discussed. A set of cons t rained ( I n  R ,~~~ j n~w ib rati g)n modes is obta ined in terms of the assumed known
modes of the unconstrained structure . A finite element
model of a heat exchanger tube is used to investigate the Key Words: Rings. Springs (elastic ), Cooplings, Vibration
im portance of the rest r iction on th e damping and the Feb.- Control
t ’~~r’ num berS of mocje8 needed to provide an accur ate as-

~ the response ov er a w ide range of frequencies. Th, arti c le prese nts the calcul ation of rotary spring ring s
deformed en a certain way . The rings are the principal ele-
ment of antlvibrsrional expansion couplings. The ring poten-
tial energy is exp ressed as a generaliz ed square form of forces.
A discre te ex pressio n form of the deformed ring axi s is

SYSTEMS presented.

ABSORBE R 
NO ISE RED UCT IONAk. ‘.m’, ’N ~i~ 1 3 1b 7j5 , 142d1 

. .(A lso s~ ’N ~s 1..~ 7 1433 , 145’ 14u .

79-1420
Testing of Shock Absorbers on the Testing Machine 79-1422
(Die. Pres fung von Stosed~zupfem auf der Pnifsua- Conb-oUing Noise in Central Station .. Acousticirh inc ) Structures fo r Equipment and Personnel

‘ ‘I, - , NI I Sch iff
K rj  - P c(~~~1c r Stij s~ 4 I , 6100 D~srfl)stadt I - r’mh’rj~ Industr ial Acoustics Co.. 1979 Generation Pl~~bø~ k , f.
R1-t Jt lli, cit Germjny . A t c i n~~~I tm ’ch .2. . 81 3~ edited b~ Powe r Mjga:ine pp 123 124 , 2 f igs . 315-118 )Mj r 1~)7 9I 9 ti~s tables

- 4 ( In .2 ‘rn jii)

Key Wo rds: Noise reduc tion , EnclosuresKey Wor ds: Shock absorber,, Testing equipmen t
Two basic courses of action for meeting noise limits are:Driving dyn amics require specific damping force/speed isolating the noise -prod ucing equipm ent by means of ancharacteristics whic h are obtained by coordinating the enclosure , or providing a work station th at iso batod oper atingit functional elements of th e shock absorber. By means of perso nne l from existing noise levels. Typical applic ations ofthe specified testing machines , the char acteri st ic data of the both types of action are discu*s,d.

1 shock absorbers are determi ned in the laboratory so that
1 the planned and obtained char acteris t ic data can be corn-
1 pared. The article describes the operation of shock absorb-- 7 Cr testing machines and shows variations of the original

construction in order to adap t the machine to differentfunctions, 9 1423
Use Barriers and Fnclosures to Reduce Power.PIant
Noise
M l . Schi ff
Industrial Acoustics Ce,, Power , 1 23 (4) , pp 103-

79- 142 1 105 (Apr 1979) 4 fi gs, 3 tables
The Calculat ion of Eccentr ic Annu lar Coup lings as
Systems with the Finite Number of Degrees of Free. Kay Word,: Enclosures , Noise reduction , Noise barriersdons (I~ entrinm ziediniu aankaby kaip tastemu so .Ways to satisfy OSHA requirement, in power plants arebasgtmsu aswêa laspassu aka,csums deathavunu) described. They are the use of sound bioi’bing enclosuresA . P. Kavolelis and A. Gulbrnas to isolate noi sy equipment , and soundproof work stationsLiet~vos Mechanikos Rinkinys , No. 1 (17), pp 14 that protect operating personnel from the existing ambient18 11977 ) 2 figs , 4 refs , VilnillS Civil Engrg. Inst ., noise levels.
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79-1424 pressure lou se of all three silencat’s are comp.r d, and ob’
U.,ra Giside to Acoisatic Eadomres ssrvetbons ore made concerning the relative mass. construc-
J S Anderson and D G Bull tint time, sic, of the alngle chamber and the splitter. A

The City Univ., London, UK , Noise Control Vib. tantatlVe deslgfl ptocedure fer plens ls auajsstad.

Isolation, 10 (2). pp 51-54 (Feb 1979) 5 figs. 7 rots

Kay Words: Noise reduction, Encicauree

The vtlcis discusNa the concepts used In selecting an effec- 79.1427
the acoustIc enclosure. They are the pound reduction index A Note on the Interaction of U.sts.dy Flow with an
of a penal, insertIon lose, and noise reduction. The need for Acoustic Liner
a standard enabling the manufacturers to specify more M.S. Howersc t acoustic performance of their enclosur es Is Bolt Beranek and Newman, Inc., 50 Moulton St.,

Cambridge, MA 02138, J. Sound Vib., 63 (3), pp
429-436 (Apr 8, 1979) 2 figs , 11 rots

Key Words: Acoustic linIngs 
- 

-

79-1425 The effects of a mean grazing flow on the energy exchangss
Noise in the Conunercial Envüoisment Involved In the Interaction of a bias-flow acoustic iiner
D.A. Wailer with, respectively, Inciden t sound and boundary layer tur-
Power Equipm ent Co. Ltd ., Noise Control Vib. bulence s,scontruted.
Isolation, 12 (3). ~~ 93.96 (Mar 1979) 3 fig s

Key Wordst Noise reduction, Business equipment. En-
closures. Silencers

79.1428
F Reasons for reducing business equIpment noIse in the~ off Ice Tue Effects of Flow on the Pedonn.nce of a Race-s!. discussed and design of silencers for such machin ery is . .

described. tave Acoustic Attenuator
C. R. Fuller and D.A. Bies
Dept. of Mech . Engrg., Univ. of Adelaide , Adelaide ,
South Australia , 5000,J. Sound Vib., 62 (1 ) ,  pp 73-
92 (Jan 8, 1979) 7 figs , 15 rots

794426 Key Words Acoust ic absorption , Ducts, Acoustic linings 
- -

The Atte u.tjon of Lined Plenum Ch~nbes’s in
Dueta. 11: Meanarements and Comparison with The effects of flow on the performance o fs  reactivs ecous-
‘Theo-y tic attenuator discupad in a previous paper are (nves*bg.tsd
A Cumm in s and A M Win Kin theoretically and experimentally. The attenuator is analy zed

- by using recently developed curved duct equations withInst. of Environmen tal Science and Tech., Polytech- flow. Theoretical predictions are obtained for tr ee pressure
nic of the South Bank , Borough Rd., London SE1 reflection coeff icient, the power reflection and treneninion
OAA, UK , J. Sound Vib., 63 (1), pp 19.32 (Mar 8, coefficient end the transmission loss of the attefl uator, at
1979) 11 figs , 7 refs varying flow Mach numbers. The tWO cases of sound props-

Sating with and against the flow are dIscussed and good
agreement Is obtained with experimental measurements.Key Words: Sound transmission los Silencers, Acoustic

linings. Ducts. Experimental data

Experimental nseasurements of the acoust ic performance of - -

single and thrse’paas lined plenum chambers are compared
so calculatIons based on theoretical models described Ins 79-1429
companion paper. Generally, quite good agreement Is ob- So~~ Boom MininisatiOls with No.e-Blwstnea Re..tam ed, sublect to the limitations of the theorIes, Comparison
Is made between the performance of a singl. plenum chamber lwtson
and that of an equivalent splItter silencer. The aerodynamic C.M, Darden
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NASA Langley Research Ctr., Hampton, VA, Rapt. 79-1432
No. NASA-TP- 1348; L-12464, 53 pp (Jan 1979) Seine E~peoms.taI Studios on Csstrifvgai Blower
N79-15000 Noise

G. Krishnappa
Key Words: Sonlc bocm,Nolue reduct lon Engine Lab., Div. of Mech. Engrg., National Res. - 

-
Council of Canada, Ottawa, Ontario , Canada K 1A

A procedure which provldss tonIc-boom-mInImIzIng ‘
~~~~ 0R6 , Noise Contro l Engr., 12 (2) pp 82-90 (Mar/ - -

slant area distributions for supersonIc cnalss condItIons i~ , —

described. This ~~,k extends prevIous analyses to ps-mit Apr 1979) 27 fIgs, 4 rots
relaxatIon of the extreme bluntness requIred by conventional
low-boom shapes and Includes propagation In a reel atmo- Key Words : Fans, NoIse reduction, Design techniques
sphere. The procedure provides area distrIbutions which
minimize either shock strength or overpresaure.

Some experImental studIes aimed at designIng quiet fans end
blowers by controlling the generated noise at the source.
with a mInImum sacrifice In aerodyn amic performance are
outlIned.

79.1430
Reduction of Cabin Noise During Cnsise Conditions
by Stringer and Frame Dumping
G. SenGupta
Boeing Commercial Airplane Co., Seattle , WA , AIAA 79.1433
J.. 17 (3). pp 229-236 (Mar 1979) 13 figs, 15 refs Controlling Noise in Central Statiosi. Fan-Noise

— 
Abatem ent in Power Plants

Key Words: Aircraft noIse, Noise reductIon, Low frequen- J.G. Funk
else, Vilcoelastic dampIng Env ironmental Elements Corp.. 1979 Generation

Planbook , Edited by Power Magaz ine, pp 117-119 ,
The control of low-frequency cabin noise is analyzed in 5 figs, 1 tableterms of the response of a pressurized fuselage structure - 

-
subjected to broadband random pressure fluctuations.

Key Words: NoIse reductIon, Fans, Electr ic power plants

The author descveses the design options a power engineer
should be aucre of when he selects nolas suppression devices
for fans en pons, plants.

79.1431
Prediction and Control of Induced Draft Coobsg
Tower Noise
J.S. Wang
Ex xon Res. and Engrg . Co., P.O. Box 101 , Florhant

pp ~4 
Coske~~~ Nob in Central Stations. Saencers
Reduce Vest, Valve No..

Key Wo~ds: Cooling towers, Noise pr dlction, NoIse r duc- J .K. Floyd 
,

American Air Filter Co , 1979 Generation Handbook,
Edited by Power Magazine . pp 119-121 , 3 figs , 2

A technIque for estImatIng Induced draft cooling tower noise tables
In the adjscent community use been developed according
to data measured at refineries and chemical plants. It Is
shown that fan noise dominates the falling water noise at Key Words : Noise reductIon , Valves, Electric power plants
locetions dIstant from the cooling tower and that the noise
radiated from the louvered feces dominates that radiated Pressure-relief valves and control valves are often major
from the fan stacks, This information is crucial In selectIng sources of noise in electric-utility power plants. The design
a method for coolIng tower noise control. of noise reduction devices for such valves Is discussed.
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79-1435 79-1438
Cosirulling Nuise in Central Stations, Noise-Control Industrial Noise Control - A Systematic Approac h
iquipnseut for Plant Praise Movers J - Dean
H F W erkni~j ister Industrial Acoustics Co., Ltd., Noise Contro l Vib.
Amer ican Air Filter Co - Pulsco Div., 1979 Genera- Isolation , 10 (2), pp 65-67 (Feb 1979) 4 figs
t ion Planbook , Edited by Power Magazine , pp 121-
123. 3 figs . 1 table Key Words: industrial facIlities, Noise reduction

Kay W ords : Noise reduction, Gas turbine enginei, Recipro. The art icle define s the most common sources of noise prob -
cating eng ines lems encountere d in industry and describss the methods

which are currently available to solve them.
The integr ation of no ise-contro l equipment with the prim e-
movers, e.g., gas turbines and reciprocating engines , during
the design stag. has been found to be the most economical
method of meeting noise cont ro l requirements. Variou s

ACTIVE ISOLATIONty pes ~t silencers are discussed in th e art icle.

79-1439
An Elem entary E~pIanaiion of the Flutter Mocha-79-1436
nsnu with Active Feedback ControlsThe Wike Velocity and Rudder Force on a Tanker H Horikawa and E.H. DowellShip Model 
Princeton Univ., Princeton , NJ . J. Aircraft , 16 (4) .N Matheson ——pp 225-232 (Apr 1979) 10 fi gs, 11 refsAeronaut ical Research Labs., Melbourne, Australia ,

Rept. No. AR L/AE HO NOTE-376 , 86 pp (May 1978) Key Words: Flutter , Active cont rolAD-A062 572/3GA
An elementary explanation of wing fl utter suppre ssion

Key Words : Ship s, Noise reduction, Marine propeller s , problems with active feedbac k control is made using a
Ship noise standard root locus technique. The object of the study is

to obtain insight int o the contro l of conv erging frequency
A propell er tunnel had been fi tted to ~ 33,000 (32.500 flutter such as the classical bending- torsion flutter of a win g.
ton) bulk carrier to cure cavitation , vibration and noise The model analyzed is a two.dimens lonsl , typical section
problems occurring previously. From a series of wind tunnel airfoil with pure gain feedback of the main wing motion.
tests with a model, a set of vortex generators was developed In this simple system, stability boundary solutions are
which improved the flow over the stern and increased the •xp1’sssed in a closed fo rm and valuable information is
side force produced by the rudder, obtained for various kinds of feedback sign ils. The results

for an expl orato ry example are discu ssed. The analysis of
t his example using Niss im ’s energy method is also attempted,

C,

I — —

79-1437 79-1440
Construct ion Mach inery Noise - A Project and a An Optimized Speed-Controlled Suapenion of a
Package 2D0 F Vehicle Travelling on a Randomly Profiled
Noise Control V ib . Isolation, 10 ( 2) . pp 68-71 (Feb Road - 

-1979) 3 fi gs , I table T . Dahibery
Div. of Solid Mech., Chalmers Univ . of Tech., S-412

Key Words: Construction equipment , Noise reduction 96. Gothenburg, Sweden, J. Sound Vib., 62 (4),
pp 541-546 (Feb 22, 1979) 5 figs , 3 refsMeasu rements of the extern al noise levels produced by the

loading shovels of constructi on machinery and the effective .
ness of a simple control treatment in reducIng these levels Key Words: Ground vehicles , Suspension systems (vehicle s),are described. Active isolation , OptimI zation , Surface ‘3ughness
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The spring and damper stiffn esses of a road vehicle suspen- unsteady theory, are evaluated by compari so n with exact
sian system are optimized with respect to both ride comf ort results obtained by the present spproach. The Leplace
and road holdIng . The Optimized active suspension system inversion integr al is employed to separate the loads into
obtained is compared with a corre sponding passive system rational and nonrationa l parts , of which onl y the former
where the const ant suspension paramet ers coincide with are involved in aeroelastic stability of the wing.
those of the active system at a selected fixed speed (20 mIs).

AIRCRAFT 79-1443lAiso see Not, 131 1 , 1429 , 1430 )
Techni ques for Dynsen ic Stability Testing in Wind

K .J. Orl ik-Rueckemann
Tunnels

79-1441 Unsteady Aerodynamics Lab., Nat ional Aeronautical
Wing Rock Due to Aerodynamic Hyateieua Establishment , Ottawa, Ontario , Canada, 24 pp (Nov

1978) In: AGARD Dyn. Stability Parameters , forL.V . Schmidt
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey , CA , J. Air- primary document see N79-15061)

N79-1 5062craft, 16 (3), pp 129-133 (Mar 1979) 6 figs, 9 refs

Key Words: Aircraft, Dynamic stability, Dynamic tests,Key Words: Aircraft, Aerodynam ic loads , Hysteretic damp - Testing techniques, Wind tunnel testsing

A systematic review is presented of the methods end tech-An analysis is presented using control theory concepts to
niques that are used for wind tunnel measurements of theshow th at aerodynamic hysteresis of the form of relay
dynamic stability parameters (derivatives) of an aircraft.action can lead to lateral-directional limit cycle motion s. The review is illustrated by numerous examp les of experi-These limit cycle motions are described in a colloquial sense mantel equipment available in various aerospace laboratories Ias airframe wing rock . The purpose of the studi es described in Canada, France, the United Kingdom, the United Statesherein is to promulgate a fl ight mechanics analysis tech - and West Germany.nique which offers the analy st an insig ht into potential

candidate aerodynamic mechanisms.

79-1442 79-1444
Unsteady Aerodynamic Modeling for Arbitrary A New Method for Deigning Shock-Free Tranaonic
Motions Configurations
J .W . Edwards, H. Ashley, and J.V. Breakwe ll H. Sobieczky, K.-Y . Fung, A .R. Seebass, and N .J. Yu
NASA Dryden Flight Research Ctr., Edwa rds, CA. Engrg. Experiment Station, Arizona Univ., Tucson,
AIAA J. , 17 (4), pp 365-374 (Apr 1979) 11 fig s , AZ , Rept. No. NASA-CR- 1 58063, 35pp (July 1978)
2 tables, 25 refs N79-14997
Sponsored by NASA and the USAF

Key Words: Aircraft wings , A irfoi ls, Design techniques ,
Key Words: Aircraft, Aerodynamic loads, Mathematical Boundary layer excItation , Shock waves

• models
A method for the desig n of shock free supercritical airfoils,

A study is presented on the unsteady serodynarnic loads due wings, and th ree dimensional configurations is described.
to arbitrary motions of a thin wing and their application Results illustrating the procedure in two and three dimen .
for the calculation of response and true stability of seroelss- sions are given, They Include modifications to part of the
tic modes , The use of Laplace transform techniques and the upper surface of a NACA 64A410 airfoil that will main-
generalized Theodorsen function for two-dim ensional in- tam shock free flow over a range of Mach numbers for a
compressible flow is reviewed, Numerical results are given fixed lift coefficient, and the modif ications required on
for the two-dimensional supersonic case. Previously pro - part of the upper surface of a swept wing with a NACA
posed approximate methods, starting from simple harmonic 64A410 root sect ion to achieve shock free flow.
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79.1445 the dynamic response of en elastic clrculet ber subjected to
Investigation of Torsion Fr.. Whig Trend Flutter •xisymmetrlc compressiv, stress at the free end. The nunierl-
Models cal results are compared wIth a solutIon obtained by the

fInite difference method.H I V . Yang and C H , W~n
School of Aornntiutics and Astronautics, Purdun
Univ. , L~foyottn , IN , Il’pt Nu AF(3SH- 18-78
1514, 60 pp (Sept 1!.’. 1978) BIOENGINEERING
AO-A06 1 942/9GA

Key Words : Aircraft wings, Flutter , Computer programs ,
NASTRAN (computer program), Finite element technique 79-1447

I~*pesiuental Analysis of the Vthra tiu n Characleria-
Four types of aluminum plate flutter models of e torsion t ic s of the Human Skull
free wing (TFWI er, studIed : cantilever wing ; pitch restrain-

1.8 Kh&i I, D.C. Viatto , and DL. Smithad wing; TFW with forws,d trim surface; and TFW with aft
trim surface . Free vibratIon analyses are performed by General Motors Research Labs., Warren , Ml 48090,
usIng the f inIte element program NASTRAN. GeneralIzed J. Sound Vib .. (33 (3), pp 351-376 (Apr 8, 1979)
aerodynamic forces are computed by using he program 28 figs , 2 tablos, 16 rots
LAT 2D based on the subsonic lifting surface theory of
Kuss ner. Flutter speeds and frequencies Ire predicted by
using th program F LTTR based on the V.g method . The Key Words: Heed (anetomy ). Mathematical models , Natural
predicted flutter speeds are compared with ava ilable corn- fr~quett~~~, Mod, shapes
putad and tested results. The predicted flutter speeds for the
four models are competed with each other and conclusions Analytical models of the human skull struc ture are con-
are mad.. To determine the designs the t yield higher flut ter structed to charac terize the gross geometric feature s and - -

speeds, parametric stud ies are conducted by varying each materiel properties ; howuver , a model should also have
of the six parameters; thickness paramete r of the wing accurate frequency response characteristIcs since thea, are
thicknes, parameter of either trIm surface; locatIon of the essential fur collIsion and heed In)ury analyse s. An experl’
wing pivot; length of the boom ; swept angle of the wing; and ‘nental investigation Is conducted to Identify the dynamic
swept angle of either trIm surface. characteristics of freely vibrating human skulls , Resonant

frequenc ies and associated mode shapes In the frequency
hand from 20 Mi to 5000 Hz en delineated f,~r two dry
human skulls . DigItal Fourier analysis techn ique, ire used
to Identify the resonant frequencIes and corresponding
mode shapes of each skull .

79-1446
Dynaime Response Analysis of Structural Systems

a L)frec t Integration Method
.1 S Przernieniockl and H .1 . TaIbot BUILDING
Air Force Inst . nt Inch., Wright-Patterson Air Force
flase , OH , .1 A Ircr aft , 16 (3), pp 195 202 (Mar 1979)
8 figs, 17 r~fs 794448

Optimism Deign to Resist Eaitkquakea
Key Words: Numerical analysis, Dynamic response, Finite i - Roennbluoth
element technIque , Aircraft Univursidad Naclunal Autu nom . di, MexIco , Mexico,

O F ,, Mexic o , ASCI J. E ngr. Mach. Dlv., lOb (EM1),The main categories of numerical analy ses of dynamical
response of structural systems represented by flnlte elements PP 159-176 (Feb 1979) 6 fIgs, 2 tables. 10 ra ts
are discussed and a dIrect integration method Is derived
using P.dd approxImatIons to the exact exponential series Key Words: Selidings, Seismic design, Optimum design
solutIons. The method Is employed for the analysis of aircraft
structures nabfected to arbitrary time-dependent loading. Opti mlsatlon Is taken se mlnlmlaation of the sum of ax -
Numerical stabi lIty, artificial attenuation , end phase shift pected present values of InitIal costs (IncludIng engin eering
of the approximate solutions are discussed In detail. The serv icee and constructIon) end magnified losses due t o e
dynamic response solution is presented in the form of an structure’s entrance Into limit states. Dead , live, end seismic Fsispllcli operator requiring only one Inversion of the mass loads are considered. Attention is given to optimum repair
matri x of th. system, A numerical example Is Included for end reconstruction policIes.
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794449 Los Ange les, CA , Rept. No. UCLA-ENG-7822 . NSF/
Torsion in Bisildisige Subjected to Earthquake. RA-780309, 82 pp (June 1978)
M. E Bans PB-289 904/5GA
Ph D. Thesis, The Unev of Michi gan , 162 pp (1978)
UM 7907025 Key Words : MultIstory buildin gs. V ibrat ion tests . Forced

vibration, Earthquake response
Kay Words ulldsnga, Earthquake response , Torsional

This report describes a series of steady state harmonic forcedrespuewu. Sasamec exaltation. Eccentricity
vibration tests conducted on a multistory buIldIng before
and after It was rehabilitated for seism Ic safety . Responsein th is dsamt.sson, the prubabIlss tsc approach is selecte d for
Is measured at 5, 25, and 45 fast from the building on thedee analy sis of line., response. The earthquake ground
su rface of ground.sacsssa.on is deceased and a simple expression relating

arsional earthquake powur spectra to translational earth-
nids. puwur spectra is deysloped. lnterectlon relations are
derived for .ysspms with simultaneous X. ~ and V ground

ego~~~decsc approach. Th. stat , of the an of artificial
eaceteseons. The perspiseral response Is studIed using the FOUNDATIONS AND EARTH

ealarogram grnsrateon is dsscusaed. Vari ous parameters
affect ing ground rotational motion are dIscussed. Non’
l.ne response ch acteris(ics for a four exterior wall model
are analysed. 79-1452

Stability of Axially Loaded Shaft and Tunnel Linings
Connected to Each Other by Flexible Rings (Stabili-
t t  von Schact- mid Tunnelaiàleidungssi ass geless-
kig miteinaisder verbundenen Schi’saess tinter axialer

79-1450 Belsatung)
Shaking Table Earthquake Response of Steel Frame H. Link
D.T . Tanç and R.W. Clough Goethestrasse 13, D-4200 Oberhau sen 1. Federal
State Univ. of New York at Buffalo , Buffalo , NY , Republic of Germany. Ing. Arch., 48 (1 ) . pp 51.
ASC E J. Stru c. Div., 105 (ST 1), pp 221-243 (Jan 63(1979) 10 figs. 2 tables , 4 rots
1979) 19 figs, 5 tables. 4 rots (In German)

Key Words: Multistory buildings, Earthquake response, Key Words: Stability, Linings, Tunnel linings
Shakers , ExperImental data, Mathematical models Starting with the possible loads occurring In practice in the

direction of thei r axis, this investigation deals with theEarthquake responses of a 17-ft 4-In. (5.29.m) tall three- stability of these lin ings taken as .link chain under constantstory steel frame structu re are produced in two series of and linearly variable axial load while embedded In an elasticshaking table tests. The test data are used in the develop- or flu id medium.ment and verifi cation of analyt ical procedures. Mathematical
models are formulated by fir st defining the element proper-
ties and than assemb ling them to obtain the system Proper-
ties. Panel zone deformability, bi-linear strain -hardening plaa- 

HELICOPTERStic hInges, and foundatIon flexibility are considered In model-
In~

79-1453
Flight Test Deign for CH.47 Parameter Mentif’scatios
W,E. Hall, Jr. andJ. Vincent

79-1451 Systems Control, Inc., Palo Alto, CA, Rapt. No.
Forced Vibration Testing of a Rehabilitated Multi- NASA-CR-158948 , 203 pp (Dec 1978)
story Building, Volume ) N 79-15025
CC. Hart, S. Huang, W,T. Thomson, M.A.M. br -
kamani, and 0. Baa Key Words: Helicopters, Parameter Identification technique,
School of Engrg. and AppI. Science , California Univ ., Flight tests
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The VTOL Approach and Landing Technology (VALT ) One of the indu str ial epplicetiores of vibration is it$ use for
program is a significant experimental research program conveying materials. This report is a revIew of she published
aimed at establishing a data base for rotorcraft operation in pepers in the area of vibratory jump conveying. While many
a terminal area environment. Work was undertaken so deter- have contributed to understand the phenomenon of vibra-
mine hel icopter math models suitable for analyzing man- tory conveying, there is still vast sco pe for work on the dy-
auvers along a VIOL trajectory and to epply these math namics and design aspects of the vibr ator y conveyor.
models to determine the flig ht test procedures of greatest
effectiveness in establishing helicopter dynamic characteris-
tics in this mode of operation. As the principal results of this
investigation, a flight test specification is presented for the
CH-47 VALT aircraft operating along the specified VIOL MECHANICA L
trajectory of the VAIl program.

79-1456
Out of Room? Use Musuuum Movement Machinery

79-1454 Aligiunent
Scene Rendta of the Testing of a Full-Scale Ogee—Tip MG. Murray, Jr.
Rotor Hydroca rbon Processing , 58 (1) , pp 112-114 (Jan
W.R. Mantay , P.A. Shidler , and R .L. Campbell 1979) 5 figs , 1 ref
Structures Lab.. USARTL (AVRADCOM), Hampton,
VA , J. Aircraft . 16 (3). pp 215-221 (Mar 1979) Key Words: Aligning, Machinery 

$ 

-
-

15 figs, 4 tables, 8 refs
A simple method for aligning machinery when space is - 

-

Key Words: Helicopter rotors, Helico pter noise , Noise limited is described,
reduction

Full-scale tests are utilized to investigate the effect of the
0g.. tip on helicopter rotor acoustics, performance, and
loads. Two facilities are used for this study: the Langley 794457
whirl tower and a OH-I H helicopter, The full -scale test ing A Study on Noise Emitted from Power Hacksawon the OH-ill encompasses the major po rtion of the flight - - -

envelope for that aircraft. Both near -field acoust ic measure- Machsnea

mints as well as far -field flyover data are obtained for both J .C. Charman and G.M. McNu lty
the 0g.. and standard rotors. Ardente Industrial Services, Noise Control Vib. (so-

lation, 10 (2), pp 58-64 (Feb 1979) 11 figs, 2 tables

Key Words: Saws , Noise reduction

MATERIAL HANDLING This artic le considers noise emitted from the operation of
(Also see No. 1396) one particu lar machine tool: the modem power hacksaw,

Consideration is given to the variation in noise emission
from a power hacksaw against va rying parameters such as
cutting force and wear. The fassibility of noise reduction
by critical control of such parameters may also be extended
to other machine tool s in general. Recommendations as to

79-1455 the optimum blade life with respect to the parameters of
Vibratory Convey ing — Analysis and Deign: A noise levels end cutting times are also green.
Review
M.A. Parameswaran and S. Ganapathy
Mach. Engrg . Dept., Indian Inst. of Tech , Madras-
600 036, In d ia , Mech. Mach. Theory, 14 (2), pp 89-
97 (1979)11 figs, 2 tables, 23 refs 79-1458

On the Aerodynamic Noise Source in Circular Saws
Key Words: Convayors, Mitari ais handling equipment. H.S. Cho and C.D. Mote , Jr.
Vibrato rs (machinery) Dept. of Mach. Engrg,, Un iv . of California , Berkeley ,
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CA 94720, J. Acoust. Soc. Amer.. 65 (3), pp 662- IN 47907, J. Sound Vib., 63 (1) , pp 125-143 (Mar 8,
671 (Mar 1979) 14 figs , 20 rats 1979) 14 figs, 25 rots

Key Words: Sans, Noise source Identif icat ion Key Words : Compressors, Fluid-Induced e*citation, Math.-
metical models

A theoretical model Is presented for predictIon of the far-
I i.Sd noise. Experimental msuur.m.nt o~ ti,. fluctuating Multicylind.r compressor disch arg. system Interac tions are
lift force on particular tooth model s Is used to identify the Identified and model ed here as kinematic and geometr ic
dipole sou rce and a hot wire anemometer , rotating with the ty pes of coupling. The kinematic coupling effect Is m oor-
sew, measured the tooth wake . The theore tical predict ions posutad with the Input volume velocities, at the velues, which
of dipole noise dependence upon parameter variation are are derived from th . dIscharge mass flow rates . To account
generally cons istent with literature noise data, for the geometric inte ractions arising because of the Inter-

connected cavities end passages , Impedance matrices are
formulated . The discharge system components are described
by steady state acou stic Impedances, in distribu ted parame-
ta rs format. The theory is applied to a two cylinder high
speed refrigeration compressor . Unsteady flow pressures era

~9-1459 predicted in the valve chamber (for capacity and energy
On the Prediction of impact Noise, I: Acceleration consumption considerations), and at the manifold end (for
Noise muffling effectiveness consIder ation ). Excellent agreement

between theory and experiment is obtained.E.J. Richards , M E . Westco tt , and R.K. Jeyapa lan
Inst . of Sound and Vibration Research , Univ. of
Southampton, Southampton S09 5N1-1, UK , J. Sound
Vib., 62 (4), pp 547-575 (Feb 22, 1979) 20 figs , RAIL3 tables, 7 rets (Also see No. 1308)

Key Words: Industrial facil ities . Noise gan.retlon , Machinery
noise, Impact noise

79-1461
This paper, the first of a se ries , Is concerned with the noise S~~ ihty Cnteri s for Art iculated Railway Vehiclesgenerated by impacting bodies due to the high surface - -

accelerations during the contact perIod. An account Is ~~~~~~~~ Perfect Steersug
presented of the theoretical development and experimental A.H. W ickens
validation of curves for the prediction of peak sou nd pres - British Rail Res. and Day. Division, Derby, UK ,
iure and radiated energy for collisions of com pact bodies Vehicle Syst. Dyn., 7 (4), pp 165-182 (Dec 1978)
which are incapable of fl exure l motions. 8 f igs, 16 reis 

—

Key Words: Railroad trains , Art iculated vehicles . Suspen-
sion systems (vehIcles) , Joints (junctions)

OFF-ROAD VEHICLES
(See Nos. 1472 , 1473) The general form of the equations of motion of multi-body

articulated railway vehicles are used to establish the condi-
t ions which the elastic stiffness matrix, which descrIbes the
nature and configu ration of the suspension elements con-
necting the various bodies, must satisfy in order to achieve —

PUMPS. TURBINES, FANS, both perfect steering on circular curves and dynamic stabil-

~~~~~~~~~ 
ity . The resulting cr iterIa are then used to dis cuss th . proper-s,s,,,irn ~~~~~~~ ties of various multi -axle conflguretions which are either
typical of current practice or poselbilitles for future designs.

79-1460
Mathsmtalical Modeling of Multlcy!indcr Compiesuor 79-1462
Discharge System lnteract iona Noise Control of a Mine Operated Rail Pereonnel - :
R . Singh and W. Soedel Carrier: Volume 1. Deign and Performance of
Ray W. Herr ick Labs. , Purdue Univ., West Lafayette , Noise Control Treatments
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A.G. GaIaitsls , P.J. Remington , and M M , Myles Key Words: Nuclea, reactor components, Acoustic excite-
Bolt Beranek and Newman, Inc., Cambrkige, MA , lion. Cooling systems. Cavitation noise
Rapt. No, BBN-3690, 116 pp (Nov 1977)
P8-289 711 /4GA ThIs pager describes an analytical method for estimatIng

the coolant pump-Induced acoustic pressure dIstributIon In
the Inlet annuius of a pressurized weter reactor and toKey Words Subwsi rails, Underground structures, Mines verify the technIque by measurement on a simplIfied labora-(excavations), Passenger transportation, Noise reductIon, tory metitotInteraction: raIl-wheel

DIagnostic tests are pirformed on an FMC 2150 portal
bus to determIne the contributIon of mi(or noise sources
to the tot al radiated noise. NoIse control treatments, In-
cluding resilient wheels, panel damping, and a motor en-
closure are designed, developed, and evaluated,

79-1465
Pacemakers Abroad/Chin Shan Protecting Against
Eazthqiiakea
E. Odar

79-1463 Ebasco Services, Inc., 1979 Generation Planbook ,
An Analog Sunulatiosi Study of the Rock.g Re- Edited by Power Magaz ine, pp 67-69, 5 figs
~ oam of a Rithuad Freight Vehicle
M. Samaha and T .S. Sankar Key Words: Nuclear power plants , SeismIc designDept. of Mach. Engrg., Concord ia Univ., Montrea l ,
Canada. J. Sound Vib., 63 (1), pp 109-124 (Mar 8, SeismIc control memires undertaken In the design of nuclear1979~ 12 figs , I tab le, 10 rets plints at the Chin Shen Site in TaIwan are described,

Key Words: Railroad cars, Fraight cars, Analog simulatIon,
Stabilization, Friction damping. V iscous damping

The steady state response of a single large capacity railroad
freight vehicl, Is presented. Th. vehicle Is descrIbed through 

, -an appropriate multi-degree of freedo m non-lInear mathe.
79-1466matical model. The equations of motIon of the sy stem are

derived by using Ijgrange’s procedure. The analog corn- Liiieiiined Tranient Analyia of Nuclear Steam
puts, is employed for solving the non-linear dIfferential (~~~ raton
equations of motion for obtaining the system s rocki ng G.J. Van Tuy le -response in the tIme domain. The vehicle steady state fr~ Ph.D. Thesis, The Univ. of Mich igan , 212 pp (1978)quency response Is derlvad from a sequence of tIme r.-

UM 7907 191agonses. By utIlizing the frequency response plots a complete
study of the system sensItivity to variation In the suspension
parameters Is carried out . Key Words: Nuclear power plants , Boilers, Transient re-

sponse, PerIodIc response, MathematIcal models

This paper descrIbes the development end applIcatIon of a
REACTORS computer mod.I simulating the transient bshavlor of nuclear

steam generators, The effort Is directed toward development
of a simplified linearized model for lntegiul-.conoenize,
once-through steam generators. Th. model utilIz es a movable
boundary spatial discretlzatlon technique. Notable features

79-1464 of the model Include full treatment of a tIme-Independent
Pump.Induced Acoustic Preemie Distribution in an momentum equation, se well as a perturbation technique
Anunlar Cavity Sounded by Rigid WJ. Used to evaluate the dependen ce of heal flux and pressure

gradient on other system properties. A perturbation tech-M.K. Au-Yang nlque Is developed that provides constrelnt equations forNuclear Power Generation Div., Babcock & Wilcox , moving boundarIes between heat transfer regions. A detailed
Lynchburg, VA 24505, J, Sound Vib,, 62 (4), pp steady-state modal Is developed to provIde Initial velues for
577-591 (Feb 22, 1979 ) 9 figs, 2 tables , 5 rets the transient calculators,
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79-1467 In this Inveetigatlon, free whirling, stabIlIty, and forced
Nonlinear Trassleat Analyis of Nuclear Stems whi rling are examIned for ring-type flywheel systems. Prac-
Generator, tical ways to Increase critical speeds are ~~~~~~ Forced

whirling excited by unbalance and Initial tilt of rim elementMW. Crump Is studIed.
Ph.D. Thesis, The Univ . of Michig an , 252 pp (1978)
UM 7907068

Key Words: Nuclear power generators , Boilers , Transient ROAD
response, Mathematical models (Also see Nos. 1300.1310 . 1440)

This pager describes the development and pract ical appllca-

end hydraulic analysis of nuclear steam generators. The
- I t ion ePa numerical modeling method to, dynam ic tharmal

mathematical modal for fluid flows Is based upon onedlmen- 79-1 470
slonal, nonlInear, single-fluid cons ervati on equations for A Siuplified Finite Ussusut Method b r  Stssdy.g

* 
m ass, momentum and energy. An empirical slIp flow model ACOUMiC Characteristic. m ode a Car Cavity
is Included in thi fluid model to enable description of two- T.L. Richards and S.K. Jhe

4 
phase slip or homogeneous flows as well as singl.phass 

School of Automotive Studies, Cranfield Inst . offlows.
Tech., Cranfi eld , Bedford MK43 OAL , UK , J. Sound
Vib., 63 (1), pp 61-72 (Mar 8, 1979) 10 figs, 4 tables,
9 rets

79-1468 Kay Words: Finite element techn ique, Acoust ic resonance,
Motor valtlcie noise, lntemai noiseStatic and Dyunnie Propeities of Sand-Cement

J. Dupes and A. Pecker A sImplified finite element method I. developed for aneiyzlng
Mecasol SA, Consulting Engineers. Paris , France , site acoustic r sonances of a prismatic car cavIty. Use Is made
ASCE J. Geotech. Engr. Div. , 105 (GT3). pp 419- of the non-variant geometric and material proeertles of such
436 (Mar 1979) a cavIty In one directIon (across the width of the car). Some

experimental result, obtained for a half-size model of a car
cavity are compared wills th, finite element result.. The

Key Words: Nuclesr power plants. SeIsmic design accuracy of the finite elemen t solution Is assessed by ana-
lyzIng a rectangular cavity and a cylindrIcal cavIty, for whichAn extensive laboratory tasting program on dIfferent mix- analytical solutions are already avaIlable.

sores Is undertaken to assess the design characterIstics (static
and dynamic) and to check the durability end cyclic strength
of the backfill material, in the course of the testing program
new method, for Interpretation of the dynamic characterIs-
tics of the soi l-cement are developed. 791 471

On the Theory of Dynastic Stability of Motor Ve- - 
-

hide Carriers
M. Singh -

RECIPROCATING MACHINE Ph.D. Thesis , Wayne State Univ., 162 pp (1978)(Also see No. ~~~ UM 7908962

Key Words: Articulated vehicles, Tractors, Mathematical
models, StabilIty

79-1469
Whiibig Rs,o.ae and Stab8ity of Flezibly Mounted, A mathematical model of a tractor-semItraIler with litres
Rig-Type F1~ wheel Systems degrees of freedom — the lateral motion of tile tractor, yaw

mot ions of the tractor and the semitrailer - Is developed.IT. Chen The root locus analyses a. applied to determIne relatIvely
Ph.D . Thesis , The Univ. of Oklahoma, 121 PP (1978) optImal vehicle parameters. The parameter thus obtained
UM 7908816 are used In a nonlinear analysIs, whIch employs a combina-

tion of PoInc.r~ and Llagunov stsblllty th.orlas. Various
Key Words: WhirlIng, Flywheels, Motor vehicle engInes singular poInts are determined.
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79.1472 Key Words: lnterectlon: tire-pavement, Finite element ,

Optinal Control of the Tractor-Sem itrailer Track technique, M.thsmatscal model;

A. Van Zanten and A l .  Krauter
Robert Bosch GmbH , Development of Anti -Skid This report presents the thaory and results developed during

an analytical and experimental investigstion~of tire-pavement
Systems, 7 141 Schwieberdingen, Robert Bosch interaction. An analytical tire model , developed from a finite
Strasse, West Germany, Vehicle Syst. Dyn., 7 (4), element computer program, is utilized in a new appro.ch to
pp 203-231 (Dec 1978)11 figs , 17 refs tire’pavemeflt Contact analysis An analytic al model for the

deformation and adhesion components of rubber friction Is
also described. The fast Fourier transform is utilized in

Key Words : Tractors, Semitrallers. Optimum control theory, calculation of the tire -pavement friction coefficient (as a
Braking effects function of idealized pavement surf ace characteristics) and

This paper is concerned with the braking performance mod 
In the calcul ation of the contact pressure distribution pro-
duced by the analytical tire model.

the handling behavior of the tracto r-semitrailer truck under
optim al braking, Optimal control theo ry is used in order
to deal with the problem and a combination of the steepest
descent method and the Davidon Fletcher Powell methoq
is used to solve it numerically. Results for some chosen ROTORS
braking maneuvers are obtained for a nonlinear truck model (Also see No. 1337)
which has 14 degrees of freedom.

79-1475

79-1473 
A Theore&ai Technique for Analyzing Aeroelaatic

Sanislation of Steering and Braking Behaviour of 
Stability of Bearingleas Rotors ‘

H

Tractor-Semitrailer Vehicles in Extreme Situations 
D.H. Hodges

(Berechnung des extremen Lenk- und Bremavethal- 
U.S. Army R&T Labs. (AVRADCOM ). Ames Res.

tens von Sattelkraftfahrseugen) 
Ctr ., Moffett Field , CA, A IAA J., 17 (4), pp 400-407

F. Uffelman n 
(Apr 1979) 17 figs, 20 refs

Insti tut f. Fahrzeugtechnik , Techni sche Unive rsitat
- Braunschweig , Germany, Vehicle Syst. Dyn., 

~ 
(4) 

Key Words: Rotor ; (machIne element ,), StabilIty, Helicopter
rotors

pp 183-201 (Dec 1978) 15 figs, 2 tables, 12 refs
( In  Germ an) A technique is introduced for aeroeIastic stability analysis

of certain hingeless helico pter rotors termed bearingiess
Key Words: Tractors, Semitrailers, Braking effects, Corner- because of their lack of a pitch-change bearing. The rotor is

ing ff~~ 
modeled as three or more rigid blades each joined to the hub
by means of a flexible appendage known as the flexbeamn

This paper deals with the simulation of the behavior of trac- or stra p. The pitch-control system twists the fIexbean to

tar-semitrailer vehicles at braking on wet, slippery road sur- provide blade pitch change. The analysis is capable of treat- i 
-

face. The nonlinear model used for the computation en- lng effects of several different pitch-control configurations,

ables simulation of extreme situations at wheel locking and geometric nonlinearities associated with the equilibrium

swerving. The instabilities during brakin g such as )ackknifing deflected shape of the flexbaam, and the built-in angular

and trailer swing as well as nansteerability ire investigated, offsets of the flexbesm and blade. Numerical results are
presented for a varIety of system parameters. The stability
of the system in both hub-fixed motion and coupled rotor-
body motion is considered.

79.1474
Investigation of Tire-Pavement Interaction During
Maneuvering, Volume 1. Theory and RemIt, 79-1476
R.A. Schapery and J.T. Tielking Shock Structuse in Tranaunic Compressor Rotor.
Mechanics and Materials Research Ctr ., Texas A&M A.H. Epstein , J .L. Kerrebrock , and WT. Thompkins ,
Univ., College Station, TX , Rept. No. MM-3043-77-2, Jr.
FHWA/RD-78/72, 254 pp (June 1977) Massachusetts Inst. of Tech., Cambridge , MA, AIAA
PB-291 257/4GA J ., 17 (4), pp 375-379 (Apr 1979) 9 figs , 4 refs
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Key Words: Rotors (machine elements ), Compressors, Shock 79-1479
response On Estimation of the Effectiveness of Vibro-Extin-

picking Equipments on the Bans of “Negative
Shock behavior consistent with the model has been qusnti- Centrifugal Maas” (Apie virpem~ dopinino itaiatj 

- 
-

fled by gas fluro sic ence measurements in the MIT blowdown “Neigiaioua iacentrines mases” pagrindI,~ efektyvumo
compressor. Three’dimensional transonic flow computa- -

tions for the same rotor are described. tvertlnzm.)
A P . Kavolelis
Lietu ~s Mechanikos Rinkinys, No. 1 (17), pp 5-
13 (1977) 7 figs, 3 refs, Vilnius Civil Engrg. Inst.,
232600 Vilnius, Gorkio 73, Lithuania
(In Russian)

79-1477 Key Words : Vibr ation reduction , Rotors (machine elements )
Theoretical Study of the Effect of Tilt Behaviour on - -

the Unbalance Response of a Simple Rotor The effectiveness of ieveral original devices for the reduction
- of f lexur sl and tors ional vibrations ~.f rotating systems is

A. Mukherj ee considered . Several specific characteristics of the devices
Mech. Engrg. Dept., Indian Inst . of Tech., Kharag- are com pared tothose of the known devices.
pur , Ind ia , Mech . Mach. Theory , 14 (2), pp 121-
134(1979) 10 figs, 12 refs

Key Words: Rotor -bearing system, Rotors (machine eli-
ments), Unbalanced mass response 79-1480

Parameter and Combination Resonances of Rotor
The response near resonance of a simple elastic rotor as Systems with Asymmetric Element, (Parameter- und
influenced by the inclination of the journal due to vibra- Kombinationaresonanzen bei Rotorsyatetnen mit
tions is studied in this paper.

Unsymmetnen)
A.A. Mu ller and P .C. Muller - -

Wi lhelmstr. 43, D-7250 Leonberg-Eltingen , Federa l
Republic of Germany, Ing. Arch., 48 (1), pp 65-72
(1979) 3 figs, 12 refs

• ( In German)
79-1478
Stability and Unbalance Response of Centrally Pre. Key Words: Rotors (machine elements), Parametric reso-
loaded Rotors Mounted in Journal and Squeeze Film fl~flC8

armgs The theory of parameter and combination resonances is
E.J. Hahn applied to rotor system s having asymmetric elements. The
The Univ. of New South Wales , Kensington. N.S.W. number of resonances can be essentially reduced represent-
Australia, J. Lubric. Tech., Trans. ASME, 101 (2), ing the rotor system by inertial as well as by rotating coor-
pp 120-128 (Apr 1979) 15 figs, 14 refs dinates.

Key Words: Rotor-bearing systems . Squeeze-film bearings ,
Unbalanced mass response SHIP

(Also see No. 1436)The unbalance response and stability of centrally preloaded
symmetric rIgid rotors are InvestIgated. Steady state solu-
tio na for unbalance transmlssi billt ies, orbit eccentricity
radii, and stability are presented for rotors runnIng in hydro-
dynamic journal bearings and in rolling element bearing s 79.1481
which are supported in squeeze film bearing s. Both p~~ An Investigation into the Linear Theory of Shipsurizad and unp resaur lzed oil supply are considered. The
stabilizing effect of superimposed external radial stiffnes~ 

Response to Waves
on pressurized bearing s Is clearly demonstrated . R. E.D. Bishop and W.G. Price
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Dept. of Mech. Engrg., University College, London , 79-1484
London WC1E 7JE , UK , J. Sound Vib., 62 (3), Earthquake and Wave Design Criteria for Offshore
pp 353-363 (Feb 8, 1979) 10 refs Platforms

R .G. Bea
Key Words: 5h~ s, Water waves, Periodic excitation Ocean Engrg. Group, Woo dward-Clyde Consultants ,

Houston, TX , ASCE J. St ruc. Div ., 105 (ST2), pp
The response of an elastic shV to waves Is examined in 401.419 (Feb 1979) 12 figs, 4 tables, 45 refs
general terms by using the theory of linear non’conse,vatlve
systems which suffer sinusoidal excitation . This Is made
possible by the conventional use of constant hydrodyn emic Key Words: Earthquak e resi stant structures , Off-chore
coeff icie nts. A more general approach is fo rmul eted whIch stru Ctu res
does not depend on such coeffic ients and Is not restricted
to use In sinusoidal motions. Ship responses are expressed A method that applies experience, projections of environ-
In modal forms in which the nature of resonance is made mental conditions, response analyses , and r,liabillty logic
self-evident, Is used to develop earthquake and wave design criteria for

one class of offs hore platform system. The system con-
sists of a steel, tubular-membered, template-type super-
structure supported on piles and firm soils . In 300 ft of
water. Three fictiti ous sites are considered: Eutern Gulf
of Alask a, Southern California, and the Santa Barbara Chan-

79-1482 vial. Ranges of design wave heights and ground motion
DynamIc Analyis of Fixed Off shore Structuiea velocities era given. Results are compared wIth those ap-

propriete for a conventional building structure and withA Review of Some Basic Aspects of the oblem those from API RP 2A guidelines for fixed offshore p1st - - - -

J.H. Vugts and D.J. Hayes forms. Good ~~reement with API guidel ines is indicated .
Shell Internationale Petroleum Maatschappij B.V.,
Carel van Bylandt laan 30, The Hague, The Nether- ~.- -

lands, Engrg . Struc., 1 (3), pp 114-120 (Ap r 1979)
8 rots SPACECRAFT

Key Words: Off-shore structures, Mathematical models ,
Damping. Time domain method , Frequency domain method ,
Modal superposition method

In this paper the following general aspects of the problem 79.1 ~~are discussed: time domain vs frequency domain description; Effects of Vertical Tail Flexibility on the Acre-modal superposition vs direct integration in physical coor-
dinates (usually in conjunction with a finite element 

~~~~~~~~~ 
dynamic Characteriatice of a 0.03-Scale NASA

• don ); and damping . Space Shuttle Orbiter at Mach Numbers from 0.90
to 1.55
J.A. Black
Arnold Engrg. Development Ctr., Arnold Ats, TN,
Rept. No. AEDC-TSR-78-P29, 29 pp (Aug 29, 1978)

79.1483 AD-A062 37717GA
Earthquake Response of Offshore Platforms
R.G. Bea, J.M.E. Audibert, and MR . Akky Key Words : Space shuttl es, Wind tunnel tests , Aerodynamic
Ocean Engrg. Group, Woodward- Clyde Consultants , foads
Houston, TX . ASCE J. Struc. Div., 105 (ST2), pp
377-400 (Feb 1979) 13 figs , 1 table , 83 refs A 0,03-scala model of the NASA Space Shuttle Orbiter

utilizing a flexible and a rigid vertical tai l Is tested in the
Propulsion Wind Tunnel . Transonic (16T) at free-stream

Key Words: Earthquake resistant structures, Off-shore Mach numbers from 0.90 to 1.55, free-stream dynamic
structures pressure, from 300 to 700 psf , angles of attack from -2 to

12 dig and angles of sidas$~ from -S to 9 deg for speed-
The platforms discussed are steel, tubular-membared, truss. brake deflect ions of 25 to 55 deg, end rudder def lections of
framed structures supported by tubular piles and conduc - 0 and 10 dig. The objective of the test is to determine the
tore. Elast ic and Inelastic response, and platform system effects of vertical tail flexi bilit y on the static stability and
element characteristics are considered . Control characterist ics of the Orbiter vehicle.
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79-1486 STRUCTURAL
Dynamic Stability Parametea
AGARD . Neuilly-Sur-Seine, France, Rept. No.
AGARD-CP-235; ISBN-92-0223.X , 623 pp (Nov
1978)
N79- 1 5061

794487
Kay WordL Spacecraft. Dynamic stability. WInd tun nel A Comparison of Marn.r Response Estimate.
tests, Flight tests, TestIng techniques, Simulation, Proceea- N. Popplewell and N.A .N. Voussef

• Inge Dept. of Mech. Engrg., Univ . of Manitoba , Winn i-
peg, Canada, J. Sound Vib., 62 (3), pp 339-352This symposium was organized In recognition of the strong (Feb 8 1979) 9 figs 19 refspresent-day interest In dynamic stability of aerospace ye-

hid es. The purpose of the symposium to discuss the
specific needs for dynamic stability Information, the fonts Key Words: Structural response, Shock exc itation, Seismic
in which It should be presented and the various means of excitation , Maximum response
obtaining it . The symposium was divided Into the following
sessions: wind tunnel techniques 1; wInd tunnel techniques Formulae for estimating the maximax response of linear ,
2; flig ht testing techniques; analytical techn iques; motion stable structures to Incompletely described loads are re-analysis and nonlinear fo rmulations; sensitivIty and simul s- viewed. The accuracies of these formulae are evaluated for
tor stud ies; and workshop session. For Individual titles , see fairly comprehensive but Ideal circumstances where the loads
N79-1 5062 throu gh N79-1 5097. and, hence, the exact solutions are fully known.
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AUGUST 1979 16-18 Joint Lubrication Conference, (ASLE-ASME)
Dayton, OH (ASMEHq.)

13-15 Joint Automatic Controi Conference , IASME J
San Franc isco , CA (ASME Hg.) 17-19 Stapp Car Crash Conference [SAE) Hotel del

Coronado, San Diego. CA (S,4E Meeting Dept.)
28-3 1 International Tire Noise Conference , (National

Swedish Board for Technical Development , STUI
Stockholm, Sweden (International Tire Noise NOVEMBER 1979
Conference, do  Stockholm Convention Bureau.
St~andvigen ic, S-i 14 56 Stockholm, Sweden) 46 Diesel and Gas Engine Power Technic al Confer-

ence , San Antonio, TX (ASME Hq.)

SEPTEMBER 1979 5-8 Truck Meeting, ISAE) MarrIott , Ft. Wayne , IN
(SAE Meeting Dept 1

21st Polish Solid Mechanics Conference (Polish
Academy of Sciences, Institute of Fundamental 26-30 Acoustical Society of America, Fall Meeting,
Technological Research) Poland (Dr. Merek (ASA) Salt Lake City, UT (ASA Hg.)
Elz.now,k,, Institute of Fundamental Technolo-
gical Research, Swi~tokrzyafc. 21,00-049, Warsaw,
Poland) DECEM BER 1979

3-5 Numerical Analysis of the Dynamics of si~,p Aerospace Meeting ISAE) Los Angeles. CA (ME
Structures, Avignon, France (Or. J.L. Annand, Meeting Dept.)
Inst itut de Rech.rches de Ia Construction Nave/c,
75008 ParIs, France) 2-7 Winter Annual Meeting (ASME) Statler Hilton,

New York . NY (ASMEHQ.)
9-14 Petroleum Mechanical Engineering Conference

(ASME I Hyatt Regency, New Orleans, LA (ASME
Hg.) FEBRUARY 1980

70-12 ASME Vibrations Conference, (ASME) St. Louis. 25-29 Congress & Exposition (SAEI Cobo Hall , Detroit .
MO (ASME Hg.) MI (ME Meeting Dept.)

10-13 Off -Highway Meeting and Exposition (SAE)
MECCA . Milwaukee, WI (SAE Meeting Dept~, 

MARCH 1980
400 Commonwealth ~~~ Werrendele, PA 15096)

9-13 25th Annual International Gas Turbine Conference
11-14 INTER-NOISE 79, (INCE) Warsaw , Poland and Exhibit [ASME) New Orleans, LA (ASME

(INTER-NOISE 79, IPPT PAN, ul. Swl1tokrzydra Hg.)
21, 00-049 Warsaw , Poland)

APRIL 1980
OCTOBER 1979
______________________________________________ 21-25 AcoustIcal Society of America , Spring Meeting
7-11 Fall Meeting and Workshops, (SESA) Mason , OH 

(ASA I Atlanta, GA (AS.4 Hg.)
(SESA, 21 BrIdge .9~uare, P.O. Box 277, Saugatuck
Ste., Westport, CT 06880 - Tel (203) 227-0829) MAY 1980

16-18 50th Shock and Vibration Symposium, Colorado
Springs, CO (H.C. Pusey, Director, The Shock and 26-30 Fourth SESA International Congress on Exi*ri-
Vibration Information ~~~~.,, c,o. 8404, ~~~~ 

mental Mechanics, ISESA) The Copley Plaza ,
Research Lab.. WashIngton, D.C. 20375 - Tel (202) Boston, MA (SESA Hg.)
767-3X6)
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CALENDAR ACRONYM DEFINITIONS AND ADDRESSES OF SOCIETY HEADQUARTERS

AFIPS: American Federation of Informa tion ICF: Internat ional Congress on Fracture
Processing Societies Tohoku Univ.
210 Summit Ave. - Montvele, NJ 07645 Sendai, Japan

AGMA: American Gear Manufacturer s Assoc iation IEEE: Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
1330 Mate, Ave., N.W. 345 E. 47th St.
Washington , D.C. New York . NY 10017

AIlS: American Helicopter Society IES: Institute of Environmental Sciences
1325 18 St. N.W. 940 E. Northwest Highway 

- 
-

Washington , D.C. 20036 Ml. Prospect. IL  60056

AIAA: American Insti tute of Aeronautics and IFToMM: International Federation for Theory of
Astronaut ics, 1290 Sixth Ave . Machines and Mechanisms, U.S. Council for
New York , NY 10019 TMM , d o  Univ. Mass. . Dept ME

Amherst , MA 01002
AIChE: American Institute of Chemical Engineers

345 E, 47th St. INCE: Institute of Noise Control Engineering
New York , NY 10017 P.O. Box 3206, Arlington Branch

Poughkeepsie, NY 12603AREA: American Railway Engineering Association
59 E . Van Buren St. ISA: Instrument Society of America
Chicago, I L  60605 400 Stanwix St .

Pittsburgh, PA 15222
AH$: Americ an Helicopter Society

30 E, 42nd St. ONR: Office of Naval Research
New York , NY 10017 Code 40084, Dept. Navy

Ar lington , -VA 22217 fARPA : Advanced Research Projects Agency - -
SAE: Society of Automotive Engineers

ASA: Acoustical Society of America 400 Commonwealth Drive
335 E . 45th St. Warrendale , PA 15096
New York , NY 10017

SEE: Society of Environmental Engineers
ASCE: American Society of Civil Engineers 6 Conduit St.

345 E. 45th St. London W1R 9TG , U K
New York . NY 10017

SESA: Society for Experimental Stress AnalysisASME: American Society of Mechanical Engineers 21 Bridge Sq.
345 E. 45th St. Westport , CT 06880
New York , NY 10017

SNAME: Soc iety of Nava l Architects and Marine
ASNT: Amer ican Society for Nondestructiv e Testi ng Engineers , 74 Trinity P1.

914 Chicago Ave . New York , NY 10006 - - -Evanston , IL 60202
SPE: Society of Petroleum EngineersASOC: American Society for Quality Control 6200 N. Central Expressway

161 W. Wisconsin Ave. Dallas , TX 75206
Milwaukee, WI 53203

SVIC: Shock and Vibration Information CenterASTM: Amer ican Society for Testing and Materials Nava l Research Lab., Code 8404
1916 Race St. Washington , D.C. 20375
Philadelphia, PA 19103

URSI-USNC: International Union of Radio Science - USCCCAM . Chairman, d o  Dept. ME, Univ . Toronto , National Committee d o  MIT Lincoln Lab.,Toronto 5, OntarIo, Canada Lexington, MA 02173
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